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Abstract

In this thesis a study on the design and performance of a distributed VoD 

service is presented.

In the first chapter a general introduction to the thesis is provided.

In the second chapter we provide a review to the enabling technologies for 

multimedia services and specifically for VoD. We review netwotk, transport and 

delivery standards.

In the third chapter we present an overview of the most important VoD 

trials and an analysis on the composing components of the VoD service.

In the fourth chapter we present VoD service designs from the bibliography, 

that support and promotethe idea a distributed service provision system.

In the fifth chapter we present our design for a VoD server, supporting mass 

and interactive user connections, based on a two-tier control system. The first 

tier is based on staggered multicast at very short time intervals and processes 

normal connection flow and the second tier, provides the control for the user 

defined actions.

In the sixth chapter we present our design for the VoD server management 

system. Our system is a heuristics based one, it uses as little network status 

information as possible and makes decisions based on the current popularity 

rates it is receiving from the network. The movies are separated into classes 

depending on popularity and treated accordingly.

In the seventh chapter we present the simulation network we used in our 

study. The servers are placed in a regular square grid network, the movie 

library size is standard and the server capacity is varied.

In the eighth chapter we present the results we obtained using our simulation 

framework and applying different system and control parameters.

In the ninth chapter we compare our results of the distributed system to a



centralised system and to a system of non-networked independent servers. 

In the last chapter the general conclusions are drawn.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Multimedia service design and implementation has only recently been a topic 

of research as new technologies made their realisation feasible. VoD (Video- 

on-Demand) is only one of a range of interactive services; others include NoD 

(News-on-Demand), audio on demand, interactive shopping etc.

By definition VoD is the on demand delivery of films to the end user, with 

interactive functionality provided.

The main characteristics of the VoD service are:

1. support of multiple non-synchronous connections to one film

2. support of interactive functions on the delivered material

3. independent viewing for each user

These characteristics apply to VoD, and to interactive multimedia services 

in general, and they impose new requirements on the service provider in order 

to realise them.

This thesis presents a generic service design for VoD that will make it avail

able to a large customer base. We have chosen a distributed VoD server model. 

The distributed model was chosen because it can oflfer scalability to cover future 

service demand trends, disperse material where is needed in the user network 

and can tolerate and adapt to partial server failure.

T  ^ 4  a  \
18
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We identify the most important components of the service as being the 

following:

• the VoD server and

• the service management system

We propose a generic design for a scalable, interactive VoD server and a simple 

service management system.

The most important VoD server design requirements are:

•  support of multiple connections to one film

• support of non-synchronised user connections to a number of films

•  provision of real-time interactive actions such as pause and forward and 

backward scanning at any speed, or at random.

• scalable design to accommodate growing user demand

For the servers to operate successfully, a service control protocol is needed. 

The control protocol will manage movie and connection placement. The most 

important system resources have been identified as server space and network 

bandwidth. The control system is constructed in order to manage these two 

resources in the best possible way, while offering high film availability to the 

end user. We propose a simple management system based on the incoming 

user requests. Movies are classified according to these requests and treated 

accordingly. Furthermore, two system procedures are performed to improve 

film availability.

1.1 Organisation of thesis

The thesis is organised in ten chapters. The first is this introductory chapter.

In the second chapter we provide a review of the enabling technologies for 

multimedia services, and specifically for VoD. VoD is the interactive provision
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to the user of video material, such as movies, documentaries, video clips, etc. 

The provision of analogue video interactively to the end user is not profitable 

due to the large bandwidth required for the provision of one analogue channel 

(8MHz). Progress though on digital compressed video has led to the transmis

sion of acceptable image quality at a rate as low as 1.5Mbit/s. This bit rate 

though far exceeds the rate that can be supported by twisted copper pair tele

phony connections that reach almost each home in this country and the EU. 

The appearance and progress in xDSL (Digital Subscriber Line) technology has 

brought the realisation of multimedia technology closer. xDSL technology is 

the easy alternative to a complete last loop upgrade to fibre, and is preferred 

by network providers because of its reduced installation cost. Additionally, 

CaTV coax cable networks provide extra bandwidth for this purpose. SDH and 

ATM and the upgrade of backbone networks to Tbits/s data  rates provide the 

framework for a large scale implementation of distributed services. The next IP 

version, the IPng will provide extra functionality and support for time sensitive 

applications, will bring even closer the wide scale implementation of multimedia 

services.

In the third chapter we present an overview on the most important VoD trials 

performed by telecommunications operators, and introduce the most important 

VoD service elements.

In the forth chapter we compare the VoD service designs presented in the 

literature. These designs vary in concept and degree of interactive service pro

vision. They either provide evidence to illustrate the benefits of a distributed 

solution compared to a centralised, or study a distributed VoD service network.

In the fifth chapter we present our design for a VoD server, supporting mass 

and interactive user connections. As the server is one of the most important 

elements of the VoD service, its performance will be reflected in overall service 

performance. Our server is based on a two tier architecture. On the first tier, 

staggered multicast at very short time intervals are used to provide the movie 

material, and normal flow control is performed. In the second tier the extra
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control for the interactive service is provided.

In the sixth chapter we present our design for the VoD server management 

system. As our VoD service design is a distributed one, the management system 

will be responsible for service operation. Our system is based on heuristics, it 

uses as little network information as possible and makes decisions based on the 

current popularity of movies received from the network. The movies are divided 

into three groups depending on popularity. The distance to the remote connec

tions allowed for these movies is based on their popularity group. The servers 

cooperate in order to start a new movie and a search procedure is developed.

Further, a relocation process is developed, which relocates less popular movies 

in order to make space available for more popular ones.

In the seventh chapter we present the simulation network we used in our 

study. The servers are placed in a regular square grid network, the movie 

library holds 100 movies and the server capacity is varied from 1 to 15 movies 

simultaneously available. The management scheme connects the users to their 

local server firstly, then if this is not possible an attem pt is made to find the 

movie in a small cluster of neighbouring servers. If this fails the movie is started 

locally or remotely depending on network conditions. Relocation is allowed 

when connection is not possible and if relocation fails, a movie is discontinued ; i jC
■ I 11

only when certain conditions apply in order to maintain QoS.

In the eighth chapter we present the results we obtained using our simulation 

framework and applying different system and control parameters. A changing 

probability profile is used to simulate change in demand during the course of a 

day. Finally, two different search ranges are studied for the relocation process, 

one where relocation is allowed to the whole of the network and one where 

relocation is limited to half the network.

In the ninth chapter we compare our results of the distributed system to a 

centralised system and to a system of independent servers. Our system performs 

better in all cases, and provides the best quality of service.

In the last chapter the general conclusions are drawn.
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1.2 Summary of main contributions

The study presented in this thesis offers the design guidelines for the implemen

tation of a real VoD service. The major contributions into four areas and can 

be summarised as follows:

• Design of an interactive, scalable multimedia server, where the design in

troduced is based on existing off the shelf components with added control.

•  Design of a low complexity service control protocol which can be easily 

implemented.

•  Service system requirements and network dimensioning in order to suc

cessfully support a VoD service.

•  Least system settings required to satisfy system cost and QoS require

ments.

The work carried out for this thesis has led to the following publications:

1. K. Papanikolaou and M. Wilby: “Design outline for Video-on-Demand 

server” . Fifth lE E  Conference on Telecommunications, Brighton UK 1995.

2. K. Papanikolaou and M. Wilby: “Administration System for Home Ser

vices offered by Metropolitan Area Networks” , Eighth IEEE Workshop on 

Local and Metropolitan Area Networks, Berlin, Germany 1996.

3. K. Papanikolaou and M. Wilby: “Network and Control requirements for 

a distributed VoD Service” , IEEE Symposium on planning and design of 

broadband networks, Montebello, Quebec, Canada, Oct. 96.

4. K. Papanikolaou and M. Wilby: “Architecture for a Networked VoD Ser

vice in a Multimedia Environment” , IEEE R O C & C /ITS’96, Mexico 1996.

5. K. Papanikolaou and M. Wilby: “Control Protocol for Distributed Multi- 

media System Modelled on VoD” , IEEE Singapore International Confer

ence on Communication Systems ICCS/ISPACS’96, Singapore Nov.’96.
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6. K. Papanikolaou and M. Wilby: “Management Scheme for VoD Server 

Network ” , Network and Optical Communications 1996: ATM  Networks 

and L A N ’s, NO C’96, Heidelberg 1996.

1.3 Summary

This chapter provides an introduction to the subject of the thesis; the design 

of a distributed VoD service. The main characteristics of both server and man

agement system design are presented. The organisation of the thesis follows. 

Finally, the main contributions of the thesis are summarised along with a listing 

of the published papers based on the research work presented in this thesis. In 

the next chapter we present an overview of the multimedia enabling technolo

gies.



Chapter 2

Supporting Technologies

The implementation of interactive multimedia services in the residential market 

has been brought closer due to a number of technological advancements that 

appeared at the beginning of the last decade [5]. These achievements cover a 

broad spectrum of fields, including image compression and transmission, pro

cessing power, memory and backbone networks. Highly efficient digitised video 

compression can considerably reduce the bandwidth requirements for accept

able video quality. Digital transmission and signal processing techniques can be 

used to increase the capacity of the standard twisted pair wire. Advancements 

in processing power and memory have also made possible the efficient handling 

of moving image data. Finally, the introduction of ATM based backbone net

works, in conjunction with the other advancements in transport protocols such 

as IPv6, further facilitate the introduction of new services.

2.1 Introduction

In this chapter we present the most important of the VoD supporting technolo

gies, which will play a significant role in the telecommunications and service net

works of the future. First we present the image compression standards. These 

are the MPEG and JPEG digital image compression standards for moving and 

still images respectively. MPEG compresses the analogue moving picture signal

24
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from 150Mbit/s down to 1.5-40Mbit/s depending on quality. This has made 

video delivery to the home much more feasible than ever before.

Next we present an overview of the Access Networks of the future. Fibre is 

the only future proof medium, but the civil engineering costs make the network 

operators rather reluctant to implement it at this time. Copper pair is not yet 

obsolete thanks to ADSL, an xDSL digital transmission technology which can 

multiply copper pair bandwidth so that 2 to 3 M bit/s are feasible for the home 

user. Coax networks mainly installed by CaTV operators can be used especially 

when upgraded for two-way communications. Wireless transmission can provide 

access with minimum costs of installation and maintenance to densely populated 

areas.

In the section on network technology we present ATM and IPv6 as two trans

port protocols that could carry the interactive multimedia services. Although 

ISDN as a digital services network has been proposed for quite some time, its 

implementation has taken telecommunications companies too long. Installation 

and usage costs are still considered high in most European countries, the UK 

included.

2.2 Compression Standards

Image compression has brought nearer the date of multimedia service imple

mentation. Using image compression, the existing infrastructure can be used to 

deliver video to the residential user. The quality of the delivered image will be 

comparable to that now broadcast or delivered on cable. Additionally, image 

quality can be tailored to specific network capabilities.

2.2.1 JPEG

JPEG  is a standardised image compression mechanism. JPEG stands for Joint 

Photographic Experts Group, the original name of the committee that devel

oped the standard. It is designed for compressing either full-colour (24bit) or
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grey-scale digital images of natural (real-world) scenes. It is not very efficient 

in handling black and white (one bit/pixel) images, nor does it handle motion 

picture compression. Nevertheless, it could be used for still image compression 

when this is needed, for example in menus etc. JPEG uses the same compression 

techniques as MPEG apart from those especially used for temporal redundancy. 

Again the low frequency information is preserved as much as possible whereas 

the high frequency details are sacrificed for compression.
BLOCK DIAGRAM OF JPEG COMPRESSION

OOllllOIOllOO...

O utput data stream

Binary
Encoder

8 x 8
pixel
block

QuantizerCosine

Transform

Discrete

Figure 2.1: JPEG compression process

Figure 2.1 describes the JPEG process. JPEG divides the image into 8 x 8  

pixel blocks, and then calculates the discrete cosine transform (DCT) of each 

block. A quantizer rounds off the DCT coefficients according to the quantization 

matrix. This step produces the “lossy” nature of JPEG, but allows for large 

compression ratios. JPE G ’s compression technique uses a variable length code 

on these coefficients. For decompression, JPEG recovers the quantized DCT 

coefficients from the compressed data stream, takes the inverse transforms and 

displays the image.

JPEG is lossy, in that the reconstructed image after decompression is not 

identical to the originally coded image. The algorithm achieves much of its 

compression by exploiting a known limitation of the human eye-it is less sensi

tive to high frequency details. Small colour details are not perceived as well as 

small details of light-aud-dark. Thus, JPEG is intended for compressing images 

that are to be looked at by humans. When using JPEG compressed images 

in digital image processing we must be aware that they are different (detail is 

lost) to the original picture, due to the encoding process. A useful property 

of JPEG is that the degree of loss can be varied by adjusting the compression
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parameters. This allows the image maker to trade off file size against output 

image quality. Extremely small files can be made if high image quality is not 

required; this is useful for indexing image archives, making thumbnail views 

of icons etc. Conversely, high image quality can be achieved by relaxing the 

compression ratio.

Although it handles colour files well, it is limited in handling black-and- 

white and files with sharp edges (the compression ratio is rather small). The 

processing especially the compression cost, even on up-to-date computers, is 

also high. Further information is available from [6].

2.2.2 M PEG

Moving Pictures Expert Group (MPEG) is the name of the standard which has 

been produced by the ISO committee on digital colour video and audio compres

sion. MPEG was initially developed for storage purposes. Provisions were there

fore made in the algorithm to enable random access and fast-forward/ reverse 

searches, when decoding from any digital storage media. However, the cod

ing standard is fiexible enough to be suitable for a much wider range of video 

applications. Appropriate modifications may be introduced in order to reduce 

the end-to-end delay due to the transmission process and further adapt the 

standard to network applications [7, 8].

MPEG is a highly efficient algorithm and can produce up to a 200:1 compres

sion ratio for fairly unchanging video sequences. The compression rate depends 

on the video being coded, fast changing scenes dictate a lower compression ra

tio. In MPEG both spatial and temporal information redundancy is removed. 

The MPEG standard has three parts: the video encoding, the audio encoding, 

and the systems part. In the video encoding part, spatial and temporal redun

dancies are removed; only the frames without any such redundancy are coded to 

full extent. Audio is also coded to reduce bandwidth requirements. The system 

part includes synchronisation information of the audio and video streams which 

is going to be used during reconstruction.
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Two features of the algorithm are the most important from the video view

point. These are the coding layers and the coding modes. The video frame 

is hierarchically segmented into coding layers. By segmenting the frame the 

particular features of the algorithm can be used to its full extent to improve 

compression efficiency. Highly detailed areas are coded using more data, thus 

keeping image quality at acceptable levels, whereas simpler areas can be coded 

more efficiently.

The coding modes are determined by the information in each frame. Frames 

which designate a scene change are unique and therefore coded to a full extent 

without any reference to previous or next frames. The frames between two 

scene changes are coded according to their resemblance. Some frames are only 

dependent on previous frames, but others are dependent on previous as well as 

following frames. Accordingly, the compressed frames may not be broadcast in 

absolute time sequence.

Layers an d  m odes

The video sequence to be MPEG compressed is usually divided into four layers, 

each with different use and functionality. The layers are arranged as follows.

• B lock A block is the smallest coding unit in the MPEG algorithm. It is 

made up of 8 x 8 pixels and can be of three types: Luminance (Y), red 

chrominance (Cr) and blue chrominance (Cb). The block is the basic unit 

for intraframe DCT (Digital Cosine Transform) coded blocks.

• M acro b lo ck - A macroblock (MB) is the basic coding unit in the MPEG 

algorithm. A macroblock is a 16 x 16 pixel segment of Luminance com

ponents and the corresponding 8 x 8  pixel section of the two chrominance 

components. Because the human eye is not very sensitive to the chroma 

region changes, as compared to the luminance region, the chroma matri

ces are usually decimated or reduced in size by a factor of two in both 

the vertical and the horizontal directions. Consequently there are one
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forth the number of chrominance pixels to process as there are luminance 

pixels. This format, referred as 4:2:0 format, is employed in MPEG-1. 

MPEG-2 additionally allows for either no decimation or only horizontal 

decimation of the chroma component. These two formats are referred to 

as 4:4:4 and 4:2:2 formats respectively. Pictures can be categorised into 

three main types based on their compassion schemes. Since each verti

cal component has one-half the vertical and horizontal resolution of the 

Luminance component, a macroblock consists of 4 Y, 1 Cr and 1 Gb block.

• Slice- A slice is a horizontal strip of macroblocks within a frame. Coding 

operations on blocks and macroblocks can only be performed when all 

pixels for a slice are available. A slice is an autonomous unit since coding 

for a slice is done independently from its neighbours.

Slices are important in the handling of errors. If the bitstream contains 

an error, the decoder can skip to the start of the next slice. Having more 

slices in the bitstream allows better error concealment, but uses bits that 

could otherwise be used to improve picture quality.

• P ic tu re  A picture in MPEG terminology is the basic unit of display and 

corresponds to a single frame in a video sequence.

Figure shows the MPEG layer hierarchy, from blocks to the frame sequence.

|--------------------------- Video Sequence —  - -

Group of Pictures ---- ,

P ictu re  /
Block

Slice Macroblock

8
pixels

K *
p ixels

Figure 2.2: MPEG hierarchy
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A picture consists of three rectangular matrices representing luminance (Y) 

and two chrominance (Cb and Cr) values. The Y matrix has an even number 

of rows and columns. The Cb and Cr matrices are one-half the size of the Y 

matrix in each direction (horizontal and vertical).

The spatial dimensions of the frame are variable and determined by the 

application requirements. A frame made up of 485 x 720 pixels corresponds to 

the NTSC standard or 576 x 720 to PAL, a similar resolution in MPEG would 

be sufficient to replace the analogue standards. VHS requires an even lower 

resolution of 352 x 240.

In the MPEG coding scheme, a choice of several coding modes is available 

at the frame and macroblock level. For encoded frames three modes can be 

utilised:

• I ( in tra )  frames are coded as still images.

• P  (forw ard  p red ic ted ) frames can be predicted from the most recent I 

or P frame.

• B (b i-d irec tio n ally  p red ic ted ) frames are interpolations between I and 

P frames.

Each frame is encoded according to its properties. Typically, the I frames 

are sent once every 10 or 12 frames. Reconstructing a B frame for display 

requires the preceding and following I and/or P frames. The coded frames are 

sent out of time-order, to compensate for the B-pictures which need the next 

picture present for reconstruction. In a network environment, this would require 

bigger buffers, so that all the required frames could be stored on a buffer before 

reconstruction. The system could be prone to delays and consequently loss 

of image quality if no guarantees are given on transfer time by the transport 

protocol.

In more detail, intra pictures, or I-pictures, are coded independently, us

ing only information present in the picture itself. I-pictures provide potential
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random access points into the compressed video data. The whole I frame under

goes 8 x 8  block-based Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) for the luminance and 

chrominance components, without referring to other frames. The DCT coeffi

cients are then quantized. The DCT coefficients of individual blocks are coded 

diflFerently within a slice. I-pictures typically use about two bits per coded pixel.

Predicted pictures, are coded with respect to the nearest previous I or P 

picture. This technique is called forward prediction. As for I pictures, P 

pictures serve as a prediction reference for B pictures and future P pictures. 

However, P pictures use motion compensation (MC) which is discussed in sec

tion 2.2.2 to provide more compression than is possible with I pictures. For 

interframe-coded frames (P), temporal redundancy is first reduced by causal 

MB (Macro-Block)-based motion compensation, a temporal redundancy elim

inating technique, with respect to the preceding I or P frames stored in the 

Frame Storage. If the motion estimation (ME) error is less than a threshold 

(i.e. there is enough redundancy the interframe-coding is worthwhile), then the 

motion vector (MV) will be differentially coded using variable length coding 

(VLC), while the ME error will undergo DCT, coarse quantization, and then 

VLC. Otherwise, that MB will undergo intraframe-coding. Differential coding 

is used because it reduces the total bit requirement by transmitting the differ

ence of the motion vectors of consecutive frames. The compression efficiency 

and the quality of the reconstructed video depend on the accuracy of the motion 

estimation. Unlike I pictures, P pictures can propagate coding errors because 

P pictures are predicted from previous reference (I or P) pictures.

Bidirectional pictures, or B pictures, are pictures that use both a past and 

future picture as a reference for motion compensation. This technique is called 

bidirectional prediction. Figure 2.3 illustrates the relation of the three picture 

types. Prediction is non-causal since both past and future frames are used. 

B pictures provide the most compression and do not propagate errors because 

they are never used as a reference, but display already propagated errors. Bidi

rectional prediction also decreases the effect of noise by averaging two pictures.
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Forward Prediction

k

1
Bidirectional Prediction

Figure 2.3: MPEG standard coding example

Bidirectioiially predicted (B) frames are coded in a way similar to coding P 

frames; however, the motion compensation is bidirectional with respect to both 

preceding and following P (or I) frames [9].

An MPEG coded sequence is characterised by three parameters: q, N  and 

M. The quantization factor q controls the degree of fitness of quantization.

— 1 is the number of frames coded between successive I frames, while M — I 

is the number of B frames coded between successive P frames. A group of 

frames (GOF) with N  = 10, M  =  3 is as follows:

IBBPBBPBBP

Data in an MPEG coded video stream are of unequal importance. When 

data in I or P frames are lost during transmission, the frame contents in the 

Frame Storage at the coder and decoder become different. Even if no further 

data is lost, for the following P or B frames, the ME at the coder and decoder 

will refer to different frame contents at the “baseline” of estimation. Gonse- 

quently errors due to data loss of one I or P frame will propagate along the 

following P and B frames, and this is often referred to as error propagation. 

The accumulated errors can be cleared by sending an I frame.

M P E G  C oding

The MPEG transform coding algorithm includes these steps:
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•  Discrete cosine transform (DCT)

•  Quantization

•  Run-length encoding

Both image blocks and prediction-error blocks have high spatial redundancy. 

To reduce this redundancy, the MPEG algorithm transforms 8 x 8  blocks of 

pixels or 8 X 8 blocks of error terms from the spatial domain to the frequency 

domain with the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT). DCT is a time to frequency 

transform, which exploits the spatial correlation of the pixels by converting them 

to a set of independent coefficients. The low frequency coefficients contain more 

energy than the high frequency ones. This process allows the high energy, low 

frequency coefficients to be coded with greater number of bits, while using 

fewer or zero bits for the high frequency, low energy coefficients. Equation 

2.1 represents the two-dimensional DCT transform operation that should be 

applied on a 8 x 8 pixel block. This is done separately for the luminance and 

chrominance components. The two-dimensional DCT can be separated in a 

number of sequential one-dimensional DCTs, for the 8 x 8  case, eight 8 x 1  

DCTs followed by eight 1 x 8  DCTs. DCT is quite a complex computation and 

a number of algorithms have been developed to reduce its complexity [10], for 

example:

1 7 7
F{u, u) =  -  C{u)C{v) ^  ^  cos(7t(22; H- l)u/16)cos(7r(2?/ -t- l)u/16) (2.1)

x = 0  y = 0

where.

Next, the algorithm quantizes the frequency coefficients. Quantization is the 

process of approximating each frequency coefficient as one of a limited number 

of allowed values. The encoder chooses a quantization matrix that determines 

how each frequency coefficient in the 8x8  block is quantized. Human perception
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of quantization error is lower for high spatial frequencies, so high frequencies 

are typically quantized more coarsely (i.e., with fewer allowed values) than low 

frequencies.

Discrete
Cosine

Transform
Large coefficients

Quantization, 
Zigzag Scan, 

Run-length Coding

yI zz
zzzzzz

z:
Image Samples SmallFrequency 

Coefficients
8x8 Pixel Block 8x8 DCT Block

Figure 2.4: Transform Coding Operations

Run-Amplitude
Symbols

Some blocks of pixels need to be coded more accurately than others. For ex

ample, blocks with smooth intensity gradients need accurate coding to avoid vis

ible block boundaries. To deal with this inequality between blocks, the MPEG 

algorithm allows the amount of quantization to be modified for each macroblock 

of pixels. This mechanism can also be used to provide smooth adaptation to a 

particular bit rate.

The transform exploits the spatial correlation of the pixels by converting 

them to a set of independent coefficients. The low frequency coefficients con

tain more energy than the high frequency ones. These coefficients are quantized 

employing a quantization matrix. This process allows the high energy, low fre

quency coefficients to be coded with a greater number of bits, while using fewer 

or zero bits for the high frequency, low energy coefficients. The high frequency 

coefficients can afford to be dropped because the eye lacks the ability to detect 

high frequency changes. Retaining only a subset of the coefficients reduces the 

total number of parameters needed for representation by a substantial amount. 

The process is identical for the luminance and the chrominance pixel blocks.
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MPEG TOOLS REDUNDANCY EXPLOITED
DCT Spatial
MC Prediction/Interpolation Temporal
Run Length/ Huffman Coding
Differential Coding Temporal

T a b le  2 .1: MPEG Tools

However, since the human visual sensitivity to the luminance and chroma varies, 

the quantization matrices for the two differ. The quantization process also helps 

in rate control, i.e. allowing the encoder to output bitstreams at a specified bi- 

trate. The DCT are coded employing a combination of two lossless coding 

schemes-Run Length and Huffman. The coefficients are scanned in a zigzag 

pattern to create 1-D sequence (see Figure 2.4)- MPEG-2 can additionally 

provide a different scan pattern as an alternative. The resulting 1-D sequence 

usually contains a large number of zeros due to the lowpass nature of the DCT 

spectrum and the quantization process. Each non-zero coefficient is associated 

with a pair of pointers. First, its position in the block which is indicated by 

the number of zeros between itself and the previous non-zero coefficient. Sec

ond, its coefficient value. Based on these two pointers, it is allotted a variable 

length code from a lookup table. This is done in a manner so that a highly 

probable combination gets a code with fewer bits, while the unlikely ones get 

longer codes. Adopting this lossless coding technique the total number of bits 

is kept down. However, since spatial redundancy is limited, the I pictures pro

vide only moderate compression. These pictures provide important hooks for 

random access into the digital bitstream for editing and viewing purposes.

MPEG is a clever combination of a number of diverse tools that exploit 

temporal and spatial redundancy. It is efficient and can offer a variety of quali

ties according to the application. Advancements in coding and processing have 

made the realisation of real-time video services possible. Table 2.1 summarises 

the tools used.
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Video Stream Composition

The MPEG algorithm allows the encoder to choose the frequency and location of 

I pictures. This choice is based on the application’s need for random accessibility 

and the location of scene cuts in the video sequence. In applications where 

random access is important, I pictures are typically used two times a second.

2 B -piclur« between 
reference (P)pictures

one 1-picture every 15th fttime 

(1/2 secondât 30Hz)

Picture Type. I B B P B B P B B P B B P B B I B B P B B P B B P B B P B B

Display Older: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

Figure 2.5: Typical display order of picture types

The encoder also chooses the number of B-pictures between any pair of 

reference (I or P) pictures. This choice is based on factors such as the amount 

of memory in the encoder and the characteristics of the material being coded. 

For example, a large class of scenes have two bidirectional pictures separating 

successive reference pictures. A typical arrangement of I, P, and B pictures is 

shown in Figure 2.5 in the order in which they are displayed.

Display Order

I B B P B B P
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Video Stream Order

I P B B P B B
4 2 3 7 5

Figure 2.6: Typical display order of picture frames

The MPEG encoder reorders pictures in the video stream to present the 

pictures to the decoder in the most efficient sequence. In particular, the ref

erence pictures needed to reconstruct B pictures are sent before the associated
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B pictures. Figure 2.6 demonstrates this ordering for the first section of the 

example shown above.

M otion Compensation

Motion compensation is a technique for enhancing the compression of P and B 

pictures by eliminating temporal redundancy. Motion compensation typically 

improves compression by about a factor of three compared to intra-picture cod

ing. Motion compensation algorithms work at the macroblock level.

When a macroblock is compressed by motion compensation, the compressed 

file contains the following information:

• The spatial vector between the reference macroblock(s) and the mac

roblock being coded (motion vectors)

• The content differences between the reference macroblock (s) and the mac

roblock being coded (error terms)

Not all information in a picture can be predicted from a previous picture. 

Consider a scene in which a door opens: The visual details of the room behind 

the door cannot be predicted from a previous frame in which the door was 

closed. When a case such as this arises-i.e., a macroblock in a P picture cannot 

be efficiently represented by motion compensation-it is coded in the same way 

as a macroblock in an I picture using transform coding techniques.

The difference between B and P picture motion compensation is that mac

roblocks in a P picture use the previous reference (I or P picture) only, while 

macroblocks in a B picture are coded using any combination of a previous or 

future reference picture.

Four codings are therefore possible for each macroblock in a B picture:

• Intra coding: no motion compensation

• Forward prediction: the previous reference picture is used as a reference

• Backward prediction: the next picture is used as a reference
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•  Bidirectional prediction: two reference pictures are used, the previous 

reference picture and the next reference picture

Backward prediction can be used to predict uncovered areas that do not appear 

in previous pictures.

Audio Stream Data Hierarchy

The MPEG standard defines a hierarchy of data structures that accept, decode 

and produce digital audio output. The MPEG audio stream, like the MPEG 

video stream, consists of a series of packets. Each audio packet contains an 

audio packet header and one or more audio frames.

Each audio packet header contains the following information:

•  Packet start code - Identifies the packet as being an audio packet.

•  Packet length - Indicates the number of bytes in the audio packet.

An audio frame contains the following information:

•  Audio frame header - Contains synchronisation, ID, bit rate, and sampling 

frequency information

•  Error-checking code - Contains error-checking information

• Audio data - Contains information used to reconstruct the sampled audio 

data.

•  Ancillary data - Contains user-defined data.

Audio and video mixing

When audio is digitally stored, like on a conventional audio CD, a method called 

Pulse Code Modulation (PCM), is usually used. Despite the fact that audio 

stored in this manner takes up a lot less space than regular image information, it 

still is not sufficiently compact compared to MPEG-Video. For this reason, the 

sound is also compressed to match a level of compactness that is proportional
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to the compressed image information. This audio compression technique used is 

MPEG-Audio compression according to ISO 11172-2. This method makes use 

of Huffman-encoding and the psycho-acoustic model. The Huffman-encoding 

exploits repetitive patterns and redundancy, while the psycho-acoustic model 

exploits the shortcomings of the human brain, which is incapable of simul

taneously “hearing” different sound frequencies that are close together in the 

spectrum. The brain will only (or mainly) detect the loudest or most promi

nent frequency, and ignore almost all frequencies close around this prominent 

frequency that aren’t loud enough. For this reason, it is not necessary to store 

all sound information, but only the “remarkable” parts. This method does 

not effect stereo or Dolby surround pro-logic information. The result is very 

compactly stored sound information, with near CD-perceived audio quality.

MPEG-2 audio is a compatible extension to MPEG-1 audio encoding, which 

enables the transmission of mono, stereo, or multichannel audio in a single 

bitstream. It can operate at a wide range of bit rates (8 kbit/s up to more than 

1 M bit/s) and supports sampling rates of 16, 22.05, 24, 32, 44.1 and 48 kHz. 

For stereo, a typical application would operate at an average bit rate of 128-256 

kbit/s. A multichannel movie soundtrack requires an average bit rate of 320-640 

kbit/s, depending on the number of channels and the complexity of the audio to 

be encoded. MPEG-2 defines an extension for five full bandwidth channels plus 

a low frequency enhancement (LEE) channel, termed 5.1 multichannel. With an 

additional compatible extension, seven channels are possible (7.1 multichannel).

In devising an encoding method, the basis had to be the human ear. Al

though not a perfect device for acoustic reception, advantage was taken of one of 

its characteristics: a non-linear and adaptive threshold of hearing. The thresh

old of hearing is the level below which a sound is not heard. It varies with 

frequency and, of course, between individuals. Most people’s hearing is most 

sensitive between 2 and 5 kHz. Whether a person hears a sound or not depends 

on the frequency of the sound and whether the amplitude is above or below 

that person’s hearing threshold at that frequency.
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The threshold of hearing is adaptive, and is constantly changed by the 

sounds heard. For example, an ordinary conversation in a room is perfectly 

audible under normal conditions. However, the same conversation in the vicin

ity of a loud noise, such as an aircraft passing low overhead, is impossible to 

hear due to the distortions introduced to the hearing thresholds of the individ

uals concerned. When the aircraft has gone the hearing thresholds return to 

normal. Sounds that are inaudible due to dynamic adaptation of the hearing 

threshold are said to be “masked” .

This effect is universal but is of particular relevance in music. An orchestra 

instrument playing fortissimo will, to a greater or lesser extent, make the sound 

of some other instruments inaudible to the human ear. When the music is 

recorded, however, all the frequencies go on the medium because the response 

of the recording device is flat, i.e. it is not dynamically adaptive. When the 

recording is played the masked instruments will not be audible to the listener. A 

linear recording, as used on CD, is inefficient in this respect. To make the best 

use of a recording medium the parts of the medium that contain inaudible data 

can better be used to store audible data. In this way a fixed capacity recording 

medium can contain a considerably increased amount of audio without any 

loss of quality, as is perceived by the human ear. Also, the demands on a 

transmission link carrying the information are reduced.

The MPEG-2 standard was designed with compatibility being a major con

sideration. With the ever growing number of applications of MPEG-1 audio, 

especially in the entertainment, satellite broadcasting and multi-media fields, 

this compatibility will provide the consumer a cross-platform format to enjoy 

high quality audio reproduction. The core of the MPEG-2 bitstream is an 

MPEG-1 bitstream which enables fully compatible decoding by an MPEG-1 

audio decoder. In addition, the need to transfer two separate bit streams (one 

for stereo and another one for the multichannel audio program) is avoided. In 

other words, a future upgrade of e.g. DSS (Digital Subscriber System) with 

multi-channel audio will not make existing set top boxes obsolete. The existing
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ones will reproduce stereo, the new ones high quality multichannel sound.

An MPEG-1 decoder will be supplied in the MPEG-1 part of the bitstream 

with an appropriate (stereo) “downmix” of all channels in the multichannel 

frame. The left and right channel of the stereo signal contain components of 

all the channels, according to the equations in the compatibility matrix. The 

MPEG-1 (stereo) decoder decodes the stereo part of the MPEG-2 frame, and 

ignores the multichannel extensions. MPEG-2 defines four matrix sets, one of 

which is selected in the decoder from information in the MC (multichannel) 

frame header.

Synchronisation

The MPEG standard provides a timing mechanism, using time stamps that 

ensures synchronisation of audio and video. This method allows the provision of 

flexibility in decoder design, packet length, audio sample rates, coded data rates 

and network performance. The decoder can use the time stamp information to 

display frames accordingly, frames with expired time stamps can be discarded, 

whereas frames that have arrived early can be saved in a buffer. The standard 

includes two parameters: the system clock reference (SCR) and the presentation 

timestamp (PTS).

The MPEG-specified “system clock” runs at 90 kHz. System clock reference 

and presentation timestamp values are coded in MPEG bitstreams using 33 bits, 

which can represent ciny clock cycle in a 24-hour period.

For example C-Cube Microsystems uses a System Clock Reference (SCR) 

called CL480 to help synchronise picture and sound during reproduction.

An SCR is a snapshot of the encoder system clock which is placed into the 

system layer of the bitstream, as shown in Figure 2.7. During decoding, these 

values are used to update the system clock counter in the CL480.
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Figure 2.7: SCR Flow in MPEG System 

P re se n ta tio n  T im estam p s

Presentation timestamps (PTS) are samples of the encoder system clock that 

are associated with video or audio presentation units. A presentation unit is a 

decoded video picture or a decoded audio time sequence. The PTS represents 

the time at which the video picture is to be displayed or the starting playback 

time for the audio time sequence.

The decoder either skips or repeats picture displays to ensure that the PTS 

is within one picture’s worth of 90 kHz clock ticks of the SCR when a picture 

is displayed. If the PTS is earlier (has a smaller value) than the current SCR, 

the decoder discards the picture. If the PTS is later (has a larger value) than 

the current SCR, the decoder repeats the display of the picture.

M P E G  versions

There are four MPEG (two of these still developing) standards varying in bit- 

rate and in the quality of the moving picture offered. MPEG-1 was originally 

designed for delivery of video to consumer devices when single speed CD-ROM 

data rates were 1.5Mbit/s, supporting super VHS quality video.

MPEG-2 is a standard for digital television and offers better resolution 

and quality than MPEG-1, having been designed for delivery of broadcast and
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HDTV quality video. MPEG-2 is already being used for Direct Satellite Broad

cast and HDTV quality video.

MPEG-2 is designed to offer higher quality at a bandwidth of between 4 and 

10 Mbit/s. This is achievable using today’s CD-ROM technology. MPEG-2 will 

compress, for example a 720 x 480 full-notion video in broadcast television and 

video-on-demand applications. It has several advantages comparing to MPEG- 

1 :

• compression ratio of interleaved picture

• transmission stream is suitable for packet switched computer networks

• supporting wide range of formats including the normal TV picture size 

and HDTV

• data streams of wide bandwidth can be accommodated

MPEG-2 over ATM has several problems. For example, the transmission 

delay, delay jitter and error correction are areas of intensive work today. The 

ATM forum SAA/AMS groups phase 1 specification for MPEG-2 over ATM 

for VoD service is evolving rapidly. It aims to use ATM equipment which is 

available today. The user should have to buy only a MPEG card, leaving it 

up to the equipment manufacturers to solve interoperability problems. First, 

the networked services are assumed to restrict the magnitude of proprietary 

solutions, and secondly what remains in the implementation side of the problem 

can be solved in the MPEG application.

An interoperability problem can rise when more than one incompatible ver

sions of the same algorithm are applied in order to create proprietary systems 

which will not allow the customer to move freely from service provider to service 

provider. These types of solutions will restrict rather than promote the wider 

implementation of the proposed technology.

Furthermore, there are MPEG-4 and MPEG-7. MPEG-4 became an In

ternational standard from January 1999. It is based on three fields: digital
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television, interactive graphics applications (synthetic content) and the World 

Wide Web (distribution and access to content) and will provide standardised 

technological elements enabling the integration of production, distribution and 

content access paradigms in the three fields. It could also be used in videophones 

etc. Bit rates targeted for the MPEG-4 video standard are between 5 - 64kbit/s 

for mobile video applications and up to 2 M bit/s for TV/film applications.

MPEG-7 is called Multimedia Content Descriptor Interface and its objec

tive is to extend the incorporation of more data types and provide fast access to 

material via indexing and easy seairch capabilities. MPEG-7 will specify a stan

dard set of descriptors that can be used to describe various types of multimedia 

information. For example when searching for a tune someone could whistle the 

tune. Material that has MPEG-7 data associated with it, can be indexed and 

searched for.

Substantial computing power is required to encode MPEG data varying 

with the required version and specified compression parameters, perhaps several 

hundred MIPS to encode 25 frames/s, though for non real-time compression as 

in VoD, this requirement can be relaxed. Decoding though, is not so demanding. 

A number of companies are active in producing MPEG encoding and decoding 

chips. As decoding requires less processing power this will make it quickly 

available to the end user STB (set-top-box). By the time the service is widely 

available, costs will drop to an acceptable level.

Real time MPEG-1 and -2 decoding already exists for the Personal Com

puter market, in the form of chips as well as software. Agreement on a common 

standard will facilitate further the spread of the new technology. MPEG decod

ing cards could be mass produced for the residential market and incorporated 

in the Customer Premises Equipment (CPE). Interoperability problems could 

arise-different proprietary versions of MPEG could require different home equip

ment and thus limit user choice. A global standard would further facilitate the 

cost-effective delivery of services dependent on the standard to the mass market.
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2.3 Delivery transport netw ork/A ccess trans
mission

The provision of the new services will demand at least a partial network up

grade. The core as well as the access network have to be upgraded in order to 

accommodate the new services. Fibre is known for its high bandwidth potential. 

It is already installed in many parts of the backbone network in Europe as well 

as in the US. Extending the use of fibre into the community network as well as 

to the local loop though, will demand considerable investment. Most telecom

munications network providers are seeking an intermediate, cheaper solution 

which will enable the provision of multimedia services and thereafter finance 

further network upgrade.

2.3.1 Copper pair access

The great advantage of using the existing copper pair for VoD services is that 

copper pairs are already installed for telephony, and the provision of VoD can 

therefore be considered as a marginal technical and fiscal cost especially for 

the incumbent operator. Telecommunications regulators should allow the other 

telecommunications providers to use the existing infrastructure at a reasonable 

cost under the fair trading and competition principle. The unbundling of the 

local loop to new providers will be beneficial for the end user primarily since it 

will promote competition and give the end user a wider choice of services and 

providers.

The technique used for the transmission of 1.5M bit/s to 6M bit/s over copper 

pair is known as Asymmetrical Digital Subscriber Loop (ADSL) [11, 12] and 

has been recently standardised by a number of international standardisation 

committees such as ETSl, ANSI etc. ADSL belongs to a family of standards 

known as x-DSL, which will be used to provide symmetric, asymmetric high and 

low bandwidth services to the end user via the copper pair of the local loop.
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2.3.2 ADSL

The Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line (ADSL) system is an asymmetrical bi

directional transmission system used in the local subscriber loop between the 

local telephone switch and the subscriber’s home, thus allowing the transmission 

of broadband services using the existing twisted cable pair [13]. ADSL though 

has a range limited to a few kilometres. Below this range signal regenerators 

are not needed.

ADSL Architecture

Telecoms
(broadband

POTS),
CaTV

Network

Figure 2.8: ADSL Architecture diagram

ADSL technology requires two modems: one at the customer premises and 

one at the local exchange, see Figure 2.8. It can support both POTS and 

high bandwidth multimedia services. It provides a 1.5 to 6 M bit/s downstream 

channel and a 16 to 640 kbit/s upstream channel system depending on cable 

length. ADSL is only one of a family of digital subscriber lines [14]. Other 

variants include:

H D SL - High data rate DSL, based on the idea of inverse multiplexing, 

bandwidth limited to 250 kHz by adoption of appropriate modulation 

techniques, span of 3.5 km and 2.048 M bit/s of symmetric bandwidth.

SDSL - Single line DSL, supports HDSL rates over a single line (2.048 

M bit/s of bandwidth)- compatible therefore with residential customers, 

range of about 3 km.
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# R A D SL  - Rate adaptive DSL. Supports 32 kbit/s to 9 M bit/s down

stream and 32 kbit/s to 1.5 M bit/s upstream. Span depends on the data 

rate.

•  V D SL - Very high data rate DSL. It can support 12.96, 25.92 and 51.84 

M bit/s downstream and 2 to 20 M bit/s upstream, the span varies from 

1.5, 1 and 0.3 km. It requires though a FTTC system to support the 

VDSL bandwidth that is required by the application.

ADSL technology is the result of at least three advancements in the field 

of digital communications. First, ADSL takes advantage of the more general 

advancements in adaptive digital filtering and DSP applied to digital commu

nications.

Techniques such as Trellis coding and forward error correction with inter

leaving are found in ADSL systems, to increase channel capacity in the presence 

of Gaussian noise and to provide immunity to impulsive noise respectively. New 

techniques, such as asymmetric echo cancellation, will find application for the 

first time in ADSL. Also, a relatively new modulation format, discrete multi- 

tone (DMT), has been selected by the American National Standards Institute 

(ANSI). A forum has been established called the ADSLF, for standardisation 

of ADSL systems.

Carrierless AM/PM (CAP), Discrete Multi-tone Transmission (DMT), and 

Frequency Division Multiplexing are to be considered as the modulation tech

niques. ADSL systems are used at local subscriber loops with telephone or basic 

ISDN access.

ADSL range is limited by a number of factors such as impulse noise and 

cross talk mainly. From practical experiments, it appears that cross talk is 

the most damaging one. Cross talk is inherent to inductive coupling between 

adjacent pairs due to its effect two types of cross talk have been defined: NEXT 

(near-end cross talk) and FEXT (far-end cross talk). The principle of NEXT is 

that a fraction of the power of the signal in one pair is detected in the reverse
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direction on another pair, belonging to the same distribution wire. In FEXT 

a fraction of the power sent by the local exchange on one pair is detected on 

another pair belonging to the same distribution wire.

Another advance making ADSL possible is continuing increases in the com

plexity and speed of very large scale integration (VLSI) technology. VLSI de

vices that implement the majority of ADSL transceivers will make the technol

ogy cost-effective, sufficiently so for a consumer electronics-type application like 

video dial tone to become feasible.

Finally, ADSL takes full advantage of a detailed understanding of the Lo

cal Exchange distribution network; that part of the network extending from 

the Local Exchange, where switching and trunking equipment is located, to 

the customer’s home. The great bulk of this distribution network today con

sists of copper pairs providing normal telephone service to residences and busi

nesses, but increasingly fibre/copper digital transmission systems are entering 

the plant. Fibre could extend to a RCU (remote control unit) site, in a vault, 

a hub or a cabinet, from there a copper pair network, which in future could 

incorporate fibre, extends to the local exchange. This portion of the network 

referred to as the “feeder” , may also contain copper based trunking equipment 

in the form of E-carrier systems.

The “splitter and combiner” at each end of the link is a highly complex filter. 

As a bidirectional system will be used for both telephony and modulated data; 

in addition all filtering must be of sufficient standard not to impair telephony 

transmission beyond the stringent limits given in ITU-T telephony standards, 

or their equivalent ETSI standards, and handle both the speech signals and the 

ringing voltage (75v RMS), on/off hook impedance changes and loop disconnect 

or MF4 dialling. In addition, the telephony system must function when there 

is no mains power available at the customer’s home and so provide emergency 

telephone access.

Current ADSL technology can reach 5 km or more over standard copper 

pairs at 2Mbit/s, taking into account worst-case cross-talk effects found within
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Downstream in Mbit/s Upstream in kbit/s Range in km
1.5 16 >  5 .9
2 16 >  5 .5
3 64 >  4 .8

6 .3 3 8 4 % 3

Table 2.2: ADSL range

multi-pair cable. For shorter reaches the technology can provide higher bitrates, 

see Table 2.2.

These rates have been actively considered within the ANSI deliberations. 

Shorter reaches will directly cater for most customers within urban areas in 

the UK, or for all customers if the actual copper-pair drop is within the range 

required, and fibre is used from the exchange building to the start of the copper 

drop. A number of international committees are active in ADSL standardisation 

such as ANSI, ETSI, and ITU-T. As ADSL could support the Interactive Mul

timedia Services (IMS) other organisations such as the ADSL Forum, DAVIC 

and TIA are also involved.

Using ADSL technology over the complete access link is seen as a short term 

solution to providing advanced broadband services to the residential customer. 

ADSL allows incremental deployment and is very capital efficient since it can 

only be provided to those who want it, both attributes are very important in 

establishing a new field. Once major broadband services have become estab

lished (such as VoD) and there is a substantial market for multimedia services in 

general, then the technical business case for fibre roll-out in the access network 

can be more readily derived.

ADSL supports both ATM based access and IP based access. Both types 

of services can be accessed by those with the suitable interfaces. One possible 

broadband services implementation scenario is to use ATM to deliver MPEG 

compressed video and IP to support Internet access.
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2.3.3 Cable television (CATV) network. F ibre/C oax

The Cable TV companies are currently upgrading their core subsystems (which 

equates to the first part of the link from local exchange to customers for a 

telecoms provider) to fibre, leaving the tree and branch coaxial system to serve 

a small number of homes. Fibre therefore can provide high-speed digital ser

vices in addition to any existing TV channels, and these digital services can be 

broadcast to all the homes served by that fibre, the home equipment picking oflf 

the relevant digital information for the service requests.

The cable TV (CATV) distribution system is based on a tree-and-branch 

topology nowadays and will be based on a star topology in the future to provide 

higher bandwidth to the end user. The trunk lines are usually made of fibre. 

High penetration of the CATV is targeted in cities and large communities. Due 

to the high bandwidth, it has many channels available, which are multiplexed 

onto the cable using Frequency Division Multiplexing (FDM). CATV providers 

can use their existing network infrastructure to provide Digital Video Broadcast 

(DVB) to the end user. Since the number of channels is substantial for broad

cast, but not for multicast, interactive services that need a high bandwidth 

must be considered carefully.

Channel transmission on the cable is primarily unidirectional. Signals are 

inserted on the downstream channels at the so-called head end. Signals from 

customer sites are only allowed on certain upstream channels and they are only 

transmitted towards the head end. Although there is provision for upstream 

message transmission, many cable systems do not have the actual amplifiers 

and filters that are needed. In addition, the problems of signal regeneration 

and noise are harder in the upstream direction as multiple noise sources are 

merged (noise funnelling).

Cable systems are vulnerable to physical damage, both from ageing and wil

ful destruction. By ageing all the weak points become potential noise causing 

spots, creating additional noise ingress and leakage. If the power used in the
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cable is high in order to limit noise ingress effects, there is more leakage. Fur

thermore, one big minus for CATV connections is secrecy. If there is no ATM 

multiplexer in the centre of the CATV star or root of the tree, all data is going 

on the ATM “bus” which is available to all subscribers. This means more costs, 

because means to ensure privacy in the connections have to be provided, and 

ATM does not provide encryption at this level. This has to be done by other 

means, possibly by providing encryption over the last drop.

2.3.4 Fibre

Currently, fibre is used in trunk lines. A number of cable and telephone com

panies plan on using feeder fibres to deliver information to the local exchanges, 

which are serving customers by coaxial or copper pair cables. Traffic in net

works is expected to grow quite fast due to new services, and so fibre to the 

home (FTTH) and fibre to the kerb (FTTC) systems, for example, are expected 

to be deployed in order to transmit wider bandwidths in the future. At the same 

time, fibre has other advantages. It has fewer active nodes in the network to 

maintain and has the ability to be installed in restricted duct space. Further

more, it is a truly future proof network, but it is now too expensive to invest in 

fibre in the local loop, on a large scale. The civils costs of installing completely 

fibre based networks is prohibitive for most telecommunications companies. A 

large customer base is needed to share equipment costs. Although the new ser

vices are anticipated to pay for the upgrade, nothing is certain yet, and most 

other providers are much more cautious. NTT of Japan is in the process of 

installing a fully fibre network, not without delays though.

Fibre to the home (FTTH)

A completely fibre based system has been considered by many network providers. 

BT has conducted experiments on various fibre systems and fibre/copper pair 

hybrids, in Bishop’s Strotford [15], not for VoD services, but for telephony and 

broadcast service. These were mostly based on Passive Optical Network (PON)
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technologies. These technologies rely on exploiting the massive potential band

width of optical fibre to permit a tree and branch physical cable structure to 

provide star-type (i.e. independent) services to customers. Although the PON 

technology used in these trials was not designed to support VoD services, it is 

clear that with the use of a modified PON technology, or other optical technol

ogy, the bitrate requirements for VoD and symmetrical services could easily be 

provided.

Fibre to the Kerb (FTTK)

In this scenario fibre is installed to the Kerb and not all the way to the cus

tomer’s home; this reduces civil engineering cost. Form then onwards other 

technologies such as xDSL will support high speed transmission. In Europe 

and the USA, trials using fibre to the kerb are being done, and will probably 

have high speed drops (64-Mbit/s) over a standard copper pair to the customer’s 

home.

Conclusions on fibre

Various options exist, from Cable TV upgrade equipment, with hybrid fibre/copper 

systems, through to FTTH solutions, none of which are currently optimal to 

provide full VoD services to a large number of homes primarily due to high in

stallation costs, but all of which have the potential. The precise solution chosen 

will depend heavily on the capacity and the communications each user will wish 

to have, in addition to VoD and how the final costs will wash out.

All optical fibre solutions will incur the civil engineering costs associated 

with laying new cables in the access network, costs which are heavily based on 

labour charges and not readily susceptible to reduction even in volume. This is 

why improving on existing technology is a highly desirable intermediate step.
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2.3.5 W ireless

Hybrid fibre and wireless distribution networks could be used within a neigh

bourhood for reducing the installation and maintenance costs, rather than to 

support mobility. Such a system could be useful in an area where the copper 

wires are in poor condition or the physical connection between a local distribu

tion point and the customer residents is limited or installation or “rent” cost 

too much, for example when the service provider owns a fibre infrastructure but 

not the copper plant to the customer premises.

Wireless transmission of data may be very suitable in some cases, but there 

are several problems to be solved such as the signal structure in the transition 

from fibre to wireless and the provision of a wireless reverse channel. Never

theless, there are some trials for wireless TV distribution networks. Two exam

ples of such an implementation were, first, the British Telecom Millimetre-wave 

Multichannel Multipoint Video Distribution Service (MMDS) that worked at 

29 GHz [16], and second Cellular Visions commercial offering in the New York 

area under a U.S. FCC pioneer licence in the 27.5 to 29.5 GHz band.

2.4 Network technology

We shall next examine the most important transfer protocols that are appropri

ate for multimedia transfer. Because the media is contained digitally, the pro

tocol must support digital data transfer. As VoD is a real-time video service, 

time guarantees must be preserved. ATM, DSM-CC (Digital Storage Media 

Command and Control) and the future Internet Protocol, IPv6, will all be able 

to provide Quality-of-Service guarantees.

2.4.1 ISDN (Integrated Services D igital Network)

ISDN is a set of communication transmission standards allowing a single cus

tomer line to deliver voice, network services and video in digital form. ISDN 

was intended to replace POTS (Plain Old Telephone System) and requires spe
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cialised central switches, software and other equipment. It provides bandwidth 

of 64 kbit/s or 2.0 Mbit/s. It is available in most countries of the EU, the US, 

Australia, Japan and Singapore. Problems have set back its implementation 

date; and equipment and line rental costs can be high, especially for the home 

user. Its take-up rate is rather small and has not spread as predicted. In the 

UK, BT is installing an ISDN line with two 64kbit channels to the residential 

user with connection charges ranging from approximately £116 to £300 and 

quarterly line rental of £100-£300 [17]. Demand though is not likely to in

crease unless the technology becomes affordable for both the business and the 

home user.

In ISDN, voice and data are carried by bearer channels (B channel) occupy

ing a bandwidth of 64 kbit/s. A D channel handles signalling at 16 kbit/s or 64 

kbit/s depending on service type. H channels are provided for user information 

at higher bit rates.

There are three types of ISDN service: Basic Rate ISDN (BRI), Primary 

Rate ISDN (PRI), and Broadband ISDN (B-ISDN).

• An IS D N  B R I line consists of two B-channels (Bearer) that provide 64 

kbit/s transmission speed. It also has a 16kbit/s D-channel for control 

and synchronisation, providing a total of 144 kbit/s data per BRI line. 

A popular modem operates at 56kbit/s. With the same delivery rate 

ISDN, being digital (POTS is analogue) can be used to provide a clearer 

signal than analogue. “Noisy” POTS analogue lines reduce the 56kbit/s 

maximum modem bandwidth. NISDN-1 is focused primarily on providing 

basic services immediately to the home user especially.

•  An IS D N  P R I  line is intended for users with greater bandwidth capacity 

requirements. The channel structure is 30 B channels plus one 64kbit/s 

D channel for a total of 2.048Mbit/s.

•  B-ISDN: will support as much as 150 M bit/s, but will be dependent on a 

complete optical fibre network. This could be a medium for future high
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definition television (HDTV) projects.

To access the BRI service, is necessary for the customer to subscribe to 

an ISDN phone line. Residential customers will also need to use a device 

called a Network Terminator 1 (NTl). The N Tl performs the multiplexing 

and converts the 2-wire teleco line to the 4 wire, called S-Bus, ISDN signal.

Many business customers have phone systems that are already digital. In 

this case, connecting to ISDN lines may or may not require additional 

hardware, depending on the system.

Many computer workstations are now being shipped with ISDN capa

bilities. These units connect directly to the N Tl, and will integrate 

voice/data communications through the system software. Most comput

ers though, require a Terminal Adapter (TA). This unit converts ISDN to 

the serial (RS-232) interface on most computers.

2.4.2 Asynchronous Transfer M ode ATM

ATM is a method for dynamic allocation of bandwidth using a fixed 53 byte 

packet (cell), known also as "fast packet” . The cells use characteristics of both 

time-division-multiplexing of transmission media, and packet switching of data 

networks. A “virtual path” (VP) is a unidirectional logical association of VCs, 

and is set up through the switches involved when two endpoints wish to com

municate. A “virtual circuit” (VC), provides for the sequential unidirectional 

transport of ATM cells, and mimics the circuit switched system. The circuit 

is established and reserved for the duration of the connection, all packets pass 

through the reserved nodes. ATM provides a bit-rate independent protocol 

that can be implemented on several network types and has been proposed by 

the telecommunications companies as the standard for B-ISDN implementation. 

Characteristics of ATM :

1. Scalable technology; potential for extremely high speeds.
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2. Cell switching supports both delay-sensitive and conventional data trans

missions.

3. Flexible implementation on many media (copper, coax, fibre).

It uses a hierarchical multiplexing scheme where channels can be added or 

dropped at any point. The coding speeds start from 2.048 M bit/s to any speed 

that can be supported by the network.

ATM can be implemented over the Synchronous Digital Hierarchy (SDH) 

transmission layer. SDH specifies how payload data is framed and transported 

synchronously across fibre optic transmission links requiring all the links and 

nodes to have the same synchronised clock for data transmission and recovery. 

The objective is that products from multiple vendors across geographical and 

administrative boundaries should be able to plug and play in a standard way. 

The B-ISDN network will be a truly international network. It standardises 

transmission around the bit rate of 155.520 M bit/s which is also called STM-1, 

and multiplies the bit rate to comprise higher bit rate streams. Thus STM-4 is 

four times STM-1, STM-16 is 16 times STM-1 and so on.

ATM speeds over a cell-switched network are only limited by the medium 

and switching speeds, since it is a scalable technology it is not tied to any 

specific data rate. However, ATM requires wideband fibre/coax cables to exploit 

its capacity. ATM is planned to be implemented for national back-bone and 

long-distance carriers and already is being used and tested in many countries. 

ATM switching technology is evolving to accommodate the special features of 

multimedia traffic such as bursty traffic, see [18].

ATM and video transport

The network operator is expected to provide a variety of transport types to 

the video provider. Before sending a video to a set-top-box (STB), the video 

provider chooses a specific transport type from the network operator. The 

networking company then establishes a VP from the provider to a STB and
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delivers the video over the VC with the chosen transport type. The transport 

types broadly fall into four categories.

1. The first category is Constant Bit Rate (CBR) transport, whereby the 

ATM network establishes a VC that emulates a CBR circuit between 

the video server and the viewer’s STB. This service can guarantee no or 

negligible network cell loss, delay and jitter, if the negotiated and obtained 

bit rate matches the maximum data bit rate required by the application. 

It is fully characterised by a constant bandwidth, which is negotiated at 

VC establishment. Note that CBR transport does not require the video 

server to transmit cells into the VC at a constant cell rate; for good 

quality transmission the peak transmission rate should be the negotiated 

bandwidth, if the average rate is used there will be fluctuations in image 

quality.

2. The second category of transport types is Variable Bit Rate (VBR) trans

port. VBR transport uses network statistics in order to make more effi

cient use of network bandwidth. If a VC uses VBR transport, its cells are 

statistically multiplexed with cells of other VCs in the network links along 

segments of the VC’s route. This transport type can deliver the required 

bandwidth, but cannot guarantee its availability. Work is being done on 

how best to implement VBR for video traffic, in terms of rate selection 

[19], quality control [20] and coder rate control [21]. Compared with 

CBR transport, VCs with VBR transport are more difficult to manage, 

both in the network and at the video provider, due to the traffic variabil

ity that the scheduling algorithms and the cell admission protocols must 

accommodate, but can oflfer more efficient bandwidth management.

It is important to note that transfer of pre-recorded video is in many ways 

different from transport of real-time video, such as video conferences or the 

live broadcast of a sporting event. For real-time video, the exact dynamics 

of the VBR traffic are unknown to the network. On the other hand, in
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VoD the dynamics of the pre-recorded VBR traffic are fully known before 

the beginning of server transmission and network transport. The network 

and video provider could exploit this information in order to efficiently 

manage their resources.

3. The third category of transport types is best-effort. When a VC uses 

best-effort transport, the network transports its cells to the STB with lit

tle if any guarantees on cell delay or jitter. Best-effort transport is only 

feasible for STB’s with large memory and for viewers who are willing to 

request a start time in the distant future. Best-effort transport however 

should be relatively inexpensive, particularly if the requested start time is 

sufficiently in the future to allow for cell transport during off-peak hours, 

this would require sufficient storage space at the customer end. Intellec

tual property rights should be considered when provisions are made for 

storage of material in the customer premises.

4. There are also non-real-time and available bit rate types of transfer, the 

first is for applications that are not time sensitive and the second for 

applications that can vary their bandwidth requirements. These types 

of data transfer provide the operator with more flexibility in network 

management.

Current proposals for TV and VoD distribution over ATM [22] use MPEG-2 

ISO/IEC 13818-1 systems [23] on the codec side over a CBR service class on 

an ATM network. The traditional CBR service is the simplest solution [24] 

for video in many applications (e.g. TV broadcasting or VoD) but suffers from 

disadvantages such as variable video quality (in the case where the negotiated 

bandwidth is the average not the peak), high end-to-end delay if the average 

bit rate is negotiated, and relatively high transmission cost [25, 26, 27]. Thus, 

a more efficient video transport framework will involve VBR video over ATM 

VBR service class. The VBR service mode allows more and efficient utilisation 

of bandwidth by using statistical multiplexing [28, 29].
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DSM-CC protocol for MPEG over ATM

One of the major factors that will affect the deployment of video-based informa

tion services to the home is the availability of open application service protocols

[30]. Without such protocols, every service delivered to the home will require 

its own appliance to receive it. An open protocol allows STBs and other user 

premises equipment to access multiple service providers. Such an open applica

tion service protocol for integrated video-based multimedia is evolving as part 

of the MPEG-2 standard for encoding/decoding video streams. This protocol 

called Digital Storage Media Command and Control (DSM-CC) has grown from 

a few pages in an annex of the recently published MPEC-2 ISO/IEC 13818-1

[31], to over 300 pages in the current ISO/IEC 13818-6 Draft International 

Standard [32]. DSM-CC provides the protocols needed to deliver a complete 

application such as VoD, home shopping, or interactive educational video.

DSM-CC began as a protocol for MPEC-2 video stream control (i.e. pause, 

fast-forward etc.). DSM-CC now encompasses protocols required to support a 

user being able to find an integrated video service, to download application code, 

and play stored MPEC-2 video information. DSM-CC contains the use-to-user 

part that standardises video stream control, directory look-ups, file transfer 

and database viewing. It also has a user-to-network part. The user-to-network 

part describes messages for client configuration and downloading and for the 

transport layer independent initiation of connections over which DSM-CC user- 

to-user messages and audiovisual content will travel.

2.4.3 IPv6

IPv6 is a new version of the Internet Protocol, designed as a successor to IP 

version 4. IPv6 was recommended by the IPv6 Area Directors of the Internet 

Engineering Task Force at the Toronto IETF meeting on July 25, 1994, and 

documented in RFC 1752, “The Recommendation for the IP Next Generation 

Protocol” [33]. The recommendation was approved by the Internet Engineering
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Steering Group on November 17, 1994 and made a Proposed Standard.

IPv6 is designed to take an evolutionary step from IPv4. It will support 

directly IPv4 and all applications using it. The limited number of Internet 

addresses remaining due to its rapid growth, the possible mobility of Internet 

users and the support of some quality of service, lead the IETF to propose IPv6. 

The changes from IPv4 to IPv6 fall primarily into the following categories:

• Expanded Routing and Addressing Capabilities

IPv6 increases the IP address size from 32 bits to 128 bits, to support more 

levels of addressing hierarchy and a much greater number of addressable 

nodes, and simpler auto-configuration of addresses.

The scalability of multicast routing is improved by adding a “scope” field 

to multicast addresses.

• A new type of address called an “anycast address” is defined, to identify 

sets of nodes where a packet sent to an anycast address is delivered to one 

of the nodes. The use of anycast addresses in the IPv6 source route allows 

nodes to control the path over which their traffic flows.

• Header Format Simplification

Some IPv4 header fields have been dropped or made optional, to reduce 

the common-case processing cost of packet handling and to keep the band

width cost of the IPv6 header as low as possible despite the increased size 

of the addresses. Even though the IPv6 addresses are four times longer 

than the IPv4 addresses, the IPv6 header is only twice the size of the 

IPv4 header and extension headers of unlimited length can be added if 

required.

• Improved Support for Options

Changes in the way IP header options are encoded allow for more effi

cient forwarding, less stringent limits on the length of options and greater 

flexibility for introducing new options in the future.
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• Quality-of-Service Capabilities

A new capability is added to enable the labelling of packets belonging to 

particular traffic “flows” for which the sender requests special handling, 

such as non-default quality of service or “real- time” service.

• Authentication and Privacy Capabilities

IPv6 includes the definition of extensions which provide support for au

thentication, data integrity, and confidentiality. This is included as a basic 

element of IPv6 and will be included in all implementations.

The most important feature for the IMS services in the IPv6 are the Quality- 

of-Service Capabilities which make the delivery of real-time applications possi

ble.

Special fields will exist in the IPv6 header, the Flow Label and the Priority 

fields, which will be used by a host to identify those packets for which it requests 

special handling by IPv6 routers. This capability is important in order to 

support applications which require some degree of consistent throughput, delay, 

and/or jitter, commonly known as multimedia services.

IPv6 implementations are being developed for many different host operat

ing systems and routers. This includes host implementations by Apple, Bull, 

Dassault, Digital, Epilogue, FTP Software, IBM, INRIA, Linux, Novell, Men

tal, NRL, NTHU, Pacific Softworks, Process Software, SICS, SCO, Siemens 

Nixdorf, Silicon Graphics, Sun, UNH, and WIDE, and router implementations 

by 3Com, Bay Networks and Cisco Systems, Digital, Hitachi, Ltd., Ipsilon 

Networks, Merit (routing protocols), NTHU, Sumitomo Electric, and Telebit 

Communications. More information on IPv6 is available from [34].

2.4.4 ATM  and IP

ATM and IP are the most prominent examples of the convergence of the telecom

munications and computer industries [35]. ATM was originally conceived in 

the telecommunications field and has been developed under the influence of
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the computer networking style in the ATM Forum. IP was developed in the 

computer world to support the shift from data-only to multimedia information 

transfer. IP has been one of the key components in enabling the growth of the 

Internet and its popularity is still increasing. Introducing QoS guarantees adds 

to its usefulness and versatility [36] towards an Integrated services network [37]. 

IP adopts a connectionless approach, while ATM is connection oriented, IPv6 

will be able to support end-to-end delay guarantees, whereas ATM is capable 

of doing it now.

On the one side, the telecommunications community is embracing the Inter

net protocols as both the foundation of computer communications over carrier 

networks (IP over ATM) and the vehicle for client-server interactions in novel 

telecommunications services, such as VoD. On the other hand, although the In

ternet community is sponsoring ATM as the promising high-speed bearer tech

nology of subnetworks, the vision of the Internet is still focusing on the protocol 

suite to be executed exclusively among hosts at network edges and routers at 

subnetwork boundaries. Their similarities have lead to a number of proposals 

for integrating ATM and IP. This integration will establish a way of keeping 

the advantages of both protocols and support further the implementations of 

multimedia services.

2.5 Summary

In this chapter we have presented the most significant of the support technolo

gies for IMS, and specifically VoD. MPEG and JPEG image compression offers 

substantial savings in transmission bandwidth. It covers a range of video quali

ties from low (VHS equivalent) to high (HDTV) according to the user demands 

and network support. MPEG decoders can be purchased in the market from a 

number of manufactures who are active in the field. Standardisation of the lat

est MPEG versions -4 and -7 is still active. MPEG encoders are more expensive, 

as encoding is an intensive computing process.
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The technology employed currently in the physical network layer can be used 

for the IMS services thanks to ADSL and its versions. ADSL modem costs are 

still high (£1000) but prices will drop with demand. Fibre represents the only 

future proof solution but its installation cost is prohibitive at the current stage.

ATM and IPv6 are presented as the two strongest candidates for transport

ing multimedia data to the end user. ATM was developed as a transmission 

system for ISDN traffic. ISDN has started to gain market share, but its pricing 

still makes it unattractive for the residential user, especially in the UK. In Ger

many and the US for example prices have dropped considerably and hopefully 

this trend will be followed in this country.

In the next chapter we present a number of VoD field trials done by the 

leading network and entertainment providers. These trials were more market 

research oriented. Their main target was to evaluate the potential customer 

demand for interactive services. Although limited on customer base and offered 

material, they provided some very useful results as to the form of an interactive 

service.



Chapter 3

VoD Trials

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter a number of VoD service trials are presented. These were based 

on specifically constructed equipment and were conducted on a restricted cus

tomer base ranging from testing company employees to a few thousand paying 

customers.

Finally we present our view on system design for IMS (Interactive Multime

dia Services) using VoD (Video-on-Demand) as an example.

3.1.1 The legal issue

Telecommunications companies were, until recently, state owned and operated 

industries in most countries. In the post-privatisation era, laws regulating their 

operation forbid them from broadcasting using their network. When privatisa

tion schemes started in the early 80s laws regulating the transition, excluded 

telecoms companies from entering the multimedia services field.

In Europe, after negotiations with the telecommunications companies, leg

islation is changing. The EU has published a major consultation paper on 

regulating a telecommunications world in which the boundaries between IT, 

telecoms and broadcasting are fast breaking down. The convergence of telecom

munications and IT is evolving rapidly and new laws are needed for the emerg
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ing environment. Telecommunications operators will soon be able to use their 

network for other services even for multicast services. With complete market 

liberalisation, in all EU countries by the end on the century, Cable TV opera

tors and telecommunications providers will compete for the same market, this 

is hoped to provide more choice to the customer and bring prices to reasonable 

levels.

In the UK, the first country in the EU to privatise its telecommunications 

company under The Telecommunications Act of 1994, the regulating authority, 

OFTEL, is contributing to the development of policy in the new framework of 

competition. OFTEL regulation is aimed at preventing abuse of market power 

and anti-competitive agreements. The provision of conditional access services 

is to be done on a fair non-discriminatory basis. OFTEL as the regulator is 

responsible for enforcing these principles.

The rest of Europe is somewhat behind as it lacks OFTEL’s experience 

in the field. As of the 1st of January 1998 the European market has been 

liberalised. In some countries though the national providers try to keep their 

share by exploiting their monopoly status, for example in Germany the national 

provider Deutsche Telekom was asking for a change-of-provider fee of $ 53 [38] 

in the beginning of 1998.

In the US, the congress passed the Telecommunications Act of 1996 on 

February the 8th, by a large majority. Under the new law, services are allowed 

or disallowed not by regulation, as in the past, but by contracts negotiated 

among the providers, none of which is a regulated monopoly. The effects of these 

revolutionary changes will be felt for years to come. Cable television companies 

may offer telephony and information services, and the telephone companies 

can carry information and entertainment services into homes. Lastly, media 

companies have greater freedom to acquire and hold assets in any one service 

area.

The telecoms market for 1996 was estimated to be 400 billion pounds. The 

possible introduction of new services will boost its value even more. All major
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telecoms companies in the world have been experimenting with interactive mul

timedia service provision. The idea though is not new, from the 50s companies 

such as BT have tried to build systems that can provide on line information. 

In the UK, BT tried to provide an information service called Prestel (a form 

of and forerunner to teletext) using its network in 1979. The service did not 

become very popular for a number of reasons. The interface was difficult and 

slow to operate, the cost of the required equipment was left to the customer 

and the information content was rather “dull” . Although BT s system did not 

become very popular, in Prance, Prance Telecom managed to roll-out a service 

which reached a large customer base of 6 million homes and businesses, and 

could be described as the forerunner of their on-line interactive services, the 

Minitel. Minitel offers on-line services, such as directory enquires, teleshop

ping, games, ticket reservation etc. The system was to be financed by cutting 

the cost of printing paper catalogues which it was to replace. The Minitel was 

more successful than similar services launched in the UK, Germany (the service 

was called Bildschirmtext), Sweden etc. The modem and display device was 

provided and a friendlier interface made browsing easy. It became an indis

pensable service for those using it. The Minitel gave the first insights as to 

what should be considered when providing interactive broadband services.

With the possibility of video delivery, the market potential of the new ser

vices becomes immense. This is why not only telecoms companies, but CATV 

companies and even entertainment producers are testing their potential entry 

to the interactive multimedia market. New alliances are formed which aim to 

survive and dominate in the free market of the future.

Most of the field trials to date were primarily market research rather than 

technology trials. The take up rate of the new services, the user’s willingness 

to pay for what as well as how much and the least required functionality, have 

been the main topics of research. Next, a few of the most significant of these 

trials are presented, along with a discussion on their findings. Information on 

VoD trials is not widely available due to the commercial aspects of the topic.
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Technology issues seem to have delayed and downsized many of these trials.

3.1.2 BT

British Telecom (BT) is very interested in VoD. Because it was not allowed to 

offer broadcast type entertainment services using its network, BT has conducted 

a number of trials focused on the possibility of providing interactive broadband 

services. Currently BT is being motivated to provide Internet access to schools 

in exchange for the right to broadcast using its network [39].

BT was heavily involved in cable-TV systems and technology in the early/mid 

1980s and installed, for the period, a highly advanced cable-TV system in West

minster based on a switched star technology. The switched star network (SSN) 

architecture made possible the switching on-demand of a video channel from 

the head end of the system to a specific customer from a pool of available chan

nel capacity. The first major exploitation of this capability was intended to be 

for an on-demand one-to-one video library service. The video library system 

was developed, and a small-scale system installed on the Westminster cable 

system. It used analogue technology for storage, transmission and switching of 

the audiovisual signals.

A similar small-scale on-demand video library was also installed for the 

Bishop Stortford fibre-to-the-home trials.

BT has invested heavily in Interactive TV trials in recent years. This is not 

only to progress the technology, but more importantly to start to understand 

how customers will react to such services. They also aim to understand and 

build relationships with some of the other key players involved in an Interactive 

TV system, namely the Content and Information providers.

The 1994 technology trial.

A small-scale field trial in 1994 of basic VoD services was carried out to 60 

employee customers in their own homes, in Kesgrave near Ipswich, Suffolk. The 

service offered was fully on-demand one-to-one viewing of old TV programmes
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and a few films. The objective of the trial included testing the end-to-end 

system technology within an operational environment.

The set-top box was based on standard PC technology with the keyboard, 

screen and mouse removed, and dedicated video compression hardware added.

The server held nearly 70 hours of programmes on-line, stored on RAID- 

based disks. Material was changed during the trial in order to keep the service 

attractive and also to gain experience of the problems involved in the process.

Interactive TV 1995 market trial

The aim of the Interactive TV market trial was unashamedly to find out what 

customers want and how much they were willing to pay for various services. 

The trial took place in the Ipswich/ Colchester areas in East Anglia. The trial 

involved 2,500 paying customers. The customers were carefully chosen so as to 

be a representative demographic sample of the UK population.

Customers were connected over ADSL or passive optical networks. One 

server provided service to all customers, and transmission from this server to 

the local exchange buildings was ATM over SDH.

The services were ordered using the standard remote control unit and deliv

ered to the user’s existing television over copper pair or fibre. The STB was an 

Apple computer, specially adapted.

The service involved more than 100 service and content providers, including 

major Hollywood and European movie studios [40].

Westminster video jukebox trial

In parallel with the above Interactive TV trial, BT was also investing in a trial 

of movies and TV programmes on demand over its existing Westminster cable- 

TV system. This trial was called video jukebox and tested customers’ reaction 

to on-demand programmes within a cable-TV environment. The trial started 

in late 1995, growing during 1996, to a minimum capability of 200 titles on

line. Technically, the new system being installed replaced and upgraded the old
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Video Library system from the mid-1980s.

3.1.3 Bell Atlantic

Bell Atlantic has been involved in many trials, a recent one (March ’95) was 

conducted in Fairfax County, Virginia. This market trial was the second phase of 

an ongoing product development effort that begun with a first phase, technical 

trial in 1993. The product was designed to be commercially viable (i.e. key 

components are cost effective), but at the time was not viewed by Bell Atlantic 

as being market ready. Market readiness required further product development 

and refinement, in key areas such as the number of users it could support and 

the movie title range it could offer.

Product Description

It included 655+ archived programme choices with 25 percent monthly refresh 

rate. Customers paid for each programme watched, with prices ranging from $

0.49 to $ 4.49. The service was targeted as a substitute for pay-per-view and 

video rental.

Four programming categories were offered: entertainment (movies, TV shows); 

kid’s zone (movies, TV shows, educational programmes); learning and lifestyles 

(documentaries, how-to’s); home shopping, as well as, a spotlight category (pro

motions, programming packages). Additionally, users were offered full VCR 

functionality. They could, stop, fast-forward and rewind the movies at will.

In the transmission area, ADSL technology over existing copper phone lines 

was used. The ADSL equipment was manufactured by Westell and allowed 

simultaneous use of telephone and video over the same line.

The major findings of the trial were that users would welcome an alterna

tive option to the video rental store and even were willing to tolerate slightly 

higher prices. The major problems were due to disfunctioning equipment in the 

customer premises. New release movies attracted 50% of the demand on the 

peak time from 8 to 11 in the evening.
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3.1.4 Conclusions from VoD trials

Up-to-date, all VoD trials conducted have used a very limited customer base. 

A few hundreds to a few thousands is the usual number of users quoted. These 

numbers are quite small compared to the expected take-up rate of multimedia 

services. The expansion to larger geographical areas needs to be taken into 

account as it could provide new challenges. The server manufactures were 

usually nCube and the disk provider Oracle, although other providers were 

also used. There were cases were actual dedicated VCRs were used. The STBs 

were specially adapted PCs from a number of providers such as Apple, IBM, 

Zenith, Philips and others. Most trials used ADSL/ATM networks or Cable 

networks.

The most important conclusions can be summarised as follows. With respect 

to successful roll-out of the service, the STB needs to be low cost for the end 

user. It can be subsidised by the provider, as was done with Minitel and cellular 

mobile handsets. As mass production decreases prices, this appears to be a 

possible option for the service provider.

The price range of the material offered should be similar to the prices offered 

by competitors, such as video stores. The price of a two-hour phone-call can 

be substantially higher than the price of renting a movie. The long connection 

times should be considered by the network operators, when upgrading their 

networks. There is willingness to pay for network delivery, from the customer's 

side, but this does not total the current price of a two-hour phone call.

Consortia are forming including network, content and hardware providers, 

in their effort to become the key players of the future. A few of the companies 

that have conducted such trials are: BT, Deutsche Telekom, France Telecom. 

Swiss Telecom, Telecom Italia, Svenska Kabel TV, Ameritech, Bell Atlantic, 

Bell South, Pacific Bell, South West Bell, Sprint, TCI, Time Warner, Telecom 

Australia, Hong Kong Telecom, Israel Telecom, Korean Telecom, Singapore 

Telecom, NTT, JSAT.
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3.2 VoD Service Elements

The most important VoD service elements have been identified to be the fol

lowing:

1. T h e  server. The server represents the storage and playing device. It can 

be one integrated device or a combination of video playing and storage 

machines.

2. T h e  tra n sfe r  netw ork . This represents the connection from the server 

to the user. It includes the core network as well as the last-drop to the 

user premises.

3. T h e  C u sto m er P rem ises E q u ip m en t or what is more widely known as 

the Set-Top-Box. The STB is all the equipment needed at the customer 

end in order to access the service. Its cost could be subsidised by the 

service provider.

3.2.1 The server

We have two types of server: the storage and the playing or cache server. The 

storage server is the device used for storing the offered material. The material 

is likely to be stored in its compressed form. There are four media of storage, 

diflfering in cost and access speed. They can be used for different classes of 

data according to its popularity length etc. We have the fast access medium 

such as RAM, which can be used for frequently accessed material and yield fast 

access times. We have optical disks, such as CD-ROMs which can be used for 

frequently accessed material and slightly slower access speeds. Disk arrays have 

also been proposed such as RAIDs, which can give higher fault tolerance to 

the system. Then there is tape which is very cheap but has slow access speeds 

and does not allow parallel access and search functions. Tape can be used to 

archive seldom accessed material. The storage server should be able to provide 

the service network with multiple access streams. This will facilitate the fast
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downloading of material to the cache servers. The higher the output rate the 

more efficient the server but the more expensive it will be. This should be 

determined by the service needs and the construction costs.

A centralised or distributed solution is possible. In the centralised solution 

all material is stored and accessed from one central location. A high transfer 

rate will be required to enable management functions in parallel with movie 

traffic and make the network more fault tolerant. In the distributed solution, 

information may be stored nearer to its access site. This will reduce backbone 

network bandwidth take-up. Extra storage capacity would be required for the 

mirrored material. Mirroring and distribution into the storage servers could 

follow popularity trends.

The cache server is the server accessed by the user. The material after be

ing downloaded from the storage server can be accessed by the service users. 

VCR functionality and a substantial number of simultaneous users are the most 

important features the server should support. Technologically it is the most 

difficult part to construct. Real time interactive access imposes the most de

manding terms. Processing and access speeds should be sufficient to allow for 

the service to be called on demand. Additionally, end-to-end delays due to the 

transfer network may be added. All major parallel processor companies have 

been involved in constructing VoD servers, such as nCube, IBM, Digital etc. 

But, to date their capacity could not satisfy a broad customer base and they are 

quite expensive. Clustering is considered as a potential solution for increased 

capacity. Prices are expected to fall when the application is widely rolled-out.

3.2.2 The transfer network.

The transfer network is divided in two major categories. The core or back-bone 

network and the local loop network. The core network should be able to support 

the vast volume of traffic generated by the new services. Optical fibre is already 

is use. Most of the back-bone traffic in Europe and the US is routed through 

fibre. ATM and IPv6 are likely to be the key technology for back bone networks.
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Satellite is also coming into play, especially for Internet as Intel and Microsoft 

have announced investment in satellite networks for providing Internet access.

The local loop network is the last mile of wire over which information has 

to travel in order to reach the customer. This last mile has been custom con

structed for one thing-voice telephony-and its structure has never changed over 

the past 50 years. Now with the introduction of digital technolog}' and the dawn 

of the information age, the possible bottleneck of the local loop network has been 

brought forward. The answer of technology is twofold. Efficient compression 

standards exist and x-DSL can deliver the compressed data to the users. Limita

tions exist on the distance over which r-DSL can operate and the bandwidth it 

can support. It offers though the considerable advantage of low cost installation 

making use of the existing infrastructure.

3.2.3 The customer premises equipment (CPE)

The CPE or STB, see Figure 3.1, is the term used for the equipment required 

by the user in order to receive the interactive multimedia services. There are 

two directions for designing the CPE. One is to have a highly intelligent piece 

of equipment, which could probably store data and perform other functions. 

This will be rather expensive and have the capabilities of a top range PC. The 

other trend is for the STB to be as simple as possible, and therefore as cheap as 

possible, and easily affordable by most users. This will impose higher require

ments on the supporting network. The third solution will be an integration of 

the PC and the STB into one device with possibly two monitors attached. One 

could be the TV set. All solutions should support real-time MPEG decoding. 

A cheap STB will help increase the take up rate of the new service. A more 

expensive STB will provide more features and probably better quality, at least 

in the initial stages of the roll out. An example of a cheap STB, which was pro

vided for a small rent by the service provider, is the STB for Minitel in France. 

France Telecom was the only company to provide it freely to the customers who 

wanted to join the service, this is one of the reasons the Minitel survived and
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succeeded, when other such experiments in the UK and Germany failed.
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Figure 3.1: Customer Premises Equipment

The STB, interfaces the home TV into the video subscriber network, decom

presses video and converts it into standard TV format. A VoD STB will provide 

VCR-like functionality, allowing the user to rewind, fast-forward, slow motion 

play etc. by sending user commands upstream via the channel. Although mem

ory is quite cheap, it shouldn’t be used excessively as its cost will contribute to 

the total cost of the CPE. The CPE should be priced competitively with respect 

to its existing rivals: CATV & DBS (Direct Satellite Broadcast) services and 

VCRs.

3.3 Summary

In this chapter we presented a number of VoD trials with the limited data that 

are available from the organisers. VoD has attracted the interest of all possible 

participants of Interactive Multimedia Services (IMS), the network operators 

(telecommunications or CaTV), the content providers (i.e. Disney) and the 

hardware manufacturers (nCube, Oracle etc.). Most trials served as market 

studies on customer demand and expectations and were conducted with a small
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customer base.

In the next chapter we present our design for a VoD server, in a distributed 

network environment. The server presented is a playing server, which provides 

the end user with a high degree of interactivity, depending on the service im

plementation. It can offer service to a broad customer base and a network of 

these servers can be used to upgrade the existing telecoms or CAT\ network 

infrastructure to a fully interactive multimedia network.



Chapter 4

VoD and M ultim edia Server 
D esign

4.1 Introduction

Following the discussion of system technology in the previous chapter we now 

present our design for a VoD server in a distributed networked implementation. 

After a brief discussion of the advantages and disadvantages of the distributed 

solution, we continue to present our VoD server design. We start by presenting 

the most important characteristics of the cache server, in terms of support of 

the user access pattern and interactive functions capability.

We present our idea of segmenting the material offered from the server and 

loading it onto independently accessed memory units. The user connection is 

transferred from segment to segment as the user watches the whole movie, but 

can also have any interactive function since the connection can be transferred 

to any segment at will. As we require a powerful server, which should be able 

to support a substantial customer base, we go from a simple space switch, 

to a multistage switch. The multistage switch can be less complex, simpler 

construction though, may introduce a blocking probability on server access. 

This blocking probability can be kept at acceptable levels with appropriate 

switch design. To reduce the control complexity at the segment access level we 

create a two stage control mechanism.

76
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Next we examine the digital implementation of our server and how a TST 

(Time-Space-Time) switch would work. We then analyse the way the interactive 

functions would be provided.

4.2 Centralised versus distributed implemen
tation

The VoD service cannot be clearly categorised as a centralised or distributed 

service. It has attributes that are served best by aspects of both a centralised 

and a distributed topolo^. The high demand movies should be distributed 

to facilitate easy access and reduce core network bandwidth take-up; the less 

popular movies can be easily offered on a centralised basis. Storage can be 

either distributed or centralised too. Server resource usage is thus kept to a 

minimum, and core network bandwidth usage is not high. The discussion over 

centralised and distributed solutions has been long and intense. Both solutions 

have their advantages and disadvantages, some of which we shall present here. 

But in the real world nothing is purely black or white, therefore a solution using 

both approaches, as appropriate, is optimum.

As already outlined one of the most important service elements is the mul

timedia server. In the concept of the multimedia server, two possibly distinct 

servers are discussed: the storage and the cache server.

4.3 Cache Server

The cache server design is the most demanding in terms of processing power 

and user access speeds. Here we are focusing on the design of the cache server 

which shall be referred to as the VoD server.

The exact requirements of a VoD server are not yet fully known. The field 

of multimedia interactive services is very new and no traffic and usage models 

have been established yet. By using what is already known from conducted 

field trials [41], video store statistics [42] and “logical assumptions” on service
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characteristics, the basic requirements can be summarised as follows:

•  In d ep en d en t access. The user should be free to use the facility without 

suffering from the actions of fellow users.

•  A ccom m odate  a  range  o f access p a tte rn s . The very popular movies 

would require a massive one-to-many connection, which should be pre

sented to the user as independent and non-blocking. Some 40% of the 

customers will be watching the same movie during peak time [41]. As 

the system is destined to support a large customer base, the number of 

users served per server will be crucial in determining total service ca

pacity. Copyright [43] should also be taken into account. Flexibility of 

movie delivery and use should allow for the protection of the interests 

of the intelectual property holders. At the other extreme we have the 

rarely accessed titles, which would require a one-to-one connection with 

interactive functionality and can in principle consume the same server 

capacity as the popular ones, without rendering the same profit to the 

service provider.

These requirements impose further specifications on server design. How 

well the service performs with respect to the above requirements depends 

on the service design and on the actual service contract negotiated between 

user and provider. The efficient and effective balance between varied 

content availability and profitable running of the service will be the key 

factor in rolling out and establishing a successful VoD and multimedia 

service. As already stated, the server is one of the most important parts 

of the service. Its functionality will be directly linked to the functionality 

of the service delivered to the end user. Different capacity servers for 

different classes of material are a plausible option. Their interconnection 

and communication will become an integral part of service design and 

essential for the effective running of the service.
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•  In te rac tiv e  capab ilities  available to  th e  end  user. In order to pro

vide the end customer with true VoD, interactivity should be perceived 

as “instant” . The delays due to server response time will be added to the 

delays due to the transport network. The total of the two delays should be 

kept to a minimum. If this process is not successful then the service will 

be severely impaired and reduced to near-VoD. The support of interac

tive viewing, will in turn be mirrored in the set-top design requirements. 

Reducing server delay as much as possible, allows for compensation of 

delay fluctuations which might be incurred due to the transport system, 

in a packet switched network, which are hard to control due to the large 

number of factors affecting them, such as traffic statistics and potential 

equipment fault. If the whole connection from user to service provider 

is circuit switched no such problems are encountered, but if part of the 

connection is packet switched, then the service must be designed carefully 

to avoid unnecessary delays from this part of the connection.

4.4 The VoD server design

Here we present our design for a multimedia and VoD server in a distributed 

service environment. In our proposed design the cache server is placed close to 

the end user, the storage server may be centralised, supported by a network of 

storage servers for the most popular material. The servers are placed at some 

point in the communications distribution network for example, at the local 

exchange level.

Four classes of VoD service have been identified, depending on the degree of 

interactivity provided to the end user.

•  Pay-per-view (PPV), in which the user signs up and pays for a specific 

programme, similar to the existing CATV PPV services. The programme 

is delivered without interactive control functions.

•  Quasi VoD, in which the users are grouped based in a threshold of in
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terest; if demand does not exceed the threshold, service is not delivered. 

The material is multicast in relatively large time intervals, such as 15-30 

minutes; users can perform rudimentary temporal control activities by 

switching to a different group.

• Near VoD, in which interactive functions such as fast-forward and rewind 

are simulated by transitions in discrete time intervals (in the order of a 

few minutes). This capability can be provided by multicast of the movie 

in fixed time intervals of a few minutes.

•  True VoD, in which the user has complete and interactive control over 

the session presentation. The user has full VCR capabilities, including 

pause, forward-reverse play, freeze and random access. True VoD is a true 

one-to-one service.

In this work VoD is used for true VoD based on human perception as to the 

threshold above which delay impairs real time interactivity; as a superset of all 

other types of VoD. The ideas can be used on the other types of VoD as well.

4.4.1 D ata Striping

The VoD server should support multiple accesses and interactive actions. Each 

user should be able to have an autonomous and independent connection to the 

server. Having one dedicated copy for each user would reduce the service to 

the level of remotely placed video players, which would be uneconomical for the 

service provider. Having one copy for all users is broadcast and not dedicated 

interactive service. To overcome this problem we have introduced a variant of 

the idea of using one copy of the movie for all users. Here the copy is not used 

as a complete entity, but is divided into small movie segments. Each segment is 

a small autonomous unit. This unit can be accessed by any number of users the 

server can support. The user connection can move through these units at any 

order any rate. The degree of interactivity depends on segment size. Thus, we 

manage to provide interactive and independent service using only one dedicated
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copy of the movie. This is similar to the idea of striping data across disks in 

order to emulate higher speed disks. Data striping has been used in other work 

as well [44, 45, 46, 47]. Here we present a generalised approach based on this 

technique, which provides full VCR functionality. In our design, the movie is 

divided in segments and each segment is loaded on a separate playing device. 

The segments are accessed by a number of concurrent users. Although the users 

have concurrent access to segments, they can using appropriate comtrol scan the 

segments at any rate other than the playback rate and have the possibility to 

access any “allowed” point in the segment. The segment is essentially multicast. 

Striping the movie across small segments provides the user with interactive 

functionality.

This element is unique in our design. We believe the functionality it provides 

makes it essential for a true VoD service implementation. Depending on segment 

size this technique can be used for a range of VoD services, from N-\'oD when 

segment size is in the order of minutes, to true VoD when segment size is in the 

order of seconds retaining its advantages of access and availability, throughout 

the range.

In the servers, information received from the storage servers is buffered and 

then loaded onto server memory inputs, the segments. This material could be, 

for example, magnetic disks. Movie segmentation allows a number of users to 

access it simultaneously, as each user is effectively receiving a multicast of the 

relevant segment.

The segments are played simultaneously and in synchronisation. This en

sures that as one segment finishes the next one is starting. The size of the 

segments is a compromise between server cost and the maximum interaction 

delay allowed. As will be later explained, the average interaction delay will be 

half the segment size. This delay is directly related to the QoS supported by 

the connection. The shorter the staggered broadcast interval the higher the 

quality of the offered VCR functions especially, the pause function. The service 

provider should balance QoS offered to the end user against server cost, since
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good QoS requires short segments. In figure 4-1 the decomposition of the video 

into segments is represented as separate databases. This is not essential but is 

conceptually easy to visualise.

Now A custom er

Figure 4.1: Video Switch with movie split into segments

A space switch is connecting user channels to segments. As the customer 

watches the movie, their connection is being switched from segment to segment.

The memory inputs can be loaded with the compressed or normal version 

of the movie. This depends on the speed and cost of the encoding process. 

The VCR functions are affected too. Currently, viewing a fast-forward version 

of a movie in MPEG is not of very high quality; in reality, the user receives 

a number of separate frames. This though, is often acceptable. Loading the 

compressed version of a movie, will make loading an even faster than real-time 

process. Storing the movie appropriately (i.e. parallel disks), so that we can 

load the segments in parallel can reduce the system response time.

The video delivery system must have an interface onto the communications 

network. This is done through a basic switching process that is provided within 

the current network. Each segment can be viewed simultaneously by as many 

customers as the switch can process simultaneously, as shown in Figure 4-'̂ -
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It is multicast in essence at this point and requires no interaction with the 

customer. The only requirement is a signalling interface into the switching 

system, which controls the segments to be viewed. Our design is based on 

existing equipment to which new control software is added. This signalling 

interface provides the customer access channels with the correct movie frames, 

thus preventing multicast of frames into the network. The result of this is that 

the switching interface can connect the customer inputs onto any of the segments 

and there is no contention, provided the number of connections does not exceed 

switch capacity. The user views the movie as if he had a completely independent 

connection to a dedicated copy of the movie. Additionally, the switching system 

can handle each connection independently and move it through the segments 

in any order. This functionality gives the user the ability to randomly access 

any part of the movie which constitutes the most basic degree of functionality 

available to the end user.

i

F igu re  4.2: To supply a large base of customers a switching interface must be provided onto 
the delivery system
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This switching process is shown here to be a space switch. In Figure . .̂5 the 

VoD switch is depicted as an ordinary space switch. Again this is not binding 

but simplifies the explanation. Next a brief discussion on how a space switch 

operates is presented.

A space switch is used to switch the customer lines or channels to the correct 

switch inputs. In the VoD server switch, the customer lines are the customer 

channels and the switch inputs are the movie segments. At some arbitrary time 

a customer wants to access the VoD service. As soon as demand for the service 

arises the customer is assigned one of the customer lines. To watch the movie 

interactively the customer needs to receive the correct segments of the movie 

in the correct order, and also be able to pause, fast-forward etc. at will. For 

the switch operation, this requirement is translated into switching the customer 

line from segment to segment sequentially and additionally accessing a certain 

part of the movie if instructed to.

In the distributed model approach, after having distributed the interface 

connections, then the complete service networked structure can be considered. 

For instance, a small number of storage delivery systems could be used, whilst 

placing a large number of interfaces in the network at the local exchange. This 

means that the video delivery is local as far as the communications network 

is concerned and it puts no strain on the bandwidth usage in the core, ex

cept for movie downloading which is not done very often. Such a distributed 

server system will require a management scheme to load movies and establish 

connections. We will present such a scheme in the next chapter.

4.4.2 The provision of V CR functionality using the pro
posed design

The compressed movie is loaded as video segments. An MPEG compressed 

sequence of frames consists of I, P and B frames. The I frames are essentially still 

images compressed and used as reference points for the P and B frames. Their 

decompression does not depend on previous or following frames. A possible
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implementation should co-ordinate the number of I and P and B frames, so 

that the beginning of a segment is always an I frame. This will provide the user 

with random access.

• F ast-fo rw ard-rew ind . These functions may be facilitated by the STB 

cache memory. Storing future or past frames in the STB cache memory, 

will facilitate fast-forward-rewind actions. The number of these frames 

should be decided by the provider and compensate for switching and net

work delay. If the user chooses one of these functions, these frames will 

be used immediately. Care should be taken if the duration of the function 

exceeds the stored frames, the new frames will come directly from the 

server, which should change the rate the connection is moved through the 

segments. Alternatively, a fast-forward version of the movie, may exist 

alongside the normal one. As the user requests one of these functions, he 

is connected to the fast-forward version, until he resumes normal viewing 

again. Small sized segments may also be used.

• Pause. Pause is the most essential and least demanding function to re

alise. When pause is selected, the user connection is temporarily stopped. 

The established circuit maybe preserved or released, depending on the 

pause state duration. If the average expected pause state duration is ex

ceeded the circuit may be released. The current movie segment is noted. 

When the user wishes to resume movie watching he is connected to the 

segment he was disconnected from when he issued the pause command. 

When movie watching is resumed, a few frames will be sent again to the 

end user. If the size of the segments is relatively small, in the order of a 

few seconds, the interaction is perceived as “instantaneous” . If the seg

ment size exceeds this limit, the user will unavoidably experience a delay, 

or review a number of frames, until he may continue normal viewing. For 

material where instantaneous functionality is needed, a small segment size 

is essential.
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•  R an d o m  access. The connection is moved an arbitrary number of seg

ments forward or backward, the user receives the I starting frame of the 

segments.

Due to the segmentation technique, there will a delay when starting the 

viewing process. This will happen in both cases when accessing the movie and 

when resuming form pause. The average delay Dav will be half the segment 

duration.

For less popular movies, where reduced functionality is acceptable, segments 

of longer duration can be used. For a highly interactive service the perceivable 

delay duration used may be within the limits tolerated by viewers, in the order 

of seconds.

4.4.3 Space switch limitations

Although the space switch approach offers random access and video player func

tionality, it does not support a large customer base. A huge spatial switch would 

be needed. The complexity of the space switch C  in terms of the number of cross 

points, measured as the product of inputs M  times the outputs N, C = M  x A\ 

increases considerably as new inputs or outputs or both, are added. As a con

sequence, it becomes increasingly harder to construct a larger space switch.

The major disadvantages of this design are space switch size and control 

complexity. The realisation of large space switches becomes quite uneconomical. 

Furthermore, the control and processing required for such a structure increase 

considerably, to an extend that their realisation would be almost impossible.

A switching process should be used to move the customer connection from 

segment to segment, responding to the control messages from the user. A space 

switch offers a limited number of cross-connections, which may not be enough for 

the proposed application of VoD. Additionally, it offers very poor accessibility. 

Connections are possible from slot k in multiplexed input, only to slot k in the 

multiplexed output, see Figure 4-4  ̂ thus no data rearranging is possible. As a
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Tim e = t

Time = t, + At

F igu re  4.3: Video Switch Block

result, a space switch is not usually employed on its own, but is used with a 

time slot interchange switch [48], such a switching process we propose for VoD.

4.4.4 M ultistage Switch

A space switch connecting M  inputs to N  outputs has complexity M  x N. This 

means that as we add inputs and outputs to the switch, its complexity increases 

even further, making its construction quite expensive. If we want to simplify the 

component structure and keep the blocking probability very low, the common 

approach is to build a multistage switch. This is in effect a network of switches.
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Figure 4.4; A space array used to provide space switching of digital signals

A multistage switch is used to provide a less complex version of a single 

stage space switch Figure 4-5. In the multistage switch more than one layers 

of space switches are interleaved between the input and output of the switch. 

Constant circuit paths are constructed between the switch input and the switch 

output. The input and output of the switch can also be divided into more than 

two switches.

Multistage switches may be blocking depending on their design. Blocking 

probability is the probability that a link between any switch input line and any 

switch output line will not be established at a given time due to some part of 

the link being used by another connection. The less the blocking probability 

required the larger and therefore more complex the switch. By setting accord

ingly the number of intermediate stages and the size of the switches we can 

control the blocking probability. Most modern switches have a very low block

ing probability and are called essentially non-blocking. Here we must state that 

the switch intended for a VoD application should perform at least as essentially 

non-blocking, especially to the already connected users, since blocking during 

movie watching will amount to bad Quality-of-Service (QoS). A VoD switch 

should not terminate existing connections due to internal path rearrangement
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and guarantee the normal termination of the existing connections. If abrupt 

connection termination occurs during connection rearrangement this will not 

be tolerable by the end user.

N
Inputs

N
Outputs

n inputs 
k  outputs

k matrices

a  inputs 
a  outputs

niatrii

k inputs 
n outputs

Figure 4.5: Schematic representation of a three stage switch.

If we have N  input lines at the one end and N  output lines on the other 

end (a symmetrical switch), we can divide the N  input lines into N /n  groups 

of n  lines each. Each group of n inputs is accommodated by an n-input, k 

output matrix. The output matrices are identical to the input matrices except 

they are reversed. The intermediate stages are k in number and have a = N /n  

inputs and a  outputs. It is observed in Figure 4.5 that an arbitrary input can 

find k alternative paths to an arbitrary output, because the connection can be 

established, through any one of the k intermediate stages.

To determine the number of cross points or complexity, C, in a three-stage 

switch we note first that each of the first and third stage matrices has n x k 

cross points. The total of these input and output stages combined is 2 N /n , 

yielding a number of cross points {2N/n){n  x k). The total number of cross 

points in the centre stages is k (N /n Y  so that altogether the total number of 

cross points:

C = n{N /n)k  +  k{N /n Y  + n{N /n)k  = 2N k + k{N /n )‘' (4.1)
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Now we shall determine how large C  in Eq. 4.1 must be, if, like the single 

stage matrix, the three stage switch is to be non-blocking. We note, first of 

all, that to allow an outlet for each input of the first stage matrices, even if all 

the inputs are being used simultaneously, it is necessary but not sufficient that 

k be as large as n. To see that k = n is not sufficient, let each of the input 

matrices be called Xi and let each of the output matrices be called Yi as shown 

in Figure Ĵ .6. Suppose that we want to make a connection from the input X u  

of the first stage matrix X i  to the output Tn of the third stage matrix Yi. We 

keep in mind that from each input matrix there is only one connection to each 

centre stage and there is only one connection from each centre stage to each 

output matrix. Now consider that all n — 1 inputs, other than X u  of matrix Xi 

are in use and also all n — 1 outputs, other than Yn  of matrix Yi are also in use. 

Then the lines from the input matrix to the centre matrices use up n — 1 centre 

matrices and also n — 1 centre matrices are used up by the connections from the 

centre matrices to the output matrices. Finally, as a worst case condition, let 

us allow for the possibility that these two groups, each of n — 1 centre matrices 

are mutually exclusive as shown in the figure. Then we have so far used 2{n— 1) 

centre matrices. If we are still able to make a connection from X u to Yu there 

must be one more centre matrix available. Hence, in total we need a number 

k of centre matrices given by A; =  2(n — 1)-|-1 =  2n — 1. Using the value of k 

from Eq. 4.1 we have:

C =  2 N ( 2 n - l )  +  { 2 n - l ) ( N / n f  (4.2)

We find the value of n, for which C is a minimum, by the usual procedure 

of determining the value of n  for which dC /dn  =  0. If TV > >  1, then, as can be 

verified, C  is minimum when n  % yj(TV/2) and C  becomes:

C(m m ) % AN^J(N|2) +  2 N ^ /^ {N /2 )  «  4\/2jV# (4.3)

We have seen that the number of cross points for a single-stage switching matrix
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to connect N  inlets to N  outlets is C{s.s.) =  N^. Hence from Eq. 4.3:

_  C{min,3stage) _  4 y/2 N 2 ^  4y/2
(4.4)

for large N. For N  =  128 the multistage switch requires half the cross-points, 

for N  = 2048 the multistage switch requires an eighth of the points (A =  1/8). 

The saving in cross points becoming more pronounced with increasing N . Still 

with such savings the number of cross points can become prohibitively large 

for large N. Thus, for N  = 256^ =  65,536, Eq. 4.3 yields C{min) % 95 x 10®. 

Hence, when a very large number of lines must be accommodated, switching 

structures are used which have more stages, even up to eight stages.

C en te r matrix

1̂1—*■ X,
II -  I

n -  I

Figure 4.6: Three-stage switching matrix showing k — n + 1 > n to insure a connection between 

Xu  and F u .

We have noted earlier that as a practical m atter it is both reasonable and 

necessary to accept occasional blocking of a connection. Allowing such blocking 

will allow us to make further reductions in the cross point number. We have seen 

that in the three stage switching matrix we require that A: =  2n — 1 to guarantee 

no blocking. Let us inquire into the extend to which k can be reduced without 

introducing unacceptable blocking and to the extend to which cross points will 

be saved thereby.

Suppose we have made observations on the demands on the switching struc

ture over an extended period and we have determined that an arbitrary selected
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P = np/k P = np/k

—

k possible 
paths

Figure 4.7: The k  paths between Xi Yi (illustration for i  =  j  =  1).

input terminal is in use p percent of the time. Of course it is to be understood 

that the reason the terminal is in use is that there is a completed connection 

to some output terminal and there is presumably a data transfer in progress 

over some link joining an input and an output terminal. We turn our attention 

to the X i matrix shown in Figure 4.7. If only one of the n  inputs is in use, 

then only one of the k outputs must be in use. Since there are k outputs the 

probability that a particular output is in use is p /k . Since there are n  inputs, 

each with occupancy probability p, the probability that a particular one of the 

k paths from input to centre stage is in use is P  =  np/k, providing, of course, 

that F < 1 .  IÎ p n /k  > I, P  = 1. The probability that the path is available 

is 1 — P. Similarly the probability that a particular path from centre stage to 

output stage is available is 1 — P. The probability that both of these particular 

paths are available, thereby forming a particular idle link from input to output 

is (1 — P)^. The probability that this particular link is busy is [1 — (1 — P)%  

Now let us select one input X n  and one output Yn  in Figure 4.7. Server S  is 

connected to X u  and wants to make a data transfer to set-top box T which is 

connected to Yu. The end terminals having been selected there are only k links
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between them. The probability that all k links are busy is the probability B  

that the attem pt of S  to reach T  will be blocked, and is then given by:

B =  [1 -  (1 -  P ) T  (4.5)

For a three-stage symmetrical switching structure with N  =  128, with 16 

first and third stage switches, the non-blocking structure would require 7680 

points. This is derived from :

n =  AT/16 =  128/16 =  8

The non-blocking condition is A; =  2n — 1 =  15. Using 4.1 we have:

C =  15(256+ 16^) =  7680

cross points

To reduce the number of cross points to 7680/3 we must reduce k from 15 

to 5. Using 4.5 we find, with P  = np /k  = 8(0.1)/5 =  0.16,

B =  [1 -  (1 -  0 .16)T  =  0.002 =  0.2%

Such a multistage switch could be used to replace the space switch we used in 

the simple design. The switch will connect users to video segments. The switch 

inputs for example can be replaced by the movie segments. The difference now 

will be the multiple access ability. Each movie segment should be accessible by 

a number of users simultaneously. Thus the last stage of the switch, the point 

where the user connections are connected to the required segments remains the 

same as before. Intermediate switching stages may be used to reduce switch 

complexity, but at the final stage we still need the control mechanism to transfer 

connections from segment to segment as instructed by the user. We can reduce 

switch complexity even further, since a number of users can be connected to the

same segment, an identical path up to a point may be used, in the intermediate

switching stages. Here we should point out that the switch should not abruptly
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terminate connections. Once a connection has been established it should not be 

terminated by a system management decision unless absolutely necessary. The 

multistage switch described can be rearrangeable under connection completion 

guarantees and the blocking probability arises on connection request where some 

part of the link may already be occupied by another user.

To reduce complexity at the final switching stage, where users are connected 

to segments, we propose an alternative design for this part of the switch. In 

this design a number of segments is grouped together, see Figure 4-8. Now the 

control over the access of the movie is divided. Some of the control is performed 

by the switch connecting to the groups of segments and some by the switches 

connecting to the particular segments. For each customer line, the customer 

channel control messages are split at the switch controlling the access to the 

grouped segments and handled separately. More than one customer channel 

per customer line implies the use of digital technology and time switching as 

we shall explain in the next paragraphs. A link is now formed to the switch 

controlling the access to a particular segment. Each of these switches can handle 

simultaneously a certain number of inputs. But the inputs to the switch can 

access any part of the movie segments even simultaneously. So as long as 

customers are on the same final stage switch they can access any part of the 

movie segments assigned to the switch and there is no contention.

By having two layers of switches controlling the customer channel requests 

we reduce control complexity. So instead of having one controller handling 

the whole request, we have two controllers each handling part of the request. 

The computing load on each controller is reduced, since the first controller 

looks at which part of the movie the connection is destined to, and the second 

controller connects to the exact frame required. The end controller will handle 

the connection for the time it is connected to the segments it is controlling. 

But there is a trade off here. There will be communications load from one 

controller to the other. The communications overhead depends on the rate the 

customer control messages are issued and the number of connections handled
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by the controllers. This rate is quite important both for the control load and 

the communications overhead. Charging schemes could direct user interaction 

to actions that do not overload the network.

customer line

group 
of two 
movie 

segments

switch controlling 
access to 

two segments

switch controlling 
access to 

two segment block

Figure 4.8: Representation o f a split control switch

In Figure 4-8 each customer line supports two customer channels. No more 

than three channels can access simultaneously the same group of segments. But 

once they have gained access to the switch controlling the group of segments 

they can access any segment.

The limitation in this design is that there is a blocking probability. Blocking 

arises when a new link needs to be established to the switch controlling access to 

a group of segments and there is no available switch input. Then the customer 

requests cannot be handled until one switch input is freed. This will prevent 

the server from executing the customer control message and the service from 

being interactive VoD. In the best case the customer will have to tolerate some 

delay in the worst case the customer requirement will not be handled at all. The 

tolerable delay and blocking probability will depend on the VoD server design 

and the QoS contract between user and provider.

Blocking probability for a VoD service must be quite small, for example a call
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should not be blocked more than once in 50 trials. The number of the switches 

controlling the segment access inputs, should be such that there is always a free 

input. An estimate is needed of the access probability per segment at a certain 

time. The statistics on customer habits during movie watching will provide a 

fairly good estimate as to what this probability will be. As already stated, pause 

seems to be the most frequently requested control function [49], hence at least 

this should be provided. Extra capacity should be reserved in case of increased 

interactivity demand. Loss of control or even connection will not be acceptable 

and tolerable by the customer and will contribute to deteriorating QoS. The final 

number of the second layer switch inputs will be a compromise between cost 

and tolerable blocking probability. As blocking or even disconnecting during 

movie watching constitute very bad QoS, this blocking probability should be 

almost zero. This may lead to switch underutilisation. A policy of temporarily 

restricting the provision of user functionality may be adopted and negotiated 

with the end user.

4.5 Digital Implementation

The switch will be implemented in digital technology. Some of the reasons 

are explained below. If we want to increase the number of customer channels 

per customer line we have to use digital technology. So for our application, 

we are forced to use digital technology as telecommunications operators did in 

order to realise huge space switches. A big spatial switch is often broken into a 

multistage switch which is essentially a network of interleaved time and space 

switches.

In the digital domain, the analogue signal is quantized and then transformed 

into sequences of binary system numbers, i.e. ones and zeros, also known as 

bits. Now the signal is transmitted as a sequence of bits. Any action on the 

signal, like transmission, multiplexing etc. is done in terms of those bits. The 

basic function of the time switch is the reordering of the signal frames.
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F ig u r e  4 .9: Time switch operation

A digital time switch works as follows. At the transmitting side, a multi

plexer and an AD converter is needed, it multiplexes and encodes signals from 

N  subscribers. At the receiving end the inverse process is carried out. The 

multiplexer and demultiplexer switches maintain a fixed synchronism so that 

the switches contact terminals 1 at the same time, terminals 2 at the same time 

etc. If there were a direct connection (as indicated by the dashed line), the 

single channel shown would carry N  signals but there would be no provision for 

switching. To provide for switching, a slot-content memory is provided. This 

memory has N  word locations, i.e. as there are time slots, and each location 

can accommodate all the bits in the time slot. The time slot counter runs at 

the time slot rate, that is, it increments its count by one at the end of each time 

slot. This counter provides the address at which a memory input word can be 

written into the memory. Accordingly we can arrange that the content of slot 

1 will be written into memory location 1, the content of slot 2 in location 2, 

etc., that each successive slot contents are written sequentially into the mem

ory. (Actually to write a word into the memory it is generally necessary that 

all the bits of the word be available in parallel, that is, all at the same time). 

Figure /P ,  indicates that the bits in the time slot are available only serially, 

i.e. in sequence, one at a time. Accordingly it will be necessary to interpose.
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before the memory, a piece of hardware to convert from serial to parallel. A 

shift register driven by a clock at the bit rate can serve for this purpose. For 

the sake of simplicity we have not included such provision in Figure 4-9.

There is a second memory in the system. This memory is the control (slot 

interchange information) memory and it holds not the content of the slots, but 

holds addresses to the slot content memory form which words are to be read. 

The control memory also has N  word locations and a word needs to accom

modate as many bits as needed to write the number N . The time-slot counter 

which provides writing addresses for the slot-content memory provides reading 

addresses for the control memory. We can write address 7 in memory location 

1 of the control memory. Accordingly, during the first time slot of the frame, 

the content of slot 1 will be written into the slot-content memory but during 

this first time the word in memory location 7 will be read from the memory. 

This is the word content of slot 7. Hence, altogether we have interchanged the 

contents of slots 1 and 7. Thus we have arranged that transmitting subscriber 

7 has been switched to receiving subscriber 1. The same can happen for the 

rest of the connections.

This type of switch is known as TST (Time-Space-Time) switch and can 

perform in exactly the same way as the space switch considered previously, but 

offering higher accessibility. The space switch in the centre must switch channels 

between each frame. This means it has to operate at the slot transmission bit 

rate. This speed requirement is the effective electronic bottle neck of the current 

networks.

Time Division Multiplexing (TDM) drastically reduces the complexity of 

the switching units. Each switch only needs buffer memory to hold the address 

of the outgoing sequence. However the speed of operation of the space switching 

components is increased drastically.

This is how a network of time and space switches operates. In our conceptual 

model we have a space switch connecting the customer outputs to the correct 

segment of the movie. This would work as a real system as well but only for a
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time switch

Figure 4.10: A TST switch schematic representation

limited number of customers; because as explained before the complexity of the 

space switches increases considerably with their size. In networks space switches 

have become multistage switches and eventually TST {see Figure 4-^0) switches 

and other combinations (STS, TSSSST, etc.). For the VoD application we have 

divided the control between two layers of switches and we have incorporated 

time switches to handle more customer channels. This is the kind of switch most 

appropriate for the application. So for a real world application the original space 

switch will be replaced by a version of a TST switch.

Since the service allows multiple access, it can be considered a multicast 

process at that stage, at the final stage the blocking probability is reduced, 

blocking is encountered only on the first switching stage. By careful design 

of the VoD server we can reduce the blocking probability to nearly zero. This 

point is worth careful consideration. Serving a large customer base would be the 

real advantage of our design. Most designs already proposed in the literature 

[50], can serve a small number of users, something that makes them unsuitable 

for a broad customer base application. Their primary purpose was to test user 

reactions and possible usage patterns.

Our version of the TST switch would work as follows for the VoD application. 

The first stage time switches would be replaced by buffers, since we are going 

to load them only once. So that our original segments loaded in the magnetic 

disks become buffers. At the other end of the switch we have the customer lines. 

Each customer line supports a number of customer access channels (CACs).
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Figure 4.11: System diagram

Between the buffers and the customer lines we have the two layers of the 

space switches. At each customer line we have a digital time switch. Space 

switching is directing customer channels to the ordered segment and time switch

ing is ordering the retrieved information to the correct customer channels. The 

feature we need to add is the control mechanism between the two switch layers. 

This is the heart of our design shown in Figure 4-11.

The space switches connect every customer output line to the correct seg

ment at the correct time. This is done by a programme. Actually as we men

tioned earlier it is two programmes working in conjunction. They should be 

capable of processing the CACs in parallel. Parallelism here is a very important 

characteristic. If we cannot cater for all the customer channels simultaneously, 

then our service is no longer interactive VoD. Each customer output line would 

need its own control in parallel with the other lines.

But the order of the frames after the first layer space switches will not 

necessarily be the correct one. Again time switches in the customer output 

lines would reorder the frames. In this way the transmitted signal will have the 

correct frames in the correct order for the correct customers.
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The control structure is the most important part of our design. The software 

controlling switch operation does not exist. As a computing task it would 

require substantial processing power, for a large sized switch. It should be 

able to handle the CACs in parallel and we need at least several thousands of 

customer channels running in parallel. To carry out the task we would need 

a very fast, possibly parallel computer, with a single or multiple processor. 

Each user channel would effectively require its own processor. The control 

computation is not a simple one, but the advancements in computer processing 

power of the past decade will make this task easy to realise.

Implementing parallel control has its advantages and disadvantages. With 

parallel control all the customer control messages are processed independently. 

With this method, we avoid the bottlenecks created due to sequential comput

ing. Any number of control messages will not create congestion on the control 

mechanism. The main disadvantage is the more complex software design re

quirements and the amount of processing power necessary to complete the task.

We could assign one processor per customer input line. Then this processor 

will have to execute the commands of all the user channels, say x. If it takes y 

milliseconds to execute a command from the moment it is received then if all 

the users issue a command it will take x x  y milliseconds to be executed, this 

gives a waiting time of xy  seconds.

Today’s high-end parallel computers can support speeds of GFLOPS (10  ̂

floating point operations per second) such as the Cray 2000 [51] or even

TFLOPS (10^  ̂ floating point operations per second) such as the Intel ASCI 

Option Red Supercomputer [52]. Parallel computers are still expensive since 

their use is limited, as well as, applications supported by them, but prices will 

drop once popular applications exist.

Alternatively we could use one single processor to handle all the customer 

lines in parallel, and for each line process in parallel the customer channels. 

The choice of processor depends on cost and availability, but it should be borne 

in mind that the cost of faster processors increases far more steeply than the
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performance they offer.

Our design approach lies on the computational side of the problem. This has 

the advantage that we are using already existing hardware which we adapt to 

perform something similar to its original function by adding a different control 

method. This approach I think is the most cost effective one, since we do not 

need to construct new hardware to implement it, nor any changes or adjustments 

are needed to the existing telecommunications network. Also the number of 

served users is quite large and random access is allowed. This makes our design 

an ideal platform for further multimedia applications. How difficult it is to 

construct the control method proposed here is the topic of later chapters.

Future development of the design would be on the control and design side 

of the problem. On the control side is the development of the suitable software. 

On the design side the number of switches and inputs to switches has to be 

specified. Finally, the cost per customer will be the determining factor for the 

implementation of the application.

4.5.1 Pricing memory and controller-switches

Taking into account the huge compression ratio achieved by MPEG-1 of 200:1 

the segment design can be as follows. The MPEG-1 version of the movie which 

in terms of memory will be around 1 GB for 90 minutes should be loaded 

onto fast access memory, such as RAM and DRAM (or hard disks with SCSI 

controllers). One second of the movie 0.18 Mbytes of memory. With today’s 

prices (December 1999) 64 Mbytes of RAM cost 40 pounds; 5.9 minutes of video 

could be stored in 64 ]\^B^f RAM. So the price of a memory system based on 

64 MÊ RAM SIMMs would cost 600 pounds for one movie. For a server with 

5 movies capacity this would amount to 3,000 pounds. We also have to take 

into account the drop in prices when these elements will be mass produced. For 

our purposes though we shall use segments of less capacity, this will be of one 

second of video for reasons explained in the next pages.

The cost of the space switch and parallel controllers needed should be added
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to the estimated price.

4.5.2 The controller functions

We have a two level space switch. One level controls the access to the exact 

segment and the other the access to the group of segments where the required 

segment belongs. By having two levels of switching we reduce the complexity 

of the switch, but do introduce the extra cost of communication between the 

two levels. The blocks needed on each level are to be calculated based on the 

desired blocking probability, the predicted user access taking into account the 

interactive capability the user should have over the delivered material (allowing 

for interactive functions) and the cost of their production. The server should 

be able to cope with the worst case scenario, which is prime time demand and 

provide QoS to the customer within the allowed limits as set by the provider 

(both content and network providers) and the customer. In a 100,000 subscriber 

area (here we do not take into account the market penetration or service take-up 

rate), at prime time i.e. between 8-11pm, (AT&T report suggests) 40% of the 

customers will want to access the system. This means that 40,000 customers, 

out of a 100,000 customer base, will require to receive their requested choice of 

film (or any other video material). The blocking probability should be as low 

as possible, a realistic value is this of 0.1% in the final attem pt, one and a half 

nights per year the user will not be able to access the service. This means that
/

only 40 users could be denied service and the system should consequently havq/ j 

been built in such a way as to withstand this demand. /

4.5.3 VCR function provision ^

A request is issued by the user for a VCR function such as fast-forward, rewind .|% ^ ^  

and random access in either direction. At first the request from the first stage 

controller is forwarded to the second stage controller. Prom then, we have two 

courses of action. If the action takes place within the segments of the group 

no more communication is needed. In the second case the action exceeds the
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segments within the block. In this case the first stage controller will have to 

move the connection to another second stage controller. For this to be done 

the second stage controller should send a signal to the first stage controller 

when the connection is at the last or first segment, so that the first stage 

controller can request and if successful reserve a place on the next stage to 

ensure uninterrupted viewing. There is a need to use pre-empting to ensure 

smooth viewing.

Here arises again the blocking problem. As we stated the actions of one 

user should not limit the film delivery to the other users. If the required second 

stage controller works on full capacity, then there is no place for the new stream 

and consequently the user will be blocked. We have to ensure that at peak time 

there is always some spare capacity available on the second stage controllers in 

order to accommodate the extra requirements of interactive functionality which 

should be available to the users. A way of easing the problem would be to move 

to the next block, if empty, instead of blocking the connection. How big a jump 

is from one block to the next, depends on the number of segments per block. 

On this number of segments per block depends on the number of second stage 

controllers required and their capacity.

For example if the 40,000 requests are uniformly dispersed in 15 minutes, we 

have 44 requests per second. If the group of segments comprises 5 one-second 

segments, we have 220 users per group of segments. If a generous 5% uniformly 

distributed, is likely to request a VCR function, this means that the second 

stage controller should be able to handle another 11 users giving a total of 231 

users.

The server designer needs to take into account these considerations under the 

scope of cost and Quality-of-Service provision. Availability should be provided, 

but not under prohibitive cost.
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Controllers and access to the stream composition.

Now if each segment is viewed by 44 users simultaneously, the server should copy 

or multicast the same segments to all 44 output streams at the normal viewing 

rate. To provide fast-forward-reverse viewing, the parallel control, should be 

able to run a stream independently through the segment but at a faster rate. 

For example, as already mentioned, only the I intraframes positioned at the 

beginning of the segments, could be delivered to the end user.

4.6 Summary

In this chapter we have presented our design for a VoD server, in a distributed 

environment. The server is based on using independent memory units, which 

we call segments. A two-tier control layer will provide the material to the end 

user. The segmentation process offers a number of advantages, such as multiple 

access by a number of users, limited only by the memory characteristics, easy 

random access to any part of the material. The smaller the segment size the less 

the granularity of these actions. Segment size selection can be done according 

to material popularity and cost.

A real world switch would be a digital multistage switch, a mixture of time 

and space switches, as most modern switches are. The difference will be at the 

input stage, which is not customers, but rather movie segments. The control 

mechanism which will transfer connections from segment to segment according 

to user orders, can be done in two stages to reduce complexity.

All major computer manufactures are interested in VoD server design and a 

number of servers has been put forward. Most of these servers though can only 

support a small customer base and are very expensive.

In the next chapter we shall present a review on the existing bibliography 

on VoD systems.



Chapter 5

R eview  of bibliography on VoD
system s

5.1 Introduction

As already stated in the previous chapter we propose a distributed network of 

VoD servers as part of service implementation. The networked system can have 

centralised or distributed control. In the centralised case a unique manager 

communicates with all the servers and decides where and when to realise con

nections, which movies to load and other system management functions. The 

manager has knowledge of the total system state. In the distributed control 

case no unique manager exists, but rather control is distributed to the individ

ual servers. Each server should manage its own resources based on a number of 

criteria.

Each process has its advantages and disadvantages, depending on the par

ticular application. First we shall present the general case for centralised and 

distributed management and then we shall discuss how it applies to the spe

cific application of VoD and review a number of papers which examine different 

aspects of the distributed solution for VoD.

106
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5.2 Centralised and distributed management

The argument of centralisation versus distribution, is not a new one. It has 

been around ever since distributed systems came to existence. The arguments 

are more or less known to all involved and are primarily concerned with size of 

structure, expandability, scalability and controller power. The basic arguments 

are:

• expandab ility : adding a few more units to the existing network is much 

more cost effective than replacing the old centralised machine with a new 

one. We can also use the existing equipment and expand the structure 

indefinitely or as much as the system design allows.

• co s t/p e rfo rm an ce : as the power to cost ratio increases considerably for 

more powerful machines, a network of many not so powerful machines 

becomes an attractive, less expensive alternative.

• availability: since distributed systems usually replicate data and have 

built-in redundancy in all resources that can fail, distributed systems have 

the potential to be available even when an arbitrary number of failures 

(single-point) occur.

•  scalability : the capacity of any centralised component in a system im

poses a limit in the maximum size of the structure. Ideally distributed 

systems have no centralised components, so that this restriction on the 

maximum size of the system does not exist. Naturally there can be many 

other factors that restrict system scalability, but distributed system de

signers are doing their best to choose algorithms that scale to very large 

numbers of components and consequently lead to future proof systems.

•  re liab ility : availability is but one aspect of reliability. A reliable system 

must not only be available, but it must meet its performance requirements, 

even when component failures occur. The algorithms used in distributed
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systems must not only behave well when the underlying virtual machine 

functions correctly, but they must also be capable of recovering from fail

ures in the underlying machine environment and work with the necessary 

components, thus isolating the malfunctioning ones [53] page 5.

• perfo rm an ce  considera tions (paralle lism ): in a distributed system 

we have an increase in performance through a high degree of parallelism 

[54] page 12. Actions can be performed in parallel where possible, adding 

speed and efficiency to system performance.

• m anagem en t an d  con tro l requirements: in a centralised system man

agement is simple since all actions and decisions are taken at one point 

and then performed at the periphery. Managing a distributed system is 

more complex. Distribution of actions requires distribution of manage

ment. Every unit should be able to take its own management decisions 

based preferably, on the rest of the system. This aspect of distributed 

systems constitutes, their main source of complexity.

The above advantages make the distribution of data in a network a very 

attractive approach to the efficient and cost effective provision of information 

and system organisation. Also, it can potentially expand to cover future needs, 

growing as the system grows. The provision of information through new mul

timedia services, is an area which, as we propose, could greatly benefit from 

component distribution.

5.2.1 Problems of Distribution

The main reason that the design of distributed systems is so hard to achieve is 

the enormous complexity of these systems, which is not yet fully understood. 

However, we now understand many aspects of distributed systems and many 

sources of complexity.

To understand the source of complexity in the distributed systems, we can 

start by comparing distributed systems to the railway system, another “dis-
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tributed system” most people are familiar with. The railway system as we 

know it today has taken a century and a half to develop into a reliable and 

safe transport service. It took time before the complexity of the railway system 

was understood. The development of its safety has been at the cost of errors 

and mistakes that have cost money and lives. In this one and a half century 

the railway system has grown and expanded in spatial terms and managed to 

cover almost all of the developed world. Along with it, the design and safety 

requirements have grown as well. More lines and new destinations meant new 

problems for the network designers and engineers. These problems had to be 

solved along the way.

The design of distributed computer systems has only been developed for 

around two decades or so. Designing a sizeable distributed computer system, 

will probably be at least as difficult as designing the railway system. One factor 

that the complexity of the system depends upon is its intelligence. Although a 

strict, universally acceptable definition of intelligence does not exist, it could be 

argued that it is associated with learning from and adapting to the environment. 

Possibly adaptation and conditioning have nothing to do with intelligence but 

they can produce a seemingly intelligent behaviour which is all we are trying to 

achieve [55] page 31.

Another source of complexity in distributed systems is that the connection 

of well-understood components may generate new problems not apparent in 

the components themselves [53] page 9. Additionally, we have to take into 

consideration how more than one system units co-operate and what system 

organisation we need, to avoid chaos and inoperability.

Yet another source of complexity is the organisation and administration 

of the system. The definition of a distributed system may vary from author 

to author and there is no absolute definition. The definition employed here, is 

that a system made up of untis which base their actions on information received 

from the rest of the system. The distribution of control to the components 

is very important. For a system to be distributed the control needs to be
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distributed. To achieve this, a control algorithm that performs acceptably and 

keeps the system within operational bands is needed. This is the main reason 

why a distributed system is much more complex and harder to design than a 

centralised one. To design and optimise this control algorithm and make it 

a reliable one as well, may prove to be one of the most expensive and time- 

consuming requirements in building a distributed system.

This is also the topic we have chosen to examine more closely. In a database 

environment this can be translated into building an algorithm that controls 

and administrates the information distribution in the database network. This 

is applicable for any information providing service as well.

5.2.2 Optim isation and A utom ation of distributed con
trol

A few years ago information distribution and organisation could be done man

ually. The system administrator was responsible for distributing information 

across the network. In order to do this he had to assess the frequency a certain 

piece of information was accessed at a certain location and accordingly decide 

if it was worth while placing it there. This procedure should be done at regular 

intervals since information demand is a dynamic process. This is not the best 

way of information distribution. It is prone to human error, not very efficient, 

time consuming, costly and does not scale up with huge increase in information 

demand.

A way to overcome the problems of human data organisation would be to 

create an automatic method, just like machines took over many manual jobs. 

In this case it will not be a machine but an algorithm that will do the task. 

Such an algorithm should automatically distribute data in the system without 

any external intervention. The distribution algorithms should be adaptive-take 

feedback from the network-and be able to decide based on this feedback and 

other considerations on how to distribute the data at any instance. Additionally 

such an algorithm should exploit in the best possible way the available system
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resources.

System resources usage is the communication overhead due to redistribution 

and access to data, the traffic overhead due to network usage, the processing 

power required for each decision, the amount of memory occupied by the data, 

the cost of components for system repairs and extensions, company organisation, 

etc. All system resources may not have the same importance in the operation of 

the system, for example in a system where processing power is very limited, and 

therefore very expensive, everything should be done to use it as little as possible, 

or if the system memory is near to saturation any action that involves using it 

should be avoided, unless more memory is added. The distribution algorithm 

should be able to evaluate the importance of each of the system resources and 

adjust its performance, according to the current situation in the system. It 

should also combine all the different system resources and their importance. 

This will give it the power to decide how to distribute the data in the most 

efficient and cost effective way and thus use the system resources in the most 

efficient manner.

5.2.3 Distributed m ethod optim isation

W hat we described above fits the description of an optimisation process. Our 

algorithm could either be able to optimise itself or it should be optimised when 

we apply it to the system. In the later case the algorithm should be optimised 

in a near to real world system and tested before application. A number of 

optimisation methods exist, a few will be reviewed later on.

Before we go on with the description of the optimisation methods, let us first 

state more precisely what we mean by optimisation. The conventional view is 

presented well by Beightler, and Widle (1971, pi):

M an’s longing for perfection Ends expression in the theory o f 

optimisation. It studies how to describe and attain what is Best, 

once one knows how to measure and alter what is Good or Bad....
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Optimisation theory encompasses the quantitative study o f optima 

and methods for hnding them [56] page 6.

Thus optimisation seeks to improve performance towards some optimal point 

or points. Note that this definition has two parts: (1) we seek improvement to 

approach some (2) optimal point. There is a clear distinction between the 

process of improvement and the destination or optimum itself. Yet often opti

misation procedures focus solely upon convergence.

Although this is the strict definition of optimisation, in this project we are 

not seeking the absolute optimal point as already mentioned, a better perfor

mance beyond what is already available would often suffice.

There exist four main types of optimisation methods. They differ on the 

way a method is employed to approach the optimal point. The four most 

popular optimisation methods are the calculus based, enumerative, random 

and randomised.

The calculus based methods have been studied heavily. These subdivide 

into two main classes: indirect and direct. Indirect methods seek local extrema 

by solving the usually non linear set of equations resulting from setting the 

gradient of the objective function equal to zero. This is the multidimensional 

generalisation of the elementary calculus notion of extreme points as illustrated 

in Figure 5.1. Given a smooth unconstrained function, finding a possible peak 

starts by restricting the search to those points with slopes of zero in all direc

tions. On the other hand, direct (search) methods seek local optima by hopping 

on the function and moving in a direction related to the local gradient. This is 

simply the notion of hill-climbing: to find the local best, climb the function in 

the steepest permissible direction. While both of these calculus based methods 

have been improved, extended, hashed and rehashed, some simple reasoning 

shows their luck of robustness.

First, both methods are local in scope; the optima they seek are the best in 

the neighbourhood of the current point. For example suppose that we start the
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Figure 5.1: A multiple-peak function causes a dilemma. Which hill should we climb?

optimisation process near one of the lower peaks in figure 5.1. Clearly, starting 

the search or zero finding procedures in the neighbourhood of the lower peak will 

cause us to lose the main event (the higher peak). Furthermore once the lowest 

peak has been reached we cannot be certain that this is the global maximum. 

If the second derivative cannot be defined, further improvement must be sought 

through random restart or other trickery. Secondly, calculus based methods 

depend upon the existence of derivatives (well defined slope values) and ana

lytic functions. Even if we allow numerical approximation of derivatives, this 

is a severe shortcoming. Many practical parameter spaces have little respect 

for the notion of the derivative and the smoothness it implies. Theorists inter

ested in optimisation have been too willing to accept the ideal mathematical 

world painted by the great eighteenth and nineteenth century mathematicians. 

Quadratic objective functions, ideal constraints, and ever present derivatives 

are only a very small part of the real mathematical world. The real world of 

search is fraught with discontinuities and vast multimodal, noisy search spaces 

as depicted in a less calculus friendly function in figure 5.2. It comes as no sur

prise that methods depending upon the restrictive requirements of continuity 

and derivative existence are unsuitable for but a very limited problem domain. 

For this reason and because of their inherently local scope, we must reject 

calculus-based methods. They are insufficiently robust in unintended domains.
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Figure 5.2: An example of a less calculus friendly function

Enumerative schemes have been considered in many shapes and sizes. The 

idea is fairly straightforward; within a finite search space, or a discretised infinite 

search space, the search algorithm starts looking at objective function values at 

every point in the space, one at a time. Although the simplicity of this type of 

algorithm is attractive, and enumeration is a very human kind of search (when 

the number of possibilities is small), such schemes must ultimately be discounted 

in the robustness race for one simple reason: lack of efficiency. Many practical 

spaces are simply too large to search one at a time and still have a chance of using 

the information to some practical end. Even the highly touted enumerative 

scheme dynamic programming breaks down on problems of moderate size and 

complexity, suffering from a malady melodramatically labelled the “curse of 

dimensionality” by its creator (Bellman, 1961). We must conclude that less 

clever enumerative schemes are similarly, and more abundantly, cursed for real 

problems.

Random search algorithms have achieved increasing popularity as researchers 

have recognised the shortcomings of calculus based and enumerative schemes. 

Yet random walks and random schemes that search and save the best must also 

be discounted because of the efficiency requirement. Random searches in the 

long run, can be expected to do no better than enumerative schemes. In our 

haste to discount strictly random search methods, we must be careful to sepa-
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rate them from randomised techniques. The genetic algorithm is an example of 

a search procedure that uses random choice as a tool to guide a highly exploitive 

search through a coding of parameter space. Using random choice as a tool in 

a directed search process seems strange at first, but nature contains many ex

amples. Another currently popular search technique, simulated annealing, uses 

random processes to help guide its form of search for minimal energy states.

The important thing to recognise at this juncture is that a randomised search 

does not imply a directionless search [56] page 5.

Optimisation is highly desirable in all systems, but can prove quite costly. In 

our distributed VoD server system, we shall try optimise use of system resources, 

applying a management system. We shall try to make this system as simple as 

possible while still providing efficient system management.

5.3 Review of bibliography

Due to the short history of the field, only a small number of service design 

proposals have been put forward. A few of the most important ones will be 

reviewed. All four works presented next, argue for the benefits of a distributed 

solution, against a centralised one and give support to our proposal for a dis

tributed type of solution.

5.3.1 A store-and-forward architecture for video-on-dem and  
service [1]

The most important components of this architecture are: the information providers 

or information warehouses (IPw), central office (CO) service circuits, and the 

customer premises equipment. The information providers are geographically 

distributed entities responsible for long-and medium-term information storage. 

They are also capable of dispensing information in parts, or in total, via high 

speed dedicated lines that connect them to the network central offices.

Video and other information programmes owned by vendors are stored in 

IPws using various storage media: optical, magnetic and electronic, with a
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hierarchy of access mechanisms: non-random access for archival material, video 

juke-boxes for medium-speed access, magnetic disk drives for on-line popular 

material, etc. The information is stored digitally, in a compressed form.
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F ig u re  5.3: Store-and-forward Architecture.

Other than for the addition of the IPw, see Figure 5.3, this architecture 

represents a typical local access and transport area (LATA) network in a B- 

ISDN environment. For the VoD service, subscribers place requests with their 

local CO (local exchange) via user interfaces, using an upstream control channel. 

In turn, the CO places a request with an appropriate IPw.

The IPws are connected to the network via high-capacity STM-1 (155Mbit/s) 

or STM-4 (622Mbit/s) lines. Therefore, the information trucking between the 

IPw and the customer’s CO can be done faster than real time (i.e. 1.5Mbit/s), 

and the requested programme can be delivered in segments. In order to take full 

advantage of this “speed-up” factor, the transfer rate of the stored material to 

the network should be equal to the network transmission rate; i.e. 150Mbit/s. 

The retrieval of the video segments is managed by an ambassador service pro

cessor IPw-SP. The ambassador processor, while possibly being located on the 

vendor’s premises, co-operates with the network and possesses relevant knowl
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edge of the network state. This knowledge allows the processor to effectively 

schedule the information transport to requesting COs, taking into consideration 

the time budget of each request and the traffic conditions in different parts of 

the network.

At the user’s local CO, the information is buffered, the data-rate is then con

verted to the video coding rate (i.e. DS-1), and then possibly is decoded to the 

original video signal form (e.g. analogue). The video signal is then transported 

to the user in the form which corresponds to the local access video switching 

and transmission parameters and the user’s CPE capabilities. In this paper, it 

is assumed that all users possess terminal equipment which accepts their com

pressed or non-compressed signals. The DS-1 video decoder may therefore be 

located at the CPE or be part of the service circuit pool at the CO. In either 

case, the matching of video rates would be done at the CO and the channel 

from the CO to the subscriber is used for real-time data transfer.

This architecture takes advantage of the high transfer rates of currently 

available and future, storage systems and of high-speed trunks, to provide the 

rate speed-up and consequently vendor and network resource sharing through 

time-multiplexing. The store-and-forward mechanism, by being more general 

than a real-time transfer system, allows alternative (to real-time) information 

delivery schemes. Thus, better utilisation of the network resources and im

provement in the overall service economics are among the advantages of this 

architecture. The flexibility of the proposed technique allows one to employ, if 

necessary, higher layer protocols for error and/or cell loss control. By distribut

ing the complexity of the supporting hardware and software infrastructure, the 

reliability of the service can be improved.

In this paper the virtues of a distributed VoD system are shown. The system 

places the material close to the user. The information providers may form a 

separate network connected to the service provider. The system has no loading 

control mechanism, although the distinction of popular to nonpopular material 

is made. It makes a good introduction to using a distributed delivery system
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for VoD, where information provider and service provider can be two different 

entities.

5.3.2 Content Hosting in Full Service Broadband Deliv
ery infrastructures: Efficiencies, Architecture and 
Policy [2]

In this paper 4 different Architectures for VoD service are presented and com

pared. The comparison is done in relative terms of cost and efficiency. The 

designs start from a centralised approach to reach a centralised-distributed ap

proach where the cache servers are used in order to satisfy the bulk of requests. 

The VoD servers are combined into an ATM/SONET network.

Architecture 1 illustrated in Figure 5.4 is called a regional server approach, 

where the total population is divided into n regions, each region served by 

centralised video servers that operate exclusively within a region. Thus, all VoD 

requests are handled by the server pool that is connected to the hub switch of 

that region.
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Figure 5.4: Architecture 1

In Architecture 2 shown in Figure 5.5, a variation on 1, subscriber traffic is 

divided between the edge switches and the (m) centralised hub switches across
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the (m) regions. For a given scenario this architecture has the same number of 

trunks as required for Architecture 1, and thus the relative economic efficiencies 

are the same.
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Figure 5.5: Architecture 2

The advantages of this architecture are the potential balancing of traffic and 

increased service availability.

In Architecture 3 shown in Figure 5.6, cache servers are placed at each 

of the edge switches. Depending on the titles placed in these cache servers, 

the number of VoD requests-that must be handled by the hub servers-can be 

greatly reduced, and consequently the number of SONET trunks between the 

edge switches and hub switch, as well as the size of the hub servers will be 

reduced. To make this scenario as effective as possible, the highest demand 

titles should be placed on the cache servers.

Architecture 4 is illustrated in Figure 5.7, it is essentially an extension 

of architecture 2 with the addition of cache servers. The same advantages of 

architecture 2 apply with the addition that the cache servers will minimise 

the demand on the inter-switch network (as in architecture 3) and potentially 

provide even greater improvements in service availability.

An important variable of this architecture is the title break point (TBP).
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Figure 5.6: Architecture 3
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Figure 5.7: Architecture 4

Given a movie library of certain capacity and demand decreasing with increasing 

order of placement, the TBP divides the library in two, the more popular and 

less popular movies.

For their analysis they used a stochastic probability model, for the subscrip

tion rate, the call probability model, the stochastic title probability model and 

the video server capacity model.

Four different scenarios were analysed and compared. In all four, they used 

1000 homes passed (HP). In the first an MPEG-2 bit rate of 4M bit/s a sub

scription probability (ps) of 10% and a title library size of 1000. In the second 

the subscription probability was raised to 40%. The third and forth were the
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same as 1 and 2 but the MPEG-2 rate used was increased to 6Mbit/s. The 

probability of a subscriber requesting VoD service was held constant at 10%.

They also took into account a predicted fall in bandwidth and server prices. 

The ATM and SONET costs reduced by 5% per year, the server storage capaci

ties increased by 27% per year, the disk throughput increased by 22% per year, 

and the storage costs reduced by 30% per year.

In all scenarios they calculated the potential savings against the centralised 

architecture with different title break points and initial population of 250k and 

500k in the time periods of one and two years.

The title request probability was determined using a Zipf function, see sec. 

8 .2 . 1 .

Summary of results.

Using the above mentioned scenarios in the four topologies examined, they came 

to the following findings:

1. Placing video servers near the edge switches provides economic efficiencies 

(up to 50% savings in total costs in certain cases) when compared to 

architecture 1 for a wide range of title break points, from 5% of the library 

attracting 56% of total demand to 50% of the library attracting 90% of 

total demand.

2. Economies of scale: cost per lOOOHP drop when going from 250k HP to 

500k HP

3. When demand is high (ps =  40%), library size has little effect. This 

is based on the assumption used in the model that the library size has 

already passed an initial threshold where an increase in the number of 

titles will not necessarily (significantly) increase demand. That is the fact 

that there are 500 or 1000 titles in a library will not affect a customer’s 

probability of requesting VoD service.
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4. Caching titles near the edge switches is more economical when predicting 

the decline in server costs for the server technology of tomorrow. SONET 

and ATM technology are more mature than present video server tech

nology and their costs were expected to decline slightly over the study 

period. By taking industry trend curves, and driving future video server 

costs and capacities, the expectation is that server costs will decline rela

tively faster than ATM and SONET costs, thus make the caching scenario 

more attractive.

5. Caching looks more attractive for higher call probability. This is based 

on the fact that higher demand increased the economic savings of caching 

when ps increased from 10% to 40%, therefore an increase of call proba

bility, pc =  10%, will have a similar effect.

6. MPEG bit rate seemed to have little effect on the relative advantages of 

caching, though in the light demand scenario with smaller total homes 

passed, caching could in fact have higher costs, depending upon the break 

point. Of course, total costs increased as the bit rate increased.

7. In the case of smaller HP, smaller subscription probability, higher bit 

rate and larger library size, the most efficient scenario was to use central 

video servers with no caching. The low demand of the low HP and low 

subscription probability do not create enough traffic to offset the increased 

costs of video servers in the caching scenario.

8. For increased demand and a higher number of homes passed, the dif

ferences in savings between break points was not significant, though the 

range of break point from 1 to 3 seemed to provide the highest expected 

average savings in most cases.

In this paper a regional centralised architecture is compared to a localised 

distributed one, as well as with variations such as interconnected regional servers 

and localised servers. The localised distributed architecture is the most cost
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effective one, when there is substantial demand for the service. They make the 

distinction between highly popular movies and less popular ones. All these are 

parameters, which are used in this work and will be presented. In the long 

term they predict that co-operation between service provider and information 

provider is essential for the good operation of the service.

5.3.3 A cost comparison of D istributed and Centralised  
Approaches to Video-on-Dem and [3]

The storage costs for a centralised vs. a distributed VoD storage system are 

compared. They propose a VoD service design where a centrahsed VoD server 

is connected to a number of Front End Servers (FES). Depending on the FES 

capabilities of playing movies the system varies from centralised when no such 

capability is present, to distributed when the capability exists.

b -is d : STB
VS

STB

VL STB

VS

FES

VB

Figure 5.8: VoD with FES servers, VS denotes the video server, VB denotes video buffer, VL 
denotes video library

The difference according to the authors, between a centralised and dis

tributed system relates to where the video streams are originally generated. 

Both approaches have a topology similar to the one depicted in Figure 5.8, but 

in the distributed case, many of the user requests will be satisfied by the video 

buffers located at the FES, without need for a connection to the VoD server. In 

the centralised approach all requests are passed from the front-end to a certain 

video server, increasing the bandwidth requirements in the core network. Fig

ure 5.9 represents the difference between a centralised and distributed system 

for an example viewer population. In this comparison they assume a total user
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Table 5.1: Configuration for a Distributed System

% Requests Served by FES 80 85 90 95 99
Number of Movies Required 45 55 82 200 680
Ratio of VS:FES 1:5 1:6.7 1:10 1:20 1:100

population of 100,000 customers in one geographical area, with a peak activity 

of 40%. This gives a total active stream requirement of 40,000. It is assumed 

that 1000 movies must be available to all users. The analysis is easily repeated 

for other values of customer population, but they have found that this is a rep

resentative example based on the likely evolving network infrastructure and it 

gives representative results. Due to the algorithmic nature of the disk alloca

tion optimisation, a general analytic result is difficult to obtain. Using an access 

probability function they calculate that on average only 82 titles are required to 

satisfy 90% of viewers requests. The probability function is based on Zip func

tion (see sec.8.2.1) and empirical data too. Hence, in the situation in Figure 

5.9  ̂ they are able to have ten front-end servers all connected to a single video 

server, which is responsible for serving the 10% of streams not satisfied at the 

FES. The choice to satisfy 90% of the requests at the FES is an arbitrary one 

and can be easily varied by changing the number of movies stored at each FES. 

This will also affect the number of FES’s that can be connected to a single VS 

in order that the VS is of the same stream processing capability as the FES’s. 

This is in the distributed system shown above, the FES’s and VS are both capa

ble of supporting 4000 concurrent streams. Whereas the equivalent centralised 

VS must support 40,000 streams and store 1000 movies. Table 5.1 shows how 

the parameters of the distributed system vary depending on the percentage of 

requests they aim to satisfy at the FES. Using the disk allocation strategy they 

developed they analysed the cost in both centralised and distributed cases.

From their results they conclude that the distributed approach operates 

more efficiently from a storage point of view, when the FES satisfies approxi

mately 85% of requests. That is, the FES should store about 55 movies given 

the parameters used in their example. They also conclude that the distributed
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Figure 5.9: Centralised versus distributed system

approach is actually cheaper in terms of storage than the centralised approach 

for a total of 40,000 active video streams. It is true, however, that the larger 

the centralised server becomes, the more cost effective storage becomes.

The results of course are valid under the particular assumptions used in this 

study, especially on calculating disk cost. But the authors conclude that the 

results expressed above, however, are sufficient to conclude that a distributed 

approach to VoD is preferable for a number of reasons and costs, such as in 

terms of storage and bandwidth usage.

In this paper the distributed storage solution is proved to be more efficient 

than the centralised one. Although storage cost is difficult to predict, the savings 

in network bandwidth and usage justify the conclusion. The most efficient 

distributed system is when 85% of the requests(^is^serviced locally. They use 

the classification of movies according to popularity and show that the bulk of 

requests is destined to a small number of movies, a point to which I shall refer 

later. They propose the distributed system as the most cost effective one as is 

done in this study.

5.3.4 An Architecture for interactive applications [4]

In this work, the three main components of the proposed architecture are: the 

broadband Backbone Network, the Wideband Access Network and the Public
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Switched Telephone Network. In order to support the inter-working of the 

broadband backbone and the slower local access capability at the periphery 

of the “inner” Broadband network, they propose the deployment of network 

based facilities which they call Service Circuits. The Service Circuits can also 

serve as a platform upon which a portion of the application is run. Later, with 

the deployment of broadband access these applications will migrate to the user 

terminal equipment.

In the proposed architecture the Service Circuits are not integrated with 

the switch fabric and therefore may be located either inside or outside the local 

exchange, see Figure 5.10.
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Figure 5.10: Overall Service Network Architecture

VoD is the application examined in more detail. Video and audio infor

mation is compressed according to the MPEG standard, and is stored in the 

Information Warehouses (IWH). Magnetic tape is used for archival storage and 

magnetic disk arrays for on-line storage. Information is transported from the 

IWH on demand in fast bursts via the Inter-Office high speed links to the local 

exchanges where the original temporal properties of the information are stored. 

It is then delivered to the customers over the access line in real time.

The Service Circuits located at the local exchanges act as adapters for the 

entire protocol stack between the BISDN and the Wideband access networks.
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They consist of per-customer Buffer Line Cards which single board computers 

optimised for real-time applications and for which software is downloaded from 

the network.

The actual information retrieval is managed by the Buffer Line Cards which 

place requests for bursts of data from the IWH via the supervising local ex

change processor. The Line Cards buffer the ATM/SONET transported data 

for subsequent playout to the user.

When a user selects the VoD application the processor that runs the Buffer 

Line Cards places the user’s request with an IWH. If the request is granted, the 

IWH downloads an appropriate Media Presentation Script into the Buffer Line 

Card. The local exchange service processor orders the start of the application 

script execution.

The part of the application that runs in the user premises equipment is 

responsible for the user control interface, for the MPEG system stream parsing 

and the part running in the local exchange is the VCR emulation software. The 

application portion running in the IWH is responsible for issuing the application 

script, and upon selection of the material, issuing the material map, and then 

for handling data requests received from active users.

The proposed architecture supports the idea of delivery distribution to the 

local exchange level, but is not completely decentralised as part of the service 

depends on the IWH. Distributing the IWHs and providing more functional

ity to the local exchange service processor would make service provision more 

flexible. The use a broadband ATM network, is possible using the appropriate 

protocol such as of the one proposed in the paper. The introduction of service 

processing distribution and the use of a broadband network, make this paper 

one of the earliest in proposing a distributed VoD structure.

5.3.5 Summary of reviewed m ethods

In the works reviewed here, a distributed system to model VoD, has been se

lected. All papers demonstrate the efficiency of distribution. The service, and
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the anticipated use of the service, as well as the size of current networks, dic

tate the use of a distributed solution. A network of interconnected servers, 

provides more flexibility to the operator and higher availability to the end user 

as demonstrated in section 5.3.1 on p. 115 and in 5.3.2 on p. 118. By placing 

the requested material as close to the end user as possible we make multiple 

savings, in bandwidth usage, delays due to switching speeds and improve on 

service reliability, since the user depends on his local server only. Addition

ally, the distributed solution is not more costly than the centralised one see 

section 5.3.3 on p. 123, as well as offering the above presented advantages. In 

future broadband networks, should support multimedia servers placed on loca

tions that impose minimum load on the network infrastructure as argued in one 

of the flrst papers see section 5.3.4 on p. 125.

In our work we take this argument further and provide a design that not 

only distributes the material but the control as well, in order to exploit further 

the features of the dynamic VoD system.

5.4 Summary

In this chapter we have analysed the most important features of a VoD dis

tributed server network. For the service to work efficiently and provide satis

factory QoS to the end users the majority of service calls should be answered 

successfully. But all calls are not made out for the same movie. Most calls re

quire a small number of movies, and the rest are divided among a large variety 

of choices. For the service to work satisfactorily, most calls should be answered, 

even those for less popular movies. This though should be done considering 

network usage efficiency. The most important resources in the VoD service are 

the VoD servers and network bandwidth. Both should be used as efficiently and 

economically as possible to make the service a viable economic proposition. In 

the next chapter we analyse our proposed control protocol for such a system 

based on the service and design principles analysed in this chapter.
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In the next chapter we shall present our management scheme for a dis

tributed network of the above VoD servers, based on network resource utilisa

tion.



Chapter 6

M anagement Scheme for 
distributed IMS

6.1 Introduction

Having analysed the advantages and disadvantages of centralised and distributed 

systems in the previous chapter, in this chapter we analyse our proposed man

agement system for a distributed VoD service. The system is applied on simple 

square grid network topology.

6.2 Distributed VoD and management system

As already stated, our design for VoD is focused on a system that can be ap

plied commercially, and to a broad customer base. VoD belongs to the newly 

established family of multimedia services. Although a strict definition of mul

timedia does not yet exist. Wolf et al. present the following definition in [57]: 

“Multimedia denotes the integrated manipulation of at least some information 

represented as continuous media data (such as video and audio data), as well as 

some information encoded as discrete media data (such as text and graphics). 

The “manipulation” refers to the act of capturing, processing communicating, 

presenting and/or storing” .

The VoD services makes use of both types of media, with the use of selection

130
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menus and the use of films as the offered material. Although in our system we 

are primarily concerned with the delivery of continuous media data, the system 

can easily expand to incorporate the delivery of discrete media data.

The underlying feature of VoD, is the process of interactive data retrieval. 

VoD is only one IMS service. As such it shares some generic features with the 

rest of the services belonging to the same family. The most important charac

teristics of such a VoD service are summarised as follows and in Figure 6.1:

•  Simultaneous and synchronous delivery of image and voice to the end user.

•  Real-time control over the delivered material available to the end user.

•  Multiple access requests for the same material. Usually these requests 

are done asynchronously and during a certain period of time called “peak 

time” .

Shop
VoD

Conf.NoD

Multimedia services

Figure 6.1: Common features of multimedia services.

The core bandwidth requirements for delivering the multiple data streams 

to the users are immense and user number dependent. Legacy systems are not 

built for this environment and will not be able to handle the transition. The 

typical duration of a movie is 100 minutes [58] compared to the typical phone 

call duration a few years ago which was a few minutes, makes the need for 

bandwidth dimensioning obvious.

The user-data access relations will be quite complex. Demand for each piece 

of data will be different. In the case of movies this relation will be “success”
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and time of day depended as market research has shown [59]. For simplicity 

of description we have simplified the continuous range of popularity to three 

major classes. These we shall use in our simulations.

•  T he  very  p o p u la r m ovies. These are typically blockbusters at the peak 

of their demand. This is the material most people would want to watch 

on the big screen.

• T he  p o p u la r m ovies. These will attract a smaller number of users. 

They will be ex-very popular movies for which demand is waning or classic 

movies.

• T h e  “specialised” m ovies. These will attract only a small number 

of requests and could be priced accordingly. Specialised movies will be 

essential for the service to provide, as they could constitute a sizeable 

proportion of the service income. From the service designer point of view, 

they provide a model for other IMS services such as an interactive library.

The advantages offered by distribution make it suitable for the heterogeneous 

environment of multimedia services. These are:

•  Connection placement as close to the end user as possible. The servers 

taking advantage of any localised effects in movie popularity as well as 

reducing bandwidth utilisation.

• Flexibility and robustness. In the event of failure, the users can be routed 

to another server while their local server is being repaired.

• Easy expansion and upgrade. Adding new servers to the system will 

increase its capacity without the costly implications of replacement. Up

grade can be done gradually and the cost is spread over a period of time.

• Heterogeneity of servers. Servers of different capacity may be used to 

cater for the different types of information and provide the end user with 

different QoS and functionality [60].
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To use the advantages offered by distribution we have chosen to model the 

VoD service based on a distributed VoD server network.

Due to the size of the system all state information is not useful to a particular 

server except in some specific cases as we shall see later on. To support a good 

QoS a small service blocking probability is required. This amounts primarily to 

the users accessing the very popular material. These users will render high profit 

to the service. On the other hand there exists the seldom accessed material, 

which can produce profit if handled appropriately. Such an infrastructure, would 

be flexible enough to support other IMS services too. This type of material could 

be accommodated too using the appropriate control method. This is what we 

have tried to achieve in our proposed algorithm. A system that can respond to 

a range of access patterns, from very popular material to least popular material 

while managing its network resources as efficiently as possible.

6.3 M anagement system

The control or management system is an integral part of the distributed server 

system. The proposed protocol should be able to cope with the three different 

types of movies and distribute them accordingly to the servers. Multiple copies 

are created according to user demand. Remote connections should be estab

lished if necessary. Server capacity should be managed in such a way that the 

copying process does not exceed the minimum required. The robustness and the 

flexibility of the system will be determined by the robustness and flexibility of 

the control protocol used. The control tries not to overload network bandwidth 

by introducing extra signalling, so that the protocol is efficient and robust. 

The amount of information required in decision making is kept at a minimum, 

to make decision making simple in processing requirements. Network resource 

management is to be performed by the management system.

Due to the complexity of the system we have chosen to study a simple 

regular square grid network. Any real world network irrespective of complexity
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Figure 6.2: User network and server network connection.

can be mapped into a logical square grid network. We used the most general of 

all topologies in order to apply our proposed management system. In this way 

we can examine the most important control parameters of a distributed server 

system. In our simple model each server is associated with a local exchange 

Figure 6.2. The local exchanges are connected via high bandwidth links whereas 

the VoD servers are connected via low bandwidth links and no image traffic is 

routed between them. We use this network as a platform for the construction 

of a control protocol needed to optimise the use of network resources.

We are using this structure to assist in the construction of a control protocol 

needed to optimise the use of resources. In order to test and evaluate our control 

procedures, we have outlined and built a basic system of networked servers. The 

square grid network is an abstract example which can be mapped to any real 

world network.

6.3.1 Principles

In building the control protocol the basic principles had to be analysed. The 

following principles have been used to construct, modify and test the proposed 

control protocol:
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1. Multiplicity of offered material. In order to keep bandwidth consumption 

at low levels multiple copies of the same movie are desirable. Bandwidth 

usage is directly proportional to the distance between user and serving 

node in hops. A simple calculation using random creation of copies shows 

how the average bandwidth usage relates to the number of extra copies 

available in a 3 x 3 square grid network, (see Figure 6.3 ). Random 

positioning though is not a desirable feature in a system aiming to exploit 

user demand distribution. The multiplication process has been modified 

so as to follow user demand, the new copies are created on the nodes with 

the highest demand for them. As the VoD server is specified to be able 

to play more than one movie simultaneously, the case of replication on 

the same node had also to be considered. This strategy though is not 

favoured, since it greatly reduces the server’s ability to satisfy diversified 

demand.

Av. Dist. In a m ulticopy 3x3  netw ork

1.2

I

0 6

0
2 3 5 6 9

Figure 6.3: Relation of average distance to the nearest copy as the number of copies increases.

2. The minimisation of bandwidth usage. With the introduction of opti

cal fibre technology, bandwidth may not be such a scarce resource in the
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future. But as new IMS applications are introduced and their popular

ity increases, they will fill the available resources. Generally it is likely 

that bandwidth will always be a precious resource and should be used as 

efficiently as possible.

3. The usage of the VoD server capacity. The system’s ability to cope with 

diverse user demand depends on the server capacity and the protocol for 

its usage. The total VoD server capacity determines the diversity of the 

offered material. In the proposed architecture we use a system of net

worked VoD servers, therefore the protocol used will define the number 

of different movies simultaneously delivered. As a first approach to this 

direction a keep-local protocol is used. Before the loading of a new movie 

on a sever, the servers in a predefined area are checked for possibility of 

connection. If the appropriate material is found there, then that con

nection is favoured to the local one. The dimensions of the search area 

relate to the extra bandwidth used. The extensions and limitations of this 

strategy are currently under study.

4. Quality-of-Service (QoS). An important factor for the service viability and 

success is the QoS offered to the end user. The role of QoS should not be 

undermined since it is vital for the acceptability, success and competitive

ness of a commercial system. The VoD service will have to compete with 

other existing forms of movie watching, such as the broadcast and Cable 

TV and the local video club. Failure to connect, abrupt disconnection 

while watching a movie and deteriorating image quality while viewing are 

some of the factors determining the QoS offered to the end user.

Once these parameters and principles have been identified, we have a testbed 

for further simulation and analysis.
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6.4 Summary

In this chapter we have presented our distributed management system and the 

principles it is based upon. These are meeting user demand under a negotiated 

QoS value, while using as effeiciently as possible the two most important system 

resources. In the next chapters we shall apply this system on a hypothetical VoD 

server network, under varying user demand and server size we shall examine and 

compare the results against a centralised system.



Chapter 7

Sim ulation framework

7.1 Introduction

In this chapter the management system simulation framework is described. We 

start by giving the logical flowchart on which the management system is based. 

We then give the flow of logical decisions needed for the system to function. We 

explain the decision making process the system uses to manage service operation 

and network resources. The most important service parameters are identifled 

and evaluated with respect to service operation and network resources usage. 

These parameters form the basis of the management system. The cost function 

presented serves as the comparison criterion on how these parameters influence 

system operation.

The management system operates using network information, which is then 

translated into actions through its own decision making process. Its operation 

depends on the minimum possible pre-stored information on network and server 

status, most of the required information for its operation is acquired on-line and 

on demand. The management system is based on a search procedure to establish 

user connection to the required movie and a relocation process, which is evoked 

to improve system operation. These procedures are explained in the simulation 

framework description along with the conditions and restrictions on their use.

138
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7.2 Algorithm  Description

As argued in the previous chapter, a distributed management algorithm will be 

essential for the implementation of a VoD service. A simple calculation of the 

centralised bandwidth shows the need for the implementation of a distributed 

approach, if not from the beginning of service implementation, then very soon 

after it has been established in the market. In the European Union alone, during 

peak time there are approximately 200,000,000 viewers in 100,000,000 viewing 

households for both terrestrial and cable television. Using the data rates of 

2 M bit/s for MPEG-2 and 6 M bit/s for HDTV transmission and assuming 

only one independent stream per household, the total aggregate bandwidth 

required during peak viewing periods is 200 Tbit/s and 600 T bit/s, respectively. 

This requirement by far exceeds the available backbone bandwidth offered by 

both telecommunications operators and CaTV providers. This huge amount of 

bandwidth clearly dictates the need for efficient bandwidth management. In the 

previous chapter, we introduced the principles upon which a VoD management 

system should be based, in this chapter we analyse how this system works and 

how we use it to extract information on service operation and QoS provided to 

the end user.

7.2.1 Simulation framework

We use the structure described previously, a network of VoD servers each as

sociated with one local exchange. Although, this is the simplest example, it 

can be easily expanded and adapted to a more complex scenario. This level of 

distribution is not essential and binding, but is used as an indication of where 

in the network hierarchy the video servers could be placed. The actual loca

tion of the servers depends on network infrastructure. A hierarchical network 

structure can be used, consisting of a national backbone ATM network, re

gional or metropolitan ATM networks, and local loops, which are connected to 

the regional or metropolitan networks, via head end switches, as shown in Fig
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ure 7.1. The number of STM-16 backbone trunks and STM-4 regional trunks 

that would be required for an example scenario in support of MPEG-2 trans

mission depends on the number of users that connect to the head end servers. 

Archival video servers may be attached at any point in the hierarchy. Video 

distribution is accomplished on a Multipoint connection tree, imposed on the 

MAN.

ATM

M AN

Central server

Local server

MAN

Head end ATM swiichcs

Figure 7.1: Network model.

In the current CATV tree broadcast infrastructure, the number of house

holds connected to a single tree has a significant effect on the Quality of Service 

provided to the end user. If there are too many users connected to a single 

tree, many users may be denied access to interactive multimedia. Therefore, 

the number of households connected to a single broadcast CATV media offering 

interactive services must be limited to fewer than 1000 in the case of a 2Cbit/s 

tree. This will continue to be true in future ATM switched network deployments 

in order to limit the head end switch to a reasonable size (cost), such as 1 K x 

1 K. Thus, the distribution tree is limited in breadth.

The control algorithm operates on top of the server network. The control 

algorithm is used to manage network resources, to achieve the QoS require-
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ment. In a distributed VoD server network there axe two important resources 

to consider:

•  C ore  b an d w id th . Although core bandwidth availability is bound to 

increase in the future, bandwidth will never be an abundant resource. Ef

ficient bandwidth management will provide larger profit margins to service 

providers.

•  Server load. The VoD server is the other element of the service, which 

although essential, will not be cheaply available, especially at the begin

ning of deployment. Efficient server usage will allow the service provider 

to offer good a QoS, and maintain low operation costs.

As argued in the previous chapter, placing the servers close to the end user 

reduces core bandwidth requirements and localises traffic in the periphery of 

the network.

The control algorithm loads and unloads the movies onto the servers and 

establishes local and remote connections. Each server has a certain capacity 

Cg, which is usually a fraction of the total number of movies held in the library 

Q . The total server system capacity Cts is varied with respect to the number of 

movies in the library, this is done so we can study the process of distribution, 

and creation of multiple copies. Usually local demand cannot be satisfied by the 

local server so remote connections have to be established by the management 

protocol. The management protocol is based on five procedures:

• Network search for available movies, during which connections are estab

lished to movies already loaded on local or remote servers.

• Network search for available server space, during which new movies are 

started on local or remote servers.

• Movie removing from server, during which a movie which is viewed by a 

small number of users is labelled as “going-down” and no new users can
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attach to it. The movie is removed when all attached users have finished 

watching. If a sudden change in movie popularity occurs, the movie is 

reinstated in playing status and new connections are allowed.

• Movie relocation, during which not very popular movies are relocated to 

a distant server in order to free server space for a more popular movie.

• Movie discontinuance that is only evoked under extreme server space 

scarcity; a movie is stopped to make space for a more popular one. This 

happens only if the relocation and “going-down” proecesses fail. The users 

are abruptly disconnected due to this network management decision.

7.2.2 Network search

Each server receives user requests for various movies from its local user pool. 

If the server is able to provide the movie locally from its own set of playing 

movies, the users are connected locally. If the server cannot provide the re

quested movie, then depending on user demand, a cluster of servers is searched 

and if the movie is found available, the users are connected to the appropriate 

server. The radius of the search is inversely proportional to user demand. This 

limits high bandwidth usage to a small area, and allows for better server space 

management since the least popular movies are not repeated in more than one 

server. The search radius is varied from one hop to three hops for the popular 

movies, whereas for the least popular movies a search of the entire server net

work is allowed. The benefits of the search range dependency on popularity are 

demonstrated in [61].

In the case that the requested movie has not been found playing on the 

allowed server cluster, the local server is checked for available server space to 

start the movie locally. If no free server space is available then the server tries to 

start the movie in another server located in a predefined server area. This area 

is the same as used in the retrieval search. The movie is started on the first 

server encountered with free server space and the users are connected there.
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If this search procedure fails, the users are not granted their request, unless 

relocation is used.

7.2.3 Relocation

If a movie has not been found within the defined search range or no free space 

is available for it to start, we have introduced a relocation scheme. Relocation 

is used to make a small-scale redistribution of the available movies, in order 

to provide free space for a new movie to play. The server selects the movie 

with the least attached users and performs a full network search to find another 

instance of this movie. If the movie is found playing on any other server, the 

users attached to it are relocated to that distant server and free server space 

is created in the local server, so that the new movie can start there. This 

relocation method is used for the least popular movies in order to keep network 

bandwidth usage to a minimum. This reduces the number of copies of the less 

popular movies, increases the number of copies of the more popular movies and 

provides more efficient network resource management as will be shown later.

The relocation method though requires extra network bandwidth during the 

location transition. The extra bandwidth should be available to the system in 

order to support the smooth transition from one server to another and preserve 

the quality of the picture delivered to the end user. To further reduce the prob

lem, extra frames could be stored at the CPE (Customer Premises Equipment) 

buffer and be played during the transition time to avoid deterioration in image 

quality. In the simulation we have not addressed the problem, since appropriate 

underlying system architecture can solve it.

7.2.4 Movie removal

To anticipate falling movie demand we replace a number of “unpopular” movies 

with other more popular ones, movies with a small number of attached users 

are slowly removed from the system.

In the beginning of each time step, the server checks which movies fail to
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attract fewer users than a set threshold. These movies are labelled as “going- 

down” movies. The procedure for taking down a movie has to ensure that 

the QoS is preserved during the process. In the “going-down” movies no new 

connections are allowed and after a number of time steps, which is the same as 

the number of segments the movie is divided into, in our simulation, the movie 

is removed from the server, making space for a new movie to start. The movie 

is removed when the already attached viewers finish watching. To anticipate 

a sudden change in user demand, the “going-down” status is removed if the 

number of users from one local exchange which want to attach to the movie at 

a given time step exceed a set threshold.

7.2.5 Forced movie term ination

If the relocation process fails to connect the users anywhere in the server net

work, an extreme measure is taken. The local server selects a movie, which is 

cut abruptly to make space for the new movie to start. The movie selected, is 

a movie that has been playing for more than a certain time limit and the users 

attached to it fall below a certain threshold. The time limit criteria is used 

to avoid a fast movie changing process and allow time for the movie to gain 

popularity, as for example at the beginning of the afternoon-evening peak time. 

The user limit is used to avoid disappointing too many customers, as this sys

tem management action will result in very disappointed users and consequently 

deteriorated QoS.

The management system operation, using relocation is summarised in the 

flow chart shown Figure 7.2.

7.3 Pseudocode

The management system action is summarised in the following pseudocode, for 

the management scheme with and without relocation.

This is the pseudocode for the management system with the relocation pro-
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Figure 7.2: Simplified flow-chart.

for all servers all movies perform control action; 
connect users to a movie already playing; 
either
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on the local server 
lift the ‘‘going-down’’ flag if demand is enough;

or
on locally placed server; 

if action fails
connect users to a movie now staring; 
either 
on the local server; 

or
on locally placed server; 

if action fails 
no connection possible; 
return users to user pool;

This is the pseudocode for the management system with the relocation pro

cedure available.

for all servers all movies perform control action; 
connect users to a movie already playing; 
either 
on the local server 
lift the ‘‘going-down’’ flag if demand is enough;

or
on locally placed server; 

if action fails
connect users to a movie now staring; 
either 
on the local server; 

or
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on locally placed server; 
if action fails
relocate the movie with the least users attached;
start the new movie in its place;

if action fails 
take down a movie with attached users below threshold;
start new movie in its place;

if action fails 
no connection possible; 
return users to user pool;

7.4 QoS factor

As VoD is a customer-oriented service, customer satisfaction is an important 

factor for service take-up and consequently service turn over. QoS is the term 

usually used by service providers to determine user satisfaction with the pro

vided service. In a multimedia service such as VoD, QoS is used as a term 

indicating all those aspects of service provision, which the user considers essen

tial to prefer this particular service from another.

The term QoS includes quality of image delivered to the set top box, user 

connection success and availability of interactive functions. As a consequence 

of using a management system such as the one proposed here, a number of user 

requests may not be satisfied due to the control system management actions.

A metric based on the number of failed connections is used, as a partial 

indicator of the provided QoS. As described previously, the control system may 

even disconnect users under certain conditions. This action although useful for 

network resource management, results in extremely dissatisfied users. Although 

the provider may try to alleviate the bad impression by offering counter-benefits 

such price discounts, the fact remains that abrupt user disconnection constitutes
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a major factor in deteriorated QoS.

We express this particular aspect of QoS resulting from the implementation 

of our management scheme, as the normalised percentage of the failed and cut 

connections. The cut connections carry more weight and are multiplied by an 

importance factor determined by the service contract negotiated between the 

service provider and the customer.

7.4.1 Comparison criterion-C ost function

In order to assess the performance of the management scheme under changing 

parameters, we define cost functions for network bandwidth and server cost. 

An overall cost function can then be computed, which will be taken as the 

comparison criterion. The partial cost functions are normalised so that different 

parameters can be computed and analysed.

Furthermore, we define a cost factor to compute non-linear pricing of band

width and servers. Finally, the cost function is weighted to evaluate different 

cost ratios between storage and bandwidth. The storage cost incorporates the 

cache server and the necessary storage costs.

1)Bandwidth Cost: Bandwidth on the links that connect the servers is pro

portional to the number of movies playing on the server and the number of 

users attached to it. The total bandwidth {Ctb) is the sum of bandwidth of the 

individual links over the number of links in the network.

C«, =  7i,E * 'W  (7.1)
A

where A is the set of links, b{X) is the bandwidth on link A, and jb is a weight 

factor. Since Ctb is normalised, the cost of bandwidth to serve all the users at a 

head end can be arbitrarily chosen, i.e. may account for a real cost value when 

available.

2) Server Cost: The video server cost is dominated by the number of movies it 

makes available to the users. Efficient utilisation of server space is an important
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parameter in the running of the service. Therefore, the server cost function can

be expressed as the normalised percentage of server capacity utilisation.

Ct3 = J s Y l  (7.2)
s

where S  is the number of servers in the network, js  is a weight factor, z{i) is 

the cost of a server with capacity i movies.

3) Total Cost: The total cost of the system is the sum of the total costs of 

storage and bandwidth

Ct =  Ctb +  Cts (7.3)

In order to evaluate the dependency on the non-linear costs of links and 

servers, we define a cost factor (j) =  where is the factor for the

storage components and is for the bandwidth. We assume that in terms of 

link cost, there is a saving as higher capacity is deployed, i.e., the price per unit 

of bandwidth is lower as the capacity of the link increases. In this case

C«,(0t) =  7 i.E K A )'/^ ‘ (7.4)
A

where <̂6 >  1. At the same time we assume that the server cost has the 

inverse property: it is even more costly per unit when higher demands are 

to be supported due to extra running and construction cost {(j)g > 1). Therefore

= (7.5)
s

Using this cost factor, the total cost then becomes

Ct{(l>) =  Ctb{(l)b) +  Cts{(l>s) (7.6)

Furthermore, we consider different cost ratios between the total bandwidth 

cost and the total server cost in order to evaluate their relative impact. Since 

we measure individually bandwidth and total server cost, we can easily capture
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this difference by means of a weight factor in which case, the overall cost in this 

case is given by

Ct{p) = I p (P +  Q@) (7.7)

where p > 0 provides the relative cost ratio between bandwidth cost and server 

cost. For p > 1 bandwidth becomes more important and for p < 1 server cost 

dominates.

In the cost function graphs presented in the next chapter, both bandwidth 

and server costs are of equal importance. Therefore, =  1.1 and p =  1.

The bandwidth and server factor have been chosen to provide a small non-linear 

deviation.

This cost function is used for our server network, under varying server ca

pacity, changing user demand and different management system parameters. 

Using the cost function we can extract results for the optimum network and 

management system parameters to help us correctly dimension our network, to 

honnor a QoS agreement. QoS can be expressed as the sum of the normalised 

successful user connection attempts and the normalised number of abruptly 

disconnected users.

Cqos — Csue H“ Ccut (7.8)

As the second term carries more weight in user perception of a reliable service 

we can introduce a weight factor

Cqos ~  ^suc d" ^c^cut (7.9)

where < 0 since the influnce of the cut users will be negative to the ocerall 

QoS value. In the QoS graphs presented in the next chapter the value of the 

cut user weight factor used is =  —1000, since the number of cut users is very 

important in shaping a negative QoS value.
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The proposed cost function with the appropriate parameters correctly set 

will be used as a measure of the total cost of service implementation. The im

portance of the cost function parameters will depend on the actual network and 

server costs and will change according to the particular situation. Furthermore, 

the cost of obtaining the offered material and the copyright need to be taken 

into account.

7.5 Summary

In this chapter we analysed the simulation framework, we used to run our algo

rithm. We described the management actions of the control algorithm. These 

include the starting of a movie in a server, local and remote connection estab

lishment and movie relocation. Movie relocation is used as a simple method 

to improve resource utilisation. Local and remote connections are established 

depending on movie demand and server load. The management algorithm per

forms a different connection procedure depending on the number of users re

questing connection to a particular movie. Relocation is used for a special 

category of movies and provides a mechanism for flexible server space manage

ment.

In the next chapter we present and evaluate the performance of the proposed 

algorithm. We vary the most important parameters, such as search distance 

range and server capacity. Then we analyse and compare system performance 

when no relocation, limited and full relocation management systems are used.



Chapter 8

Performance of the proposed  
algorithm

8.1 Introduction

Using the simulation framework described in the previous chapter, we assess 

the performance of the proposed VoD service. We vary server capacity and 

server search range and apply our proposed management systems. We present 

our results and compare management system performance with and without the 

relocation process. We monitor and present average bandwidth usage, server 

capacity usage and the QoS provided. QoS is based on successful connection 

and abrupt disconnection rates.

Using the results derived from our simulations, we can dimension network 

bandwidth and server capacity in order to provide a VoD service meeting a 

preset QoS requirement. In all cases we have used a changing probability profile 

for the movies stored in the movie library. This profile has two time varying 

states and user demand oscillates between the two. This change simulates 

periodically changing user demand that might occur during a 24-hour period.

152
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8.2 Simulation

8.2.1 Probability generator

The size of the movie library was chosen to be 100, as a number that provides a 

good variety of material to the customer without imposing a huge server space 

demand on the network. The movie popularity function used, was a three step 

function dividing movies into three categories according to popularity. The very 

popular, the popular and the least popular. In the very popular movies the high 

street cinema movies are included, in the popular movies older movies and less 

popular movies are included and in the least popular specialised, old and movies 

addressing a very specialised audience are placed.

In most literature in the area, the probability profile is given by a function 

based on Zipf’s law [62, 63, 2]. Zipf’s law is defined as: given Np programmes, 

ordered by its popularity, the probability that the ith  movie is selected is given 

by =  C /i  where C  =

But as these are the early days of studying traffic generation between offered 

material and user demand, not everyone agrees to the accuracy of the represen

tation of user demand given by Zipf’s law [3]. We chose a stepped function, 

which provides a clearer distinction among the different movie categories, from 

the high street material to the specialised movies. Figure 8.1 shows the cumu

lative distribution function for the Zipf and step function, where this difference 

becomes clear.

The total service access probability for the assigned customer base is 93.85%. 

The movies in the library were assigned a different popularity value according 

to their class. The very popular ones were assigned 0.1% the total probability 

for the 25 movies in total adding to 92,82%, the next 25 popular movies were 

assigned a probability of 0.0048% adding to 0,80% and the last 50 least popular 

movies were assigned a probability of 0.0008% adding to 0,23% of the customer 

base. The total probability was calculated by sequentially applying the proba

bility profile to the customer base. The total service access probability was high
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Figure 8.1: Cumulative Distribution graph of Zipf and stepped functions

and this forces the system to work under full load conditions. Additionally, the 

stepped probability profile becomes completely inverted for a third of the sim

ulation time, while keeping the cumulative probability constant and gradually 

changing demand. The most popular and popular movies lose demand until 

they become least popular and the least popular gain demand until they be

come popular and most popular, the transition takes 40 time steps to complete. 

This inversion of the probability profile is introduced for two reasons; firstly 

to simulate changing demand during the 24-hours of the day and secondly to 

monitor system performance and give the provider extra information on how to 

dimension the network.

8.2.2 Simulation parameters

The simulation was run varying server capacity, movie search distance and 

relocation search distance. Server capacity was varied from 1 to 15 movies 

simultaneously available per server keeping the size of the library constant at
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100 movies. Server size is one of the most important parameters in calculating 

service cost; increasing server capacity improves movie availability but adds to 

the total service cost. Keeping server size as a parameter we monitor how server 

size improves service quality.

The movie search distance was varied from 1 to 3 hops, for all but the least 

popular movies, where a different search distance was applied. Searching for an 

existing copy of a movie or even starting it within the area of a server cluster, 

improves server space utilisation and should keep bandwidth usage more uni

formly distributed throughout the network, since the servers in the cluster, can 

cooperate in order to satisfy local demand. Extensive searching may introduce 

extra bandwidth usage due to the number of remote connections established. 

Varying the search distance, we monitor service performance against bandwidth 

usage. For the least popular movies full network search is allowed as core net

work bandwidth usage will be small. Relocation is used as a simple management 

method for the network to improve on movie and connection distribution. When 

a movie is relocated, a number of users change VoD server, and are connected 

to another remote server. Relocation can improve movie availability, but is ex

pensive in terms of network resources as a number of distant connections are 

created. We introduce the relocation process and vary its range from half to full 

network radius. We monitor the effects of relocation on network performance 

and QoS offered. The results obtained are used to evaluate its contribution to 

improved service performance.

8.3 Results

In the results presented here we analyse how the most important system pa

rameters behave under different control algorithms.

The system parameters we have identified and used their values to measure 

control system performance are the following:

•  bandwidth usage, here defined as the number of hops occupied per con-
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nection established, used as an indication of the traffic load imposed on 

the network due to VoD service operation,

• the number of user requests the control system failed to complete as an in

dicator of successful service provision to a customer base and as a measure 

of the QoS offered to the end user,

• the number of users abruptly disconnected due to a management sys

tem decision as a measure of the QoS offered to the customer base, since 

abrupt service disconnection is considered to deteriorate service perfor

mance heavily

We use a 10 X 10 server network with 100,000 users per server location, the 

capacity of the local server is varied from 1 to 15 movies and the number of 

segments the movie is divided into is 5. Although, the number of segments 

chosen was small and more appropriate for a n-VoD service, it was used here as 

a representative number since we do not model the load imposed on the network 

due to interactive user actions. The system is monitored for 120 time steps. The 

performance of the system was evaluated without the relocation process and 

with relocation using a search range varying from half the maximum distance 

of the network to full network search.

First, as shown in [61] we demonstrated how full network search for the 

least popular movies improves connection success rate.

System performance with increasing search distance and constant 
server capacity

Next we examine the effects of increasing the search range from 1 to 3 hops, for 

the non-relocating, half-relocating and full-relocating scenario keeping constant 

the local server capacity.

Using 1-movie server capacity Here we examine the effects of increasing 

the local search range from 1 to 3 hops, on a one-movie server capacity network, 

for the non-relocating, half-relocating and full-relocating scenario.
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In the 1-movie server capacity case, bandwidth usage increases as search 

range increases from 1 to 2 hops, see figure 8.2. In the full-relocating system 

the increase is less steep than in the other cases, of the order of 20%, whereas 

in the half-relocating case the increase is of the order of 40% and in the non

relocating system the increase is steeper of the order of 50%. As the search 

range increases even further from 2 hops to 3, the increase in bandwidth is 

steeper; in all three cases is of the same rate of 40%.

Average bandwidth usage
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Figure 8.2: Average bandwidth usage using severs of capacity 1

The connection success rate, increases as the search range increases from 1 

to 2 hops, see figure 8.3. In the non-relocating case the connection success rate 

is higher and increases by 30%. In the half-relocating system, with lower success 

rate the increase is of the same order as before of 30%. In the full-relocating 

system, where the success rate is the lowest, the increase rate is lower of the 

order of 15%.

Finally, as the search range increases from 2 to 3 hops, the connection success 

rate continues to increase, see figure 8.3. In the non-relocating system, with the 

highest rate the increase is of the order of 10%. In the half-relocating system 

the increase is of the order of 20% and in the full-relocating system, with the
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lowest connection success rate the increase is of the order of 25%.

Avg. Successful connection rate
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Figure 8.3: Average success connection rate using servers of capacity 1

The cut user percentage is almost zero for the half and non-relocating sys

tems, see figure 8.4- In relocating cases the cut user rate is very small 1.2 x 10“  ̂

for the 2-hop search distance and 4 x 10“® for the 3-hop search distance.

The cost of the system increases as the search range increases from 1 to 2 

hops, see figure 8.5. In the full-relocating system, where the cost is the lowest, 

the increase is of the range of 30%. In the half-relocating system, where the 

cost is higher than before, the increase is steeper of the order of 40%. In the 

non-relocating system, where system cost is the highest, the increase is of the 

order of 45%.

As the search range increases even further, the increase in system cost is of 

the same rate of 20% in all cases, with the full-relocating system being the least 

expensive.

The QoS offered by the system follows the same trends as the successful 

connection rate, see figure 8.6.

As the system is under-dimensioned, the best performance is seen in the non

relocating network. Only the more popular movies find a place on the server
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Figure 8.5: System cost function using servers of capacity 1

network. As the search range increases the local cluster capacity increases 

resulting in improved QoS.
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Figure 8.6: QoS achieved using servers of capacity 1

U sing 3-m ovie server capacity  Here we examine the effects of increasing 

the local search range from 1 to 3 hops, on a network comprising of servers with 

a capacity of 3 movies, for the non-relocating, half-relocating and full-relocating 

scenario.

In the 3-movie server capacity case, bandwidth usage decreases as search 

range increases from 1 to 2 hops for the full-relocating system, see figure 8.7. 

The decrease is of the order of 20%. In the half-relocating system a small de

crease of bandwidth usage of the order of 5% is observed. In the non-relocating 

case, bandwidth usage increases steeply of the order of 150%.

As the search range increases even further from 2 hops to 3, bandwidth 

usage is kept at the same levels in the full-relocating system and is slightly less 

than in the half-relocating system, see figure 8.7. In the half-relocating system, 

bandwidth usage increases at a rate of 20%. In the non-relocating system, where 

bandwidth usage is the lowest, an increase of 40% is observed.

The connection success rate, increases as the search range increases from 1 to 

2 hops, see figure 8.8. In the full-relocating system, where connection success 

rate is the highest, there is a steady increase of 10%. In the half-relocating
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system, with lower success rate, the rate is kept at the same levels. In the 

non-relocating system, where the success rate is the lowest, the increase rate is 

of the order of 10%.

Furthermore, as the search range increases from 2 to 3 three hops, the success 

connection rate continues to increase. In the full-relocating system, the success 

rate is the highest and the increase is of the order of 8%. In the half-relocating 

system the increase is of the order of 15% and in the non-relocating system 

with the lowest connection success rate the increase is 8% approximately, see 

figure 8.8.

The cut user percentage is almost zero for the half and full-relocating sys

tems. In the non-relocating system the cut user percentage is small reaching 

1.2 X 10“  ̂for the 2-hop search distance and dropping to a very small percentage 

of 4 X 10~^ for the 3-hop search distance, see figure 8.9.

The cost of the system is kept constant throughout the increase in search 

range in the full-relocating network and is the highest, see figure 8.10. In the 

half-relocating case, cost is kept constant in the 1 to 2 hops cases and increases 

by 10% in the 2 to 3 hops cases. In the non-relocating system, with the lowest
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Figure 8.9: Average cut user percentage using servers of capacity 3

cost, cost increases by 10% in the 1 to 2 hops cases and further increases by 5% 

in the 2 to 3 hops cases.

The QoS offered by the system follows the same trends as the successful 

connection rate, see figuré 8.11.
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Figure 8.10: System cost function using servers of capacity 3
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Figure 8.11: QoS achieved using servers of capacity 3

As the search distance increases from 1 to 2 and 3 hops the local server 

cluster capacity increases, as server capacity is 3 movies. This is reflected in the 

increase in QoS. Bandwidth usage initially decreases and then increases slightly 

but remains lower than in the 1-hop search range case.
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U sing 5-m ovie server capacity  Here we examine the effects of increasing 

the local search range from 1 to 3 hops, on a network using servers of capacity 

5 movies, for the non-relocating, half-relocating and full-relocating scenario.

In the 5-movie server capacity system, bandwidth usage decreases as search 

range increases from 1 to 2 hops, in the full-relocating system, see figure 8.12. 

The decrease is of the order of 10%. In the half-relocating system a small de

crease of bandwidth usage of the order of 2% is observed. In the non-relocating 

case, bandwidth usage increases steeply in the order of 150%.

As the search range increases even further from 2 hops to three, bandwidth 

usage is kept at the same levels in the full-relocating system and is slightly less 

than in the half-relocating system. In the half-relocating system, bandwidth 

usage increases at a small rate of 5%. In the non-relocating system, where 

bandwidth usage is the lowest bandwidth usage increases at a rate of 40%.
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Figure 8.12: Average bandwidth usage using severs of capacity 5

The connection success rate, increases as the search range increases from 

1 to 2 hops, see figure 8.13. In the full-relocating system, where connection 

success rate is the highest, there is a steady slight increase of 2%. In the half- 

relocating system, with lower success rate, there is a small increase of 5%. In
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Figure 8.14: Average cut user percentage using servers o f capacity 5

the non-relocating system, where the success rate is the lowest, the increase rate 

is of the order of 5%.

Furthermore, as the search range increases from 2 to 3 three hops, the suc

cess connection rate reaches 100% for both the relocating systems, with the
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full-relocating system performing slightly better. In the full-relocating system, 

the rate is the highest and kept constant. In the half-relocating system suc

cessful connection rate is almost constant, but slightly increasing and in the 

non-relocating system with the lowest connection success rate there is a 10% 

increase.
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Figure 8.15: System cost function using servers of capacity 5

The cut user percentage is small for all systems, see figure 8.14- The highest 

cut user percentage is reached by the non-relocating system in the 2-hop case 

and is 1.4 X 10“ ,̂ the half-relocating system follows with 9 x 10“® and the full- 

relocating system with 3 x 10“® all at the 2-hop case. The cut user percentage 

drops when using the 3-hop search distance at 1.1 x 10“® for the non-relocating, 

2 X 10“® for the half-relocating and 0.01 x 10“® for the full-relocating network.

The cost of the system is kept almost constant throughout the increase in 

search range in the full-relocating case and is the highest, see figure 8.15. In 

the half-relocating case, cost increases by 10% in the 1 to 2 hops cases and is 

kept constant in the 2 to 3 hops cases. In the non-relocating system, with the 

lowest cost, cost increases by 15% in the 1 to 2 hops cases and further increases 

by 8% in the 2 to 3 hops cases. The QoS offered by the system follows the same
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Figure 8.16: QoS achieved using servers of capacity 5

trends as the successful connection rate, see figure 8.16.

Here again the usefulness of the increased search range is demonstrated. 

Using servers of capacity 5 movies the capacity of the local cluster created 

increases thus prodiving better performance and QoS.

Using 8-movie server capacity Here we examine the effects of increasing 

the local search range from 1 to 3 hops, on an 8-movie server capacity network, 

for the non-relocating, half-relocating and full-relocating scenario.

In the 8-movie server capacity case, bandwidth usage decreases as search 

range increases from 1 to 2 hops, see figure 8.17. In the full-relocating system 

the decrease is of the order of 15%. In the half-relocating system bandwidth 

usage is almost kept constant. In the non-relocating case, bandwidth usage 

increases steeply at a rate of 86%.

As the search range increases even further from 2 hops to three, bandwidth 

usage increases in all three systems. In the full and half-relocating systems 

bandwidth usage increases at the same rate of 20%. In the non-relocating 

system, bandwidth usage is the lowest at the 2-hop case and becomes the highest
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in the 3-hop case, increase.
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Figure 8.17: Average bandwidth usage using severs of capacity 8
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Figure 8.18: Average success connection rate using servers of capacity 8

The connection success rate, increases as the search range increases from 1 to 

2 hops, see figure 8.18. In the half and full-relocating system, where connection
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success rate is the highest, there is a steady very slight increase, with the full- 

relocating system performing slightly better. In the non-relocating system, with 

lowest success rate, there is a small increase of 8%.

Furthermore, as the search range increases from 2 to 3 three hops, the suc

cess connection rate reaches 100% for both the relocating systems, with the 

full-relocating system performing slightly better. In the full-relocating system, 

the rate is the highest and kept constant. In the half-relocating system suc

cessful connection rate is almost constant, but slightly increasing and in the 

non-relocating system with the lowest connection success rate the increase is of 

the order of 10%.

The cut user percentage is small for all systems, see figure 8.19. The highest 

cut user rate is reached by the non-relocating system in the 1-hop case is 1.75 x 

10“ ,̂ in the 2-hop case it increases to 2.75 x 10“  ̂ and in the 3-hop case drops 

to 2.25 X 10“ .̂ The half-relocating system follows with 1x10“  ̂ at the 1-hop case 

and the full-relocating system with 2.5 x 10“® the 2-hop case.

The cost of the system is kept almost constant throughout the increase in 

search range in the half and full-relocating cases, being higher in the later, see
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Figure 8.20: System cost function using servers of capacity 8
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Figure 8.21: QoS achieved using servers of capacity 8

figure 8.20. In the non-relocating system, with the lowest cost, cost increases 

by 5% in the 1 to 2 hops cases and further increases by 8% in the 2 to 3 hops 

cases.

The QoS offered by the system follows the same trends as the successful
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connection rate, see figure 8.21.

Using servers of capacity 8 movies and a search distance of 2 hops is enough 

to provide almost perfect QoS, increasing the search range a slightly better 

performance is provided at the cost of increasing bandwidth usage. Overall 

system performance is very good.

U sing 10-m ovie server capacity  Here we examine the effects of increasing 

the local search range from 1 to 3 hops, on a 10-movie server capacity network, 

for the non-relocating, half-relocating and full-relocating scenario.

In the 10-movie server capacity case, bandwidth usage is almost kept con

stant as search range increases from 1 to 2 hops, in the full-relocating system. 

In the half-relocating system bandwidth usage increases slightly by 4%. In the 

non-relocating case, bandwidth usage increases steeply at a rate of 117%, see 

figure 8.22.

As the search range increases even further from 2 hops to three, bandwidth 

usage increases in all three systems, at the same rate of 35%.
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Figure 8 .22: Average bandwidth usage using severs of capacity 10

The connection success rate, increases as the search range increases from 1 to
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Figure 8.23: Average success connection rate using servers of capacity 10
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Figure 8.24: Average cut user percentage using servers of capacity 10

2 hops, see figure 8.23. In the half and full-relocating system, where connection 

success rate is the highest, connection success rate is almost constant at 100%, 

with the full-relocating system performing slightly better. In the non-relocating 

system, with lowest success rate, there is a small increase of 12%.
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Furthermore, as the search range increases from 2 to 3 three hops, the success 

connection rate remains at 100% for both the relocating systems. In the non

relocating system with the lowest connection success rate increases at the rate 

of 10%.

The cut user percentage is small for all systems, see figure 8.24- The highest 

cut user rate is reached by the non-relocating system in the 2-hop case and is 

3.4 X 10“ ,̂ the half-relocating system follows with 1.75 x 10“  ̂ at the 1-hop case 

and the full-relocating system with 2.5 x 10“® at the 2-hop case.

The cost of the system is kept almost constant throughout the increase in 

search range in the half and full-relocating cases, being higher in the latter, see 

figure 8.25. In the non-relocating system, with the lowest cost, cost increases 

by 10% in the 1 to 2 hops cases and further increases by 8% in the 2 to 3 hops 

cases.
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Figure 8.25: System cost function using servers of capacity 10

The QoS offered by the system follows the same trends as the successful 

connection rate, see figure 8.26.

The server capacity of 10 movies is enough for the system to provide service 

to all users requesting it.
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Figure 8 .26: QoS achieved using servers of capacity 10

As server capacity increases to 10 movies the relocating systems perform 

almost perfectly using the same amount of bandwidth as the non-relocating 

one. The increase in cost is due to the extra connected users. The QoS value is 

very good too due to the very small number of cut users.

U sing 15-m ovie server capacity  Here we examine the effects of increasing 

the local search range from 1 to 3 hops, on a 15-movie server capacity network, 

for the non-relocating, half-relocating and full-relocating scenario.

In the 15-movie server capacity case, bandwidth usage increases as search 

range increases from 1 to 2 hops, in both half and full-relocating systems, see fig

ure 8.27. In both the full and half-relocating systems bandwidth usage increases 

at the rate of 20%. In the non-relocating case, bandwidth usage increases more 

steeply at a rate of 45%.

As the search range increases even further from 2 hops to three, bandwidth 

usage increases in all three systems, at the same rate of 20%.

The connection success rate, is very high in both cases in the 1 and 2 hop 

cases, see figure 8.28. In the half and full-relocating system, where connection
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Figure 8.27: Average bandwidth usage using severs o f capacity 15

success rate is the highest, connection success rate is almost constant at 100%, 

with the full-relocating system performing slightly better. In the non-relocating 

system, with lowest success rate, there is an increase of 14%.

Furthermore, as the search range increases from 2 to 3 three hops, the success 

connection rate remains at 100% for all three systems.

The cut user percentage is small for all systems, see figure 8.29. The highest 

cut user rate is reached by the non-relocating system in the 1-hop case and is 

2.75 10"5, the half-relocating system follows with 5 x 10“® at the 1-hop case 

and the full-relocating system with 2 x 10“® at the 1-hop case.

The cost of the system is kept almost constant throughout the increase in 

search range in the half and full-relocating cases, being higher in the later, see 

figure 8.30. In the non-relocating system, with the lowest cost, cost increases 

by 15% in the 1 to 2 hops cases and is kept constant in the 2 to 3 hops cases.

Here as server capacity increases further, the system has enough resources 

to accommodate all users within the local server cluster. This is reflected in 

the high QoS for all systems. Cut users are dropping to zero as the local server 

cluster radius increases to 3 hops.
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Figure 8.28: Average success connection rate using servers o f capacity 15
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Figure 8.29: Average cut user percentage using servers o f capacity 15

The QoS offered by the system follows the same trends as the successful 

connection rate, see figure 8.31.

The relocating systems perform better when server capacity exceeds 3 movies. 

Then relocation is most effective when enough resources are available for the
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Figure 8.31: Q oS achieved using servers o f capacity 15

operation to function properly. Although bandwidth usage is comparable in the 

high server capacity cases, service performance is further improved when using 

relocation. Cost increases linearly in the low capacity cases of 1,3 and 5 movies 

and at similar constant levels in the higher server capacity cases. Relocation
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is a method, which can be used to improve the usage of system resources and 

improve QoS. The service provider should keep in mind that the cost function 

given here is only a generalised one and can change depending on real compo

nent prices.

S ystem  perfo rm an ce  w ith  increasing  server capacity  an d  co n s tan t 
search  d istan ce

Next we examine the effects of increasing the server capacity from 1 to 15 

movies, for the non-relocating, half-relocating and full-relocating scenario keep

ing constant the local cluster search distance.

U sing 1-hop search  d is tan ce  Here we examine the effects of increasing 

the local server capacity and using a local search range of 1-hop, for the non

relocating, half-relocating and full-relocating scenario.

As local server capacity is one movie, the local server is capable of accom

modating only a small percentage of the total demand for the 100-movie library. 

The control mechanism gives priority to the very popular movies and tries to set 

up as many of these as possible. The rest of the movies are started on remote 

servers and some are relocated later on. Bandwidth usage is moderate as is user 

connection rate, see figure 8.32 and there are no cut users figure 8.34, only 

the more popular movies are started and the least popular ones are used for a 

substantial number of users.

As local server capacity becomes three movies, the local server is capable 

of accommodating only a small percentage of the total demand for the 100- 

movie library. The control mechanism is relocating heavily in order to improve 

utilisation of system resources. This produces the huge increase of bandwidth 

usage and consequently the full-relocation case demonstrates more bandwidth 

usage, see figure 8.32. On the other hand the system does perform better on 

the account of servicing more users as shown in the connection success graph in 

figure 8.33, but the increase in connection rate does not follow the steep increase 

in bandwidth usage because each server tries to accommodate as many users
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Figure 8.32: Average bandwidth usage using search distance of 1 hop
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Figure 8.33: Average success connection rate using search distance of 1 hop

as possible locally. In the cut user rate, see figure 8.34, &11 systems perform 

similarly since there is a user threshold before a movie is cut.

As local server capacity increases to 5 movies system performance improves 

on all counts. Bandwidth usage drops significantly, see figure 8.32. Now the
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Figure 8.34: Average cut user percentage using search distance of 1 hop

local server is able to hold 5 of the most popular movies and the local cluster of 

servers within 1 hop from it can hold another 20 movies totalling the 25 most 

popular movies of the library. User success rate increases, see figure 8.32. The 

full relocating scenario performs better, since a small number of users can make 

way for another more popular movie and due to the increased server size this 

is now possible is most attempts. In the half relocation case some relocation 

attempts fail as the required movies are beyond the scope of the search. The 

number of cut users is small, see figure 8.34, as the more popular movies are 

allocated most places.

In the 8-movie local server capacity, system performance is improved. Now 

the local cluster capacity increases to 40 movies including some of the less 

popular ones. Bandwidth usage drops, see figure 8.32, but not at the same rate 

as before since we are connecting less popular movies to the local cluster. Here 

the full relocating case performs better for the same reasons as in the previous 

case.

In the 10-movie local server capacity, the cluster capacity reaches half of the 

movies provided by the library including all movies but the least popular ones.
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Now the relocating scenarios perform similarly as the required movie is within 

the search range of the half relocation case, see figure 8.32. There is a number 

of cut users since the flexibility of relocation is not available, see figure 8.34- 

In the 15-movie local server capacity, the cluster capacity increases even 

further to include some of the least popular movies, this is demonstrated by 

the small increase in the user connection rate, see figure 8.33. Bandwidth usage 

reduction is due to the same reason, see figure 8.32. Now that quite a few of the 

least popular movies are played more fulfll the requirements of cutting down a 

movie to replace it by a more popular one, as shown in figure 8.34-
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Figure 8.35: System cost function using search distance of 1 hop

In the case of using 1-hop search distance, bandwidth usage rises steeply as 

server capacity increases from 1 to 3 movies, in the cases of half and full range 

relocation, as shown in figure 8.33. The increase is of the order of 6 times more 

bandwidth. In the non-relocation case the bandwidth increase is of the order 

of 10%. As server capacity increases even further, bandwidth usage falls at a 

less steep rate. As capacity increases from 3 to 5 movies the bandwidth usage 

is reduced by a third, in the cases where relocation is used. The non-relocating 

network uses almost the same amount of bandwidth. As server capacity is
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Figure 8.36: QoS achieved using search distance of 1 hop

increased from 5 to 10 movies, bandwidth usage is further decreased by one 

third, in the relocating systems. In the non-relocating system, there is an 

increase of 50%. Finally, as server capacity is increased to its maximum of 

15 movies, bandwidth usage decreases further reaching almost the same levels 

of the one-movie server capacity cases, in both the relocating systems. In the 

non-relocating system bandwidth usage is kept at the same level.

The average connection success rate is almost tripled in both relocating 

cases, see figure 8.32, as server capacity is increased from one to three movies. 

In the non-relocating case there is an increase, but is not that steep, it is of 

the order of 40%. As server capacity is increased further from 3 to 8 movies, 

the rate of successful connections is increased by 10%-20%, in all networks. As 

server capacity is increased to its maximum of 15, successful connection rate is 

increased but only slightly in the rate of 3%, in all cases. In the relocating cases 

100% successful connection rate is reached whereas in the non-relocating case 

the maximum reached is around 80%.

The percentage of cut users is quite small in all cases, see figure S.SJ .̂ The 

highest values are encountered in the non-relocating case of 2.75 x 10“ .̂ The
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lowest values are encountered in the full-relocating network. The system cost 

rises linearly as server capacity is increased in all cases, see figure 8.35. The 

QoS plot pattern follows the successful connection rate as cut user percentage 

is low, see figure 8.36.

U sing 2-hop search  d is tan ce  Here we examine the effects of increasing the 

local server capacity and using a local search range of 2 hops, for the non

relocating, half-relocating and full-relocating scenario.

As local server capacity is one movie, the local server is capable of accommo

dating only a small percentage of the total demand for the 100-movie library and 

the server cluster capacity is 13 movies. The control mechanism gives priority 

to the very popular movies and tries to set up as many of these as possible. The 

rest of the movies are started on remote servers and some are relocated later 

on. Bandwidth usage is moderate but increased now that the search distance 

has increased to 2 hops, see figure 8.37. The user connection rate is increased 

as well since the more popular movies are organised on a wider server cluster, 

as shown in figure 8.38. There are no cut users, see figure 8.39 as only the more 

popular movies are started and the least popular ones are used for a substantial 

number of users.

As local server capacity is three movies, the local server is capable of ac

commodating only a small percentage of the total demand for the 100-movie 

library, but the local server cluster is capable of providing most of the movies in 

the library. The control mechanism is relocating some of the movies in order to 

better utilise system resources. This produces the increase of bandwidth usage 

observed in figure 8.37 and consequently the full-relocation case demonstrates 

a slight increase in bandwidth usage. This increase is significantly less, than 

in the 1-hop search case and so is the gap between the full and half relocation 

cases, due to the increased server size. On the other hand system performance 

reaches 80% in all cases as shown in the connection success graph in figure 8.38, 

the increase in connection rate does not follow the increase in bandwidth usage.
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Figure 8.37: Average bandwidth usage using search distance of 2 hops
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Figure 8.38: Average success connection rate using search distance of 2 hops

it is similar though, since each server tries to accommodate as many users as 

possible firstly locally and secondly on the local cluster. In the cut user rate the 

non-relocating case cuts the most users as it lacks the flexibility of relocating 

less popular movies, it is forced to discontinue them, see figure 8.39.
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Figure 8.39: Average cut user percentage using search distance of 2 hops

As local server capacity increases to 5 movies system performance improves 

on all counts. Bandwidth usage drops significantly, see figure 8.31. Now the 

local server is able to hold 5 of the most popular movies and the local cluster 

of servers within 2 hops from it can hold another 60 movies. The total of 60 

movies includes all the most popular ones and 15 of the least popular ones. User 

success rate increases, since well above 80% of the users can connect within the 

local cluster, see figure 8.38. The full relocating scenario performs better, since 

a small number of users can make way for another more popular movie and due 

to the increased server size this is now possible for most relocation attempts. 

In the half relocation case some relocation attempts fail as the required movies 

are beyond the scope of the search. Compared to the 1-hop search range case, 

the non-relocating scenario consumes more bandwidth but performs better, see 

figure 8.37, since due to the increased search range more bandwidth is used to 

access the more popular movies which are now within the usei^ reach. The half- 

relocating case consumes the same bandwidth and performs similarly as before, 

since there are still failed relocation attempts due to the restricted scope of the 

search range. The full-relocating case now uses less bandwidth and performs
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very well (95%) since increased cluster capacity and full-relocation allow the 

placement of the more popular movies on the best access points for the user 

pool.

System  Cost Function ( p = 1 )
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Figure 8.40: System cost function using search distance of 2 hops
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Figure 8.41: QoS achieved using search distance of 2 hops

In the 8-movie local server capacity, system performance is improved. The
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local cluster capacity is now enough to include all the movies contained in the 

library. Bandwidth usage drops but not at the same rate as before since we 

are connecting most users at a maximum distance of 2 hops, see figure 8.37. 

Relocation further improves system performance, since the least popular movies 

can be reorganised to allow more popular ones to be played in their places; con

sequently the non-relocating case performs worse (10% less success connection 

rate), see figure 8.38. The number of cut users is due to the high number of least 

popular movies being set up and the system tendency to decrease bandwidth 

usage, see figure 8.39.

In the 10-movie local server capacity, the cluster capacity is enough to in

clude all the movies contained in the library. Both the relocating scenarios 

perform the same as the required movie is within the search range of both re

location case, see figure 8.37. Their performance is similar to the 1-hop search 

range case since that was the required capacity to cover the movie library, see 

figure 8.38. There is a number of cut users as the system is able to reorganise 

movie placement using relocation, see figure 8.39. In the non-relocating case 

cut users exist since the system prefers staring a more popular movie locally in 

place of one with very few users attached.

In the 15-movie local server capacity, the local server cluster capacity, con

tinues to be enough to include all the movies contained in the library and leave 

available space as well. Bandwidth usage reduction is small due to the same 

reason as in the previous case, see figure 8.37. Now that most of the least pop

ular movies are played a few fulfil the requirements of cutting down a movie to 

replace it by a more popular one, see figure 8.39.

In the case of using 2 hops search distance, bandwidth usage rises as server 

capacity increases from 1 to 3 movies, in the cases of half and full range reloca

tion, see figure 8.38. The increase is of the order of 2.5 times more bandwidth. 

In the non-relocation case the bandwidth increase is of the order of 15%. As 

server capacity increases even further, bandwidth usage falls at a slightly less 

steep rate. As capacity increases from 3 to five movies the bandwidth usage is
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reduced by two thirds, in the cases where relocation is used. The non-relocating 

network uses almost the same amount of bandwidth. As server capacity is in

creased from 5 to 10 movies, bandwidth usage is further decreased by 20%, 

in the relocating systems. In the non-relocating system, bandwidth usage is 

kept at the same level. Finally, as server capacity is increased to its maximum 

of 15 movies, bandwidth usage decreases further reaching the same levels of 

the one-movie server capacity cases, in both the relocating systems. In the 

non-relocating system bandwidth usage is kept at the same level.

The average connection success rate is almost doubled in both relocating 

cases as server capacity is increased from one to three movies, see figure 8.37. 

In the non-relocating case there is an increase, but is not that steep, of the 

order of 25%. As server capacity is further increased from 3 to 8 movies, the 

rate of successful connections is increased by 10%-20%, in all networks. As 

server capacity is increased to its maximum of 15, successful connection rate is 

increased but only slightly in the rate of 3%, in all cases. In the relocating cases 

100% successful connection rate is reached whereas in the non-relocating case 

the maximum reached is but with a rather slower rate.

The percentage of cut users is small in all cases. The highest values are 

encountered in the non-relocating case of 1.2 x 10"^. The lowest values are 

encountered in the full-relocating network, see figure 8.39.

The system cost rises linearly as server capacity is increased in all cases, see 

figure 8 .40. The QoS plot pattern follows the successful connection rate as cut 

user percentage is low, see figure 8.4  L

U sing 3-hop search  d is tan ce  Here we examine the effects of increasing the 

local server capacity and using a local search range of 3 hops, for the non

relocating, half-relocating and full-relocating scenario.

As local server capacity is one movie and the search range is increased to 

3 hops the local server cluster is capable of accommodating all of the most 

popular movies of the movie library. The control mechanism gives priority to
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the very popular movies and tries to set up as many of these as possible. The 

rest of the movies are started on remote servers and some are relocated later 

on. Bandwidth usage is increased compared to the 2-hop search range case, see 

figure 8 .4 2 . This is due to the increased size of the local server cluster. The 

user connection rate is increased as well, see figure 8 .4 8 , since all of the most 

popular movies are available within the cluster. There are no cut users after the 

10 movie server capacity, see figure 8.44 only the more popular movies are 

started and the least popular ones are used for a substantial number of users.
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Figure 8.42: Average bandwidth usage using search distance of 3 hops

As local server capacity becomes three movies, the local server cluster is 

capable of providing all but the last 25 least popular movies in the library. 

The increased cluster size along with the control mechanism, which is relocat

ing some of the movies in order to utilise better system resources; an increase 

the bandwidth usage is observed. Consequently the full-relocation case demon

strates a slight increase in bandwidth usage. This increase is less steep, than in 

the 2-hop search case and so is the gap between the full and half relocation cases, 

due to the increased server size. On the other hand system performance reaches 

90% in all cases as shown in the connection success graph in figure 8.43, the
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increase in connection rate is not as steep, but is similar to that of bandwidth 

usage. Each server tries to accommodate as many users as possible firstly locally 

and secondly on the local cluster which in this produces a high success connec

tion rate. There is a percentage of cut users, especially in the non-relocating 

case, since the increased search range allows the start of less popular movies, 

but the decreased server capacity does not allow them to continue running, see 

figure 8.44-

As local server capacity increases to 5 movies system performance improves 

on all counts. Bandwidth usage drops significantly. Now the local server is 

able to hold 5 of the most popular movies and the local server cluster within 

3 hops from it can hold another 195 movies. The total cluster capacity is 

double the library size. User success rate increases, see figure 8.43, since well 

above 90% of the users can connect within the local cluster. The full relocating 

scenario performs better, since a small number of users can make way for another 

more popular movie and due to the increased server size this is now possible 

is most attempts. In the half relocation case some relocation attempts fail as 

the required movie is beyond the scope of the search. Compared to the 1-hop 

search range case, the non-relocating scenario consumes more bandwidth but 

performs better, see figure 8 .4 2 , since due to the increased search range more 

bandwidth is used to access the more popular movies which are now within 

the user’s reach. The half-relocating case consumes the same bandwidth and 

performs similarly as before, since there are still failed relocation attempts due 

to the restricted scope of the search range. The full-relocating case now uses 

less bandwidth and performs very well (95%) since increased cluster capacity 

and full-relocation allow the placement of the more popular movies to the best 

access positions for the user pool. In the cut user rate the non-relocating system 

continues to provide the highest, but reduced due to the increased local server 

capacity, see figure 8.44-

In the 8-movie local server capacity, system performance is improved further. 

Now the local cluster capacity now 200 movies, is well beyond the size of the
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Figure 8.43: Average success connection rate using search distance of 3 hops
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Figure 8.44: Average cut user percentage using search distance of 3 hops

library and enough to accommodate all user requests. Bandwidth usage drops, 

see figure 8 .4 2 , but not at the same rate as before since we are connecting most 

users at a maximum distance of 3 hops. Relocation further improves system 

performance as shown in figure 8.43, since least popular movies can be reorgan
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ised to allow more popular ones to be played in their places; and consequently 

the non-relocating case performs slightly worse (10% less success connection 

rate). Compared to the 2-hop search range case only the non-relocating sce

nario shows considerable improvement. Any server size larger than 8, will not 

produce considerable benefits for the service provider. In the cut user rate the 

non-relocating system continues to provide the highest rate, slightly increased 

from the previous case, see figure 8.44- The system uses the extra server capac

ity to place as many popular movies as it can.

In the 10 and 15 local server capacity the system is over engineered, since 

the local cluster size is 10 to 15 times the library size. Users connect within 

their local cluster and in the 15-movie case nearer to their local server. The 

improvement is visible for the non-relocating case, whereas the relocating cases 

are the same as before, see figure 8 .4 2 . The cut user rate returns to very low 

levels since the server space available is enough to accommodate all movies 

contained in the library, see figure 8-44-

In the case of using 3 hops search distance, bandwidth usage rises as server 

capacity increases from 1 to 3 movies, in the cases of half and full range re

location. The increase is in the order of 2.5 times more bandwidth. In the 

non-relocation case the bandwidth increase is of the order of 15%. As server 

capacity increases even further, bandwidth usage falls at a slightly less steep 

rate, see figure 8 .4 2 . As capacity increases from 3 to five movies bandwidth 

usage is reduced by two thirds, in the cases where relocation is used. The 

non-relocating network uses almost the same amount of bandwidth. As server 

capacity is increased from 5 to 10 movies, bandwidth usage is further decreased 

by 20%, in the relocating systems. In the non-relocating system, bandwidth 

usage is kept at the same level. Finally, as server capacity is increased to its 

maximum of 15 movies, bandwidth usage decreases further reaching the same 

levels of the one-movie server capacity cases, in both the relocating systems. In 

the non-relocating systems bandwidth usage is kept at the same level.

The average connection success rate is almost doubled in both relocating
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cases as server capacity is increased from one to three movies, see figure 8.43. 

In the non-relocating case there is an increase, but is not that steep, of the order 

of 10%. As server capacity is further increased from 3 to 8 movies, the rate of 

successful connections is increased by 10%, in all networks. As server capacity is 

increased to its maximum of 15, successful connection rate is increased but only 

slightly in the rate of 3%, in all cases. In the relocating cases 100% successful 

connection rate is reached whereas in the non-relocating case the maximum 

reached is but with a slightly slower rate.
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Figure 8.45: System cost function using search distance of 3 hops

The percentage of cut users is small in all cases, see figure 8.44- The highest 

values are encountered in the non-relocating case of 1.2 x 10“ .̂ The lower values 

are encountered in the half and full-relocating network of 1 x 10“  ̂ and 5 x 10“®, 

respectively, see figure 8.45. The system cost rises linearly as server capacity is 

increased in all cases. The QoS plot pattern follows the successful connection 

rate as cut user percentage is low, see figure 8 .4 6 .
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Figure 8.46: QoS achieved using search distance of 3 hops

8.4 Conclusions

The user-access patterns in the multimedia environment are quite complex and 

unpredictable. The heterogeneity and diversity of IMSs require an efficient, 

simple and robust control protocol. We demonstrated how the control protocol, 

can drastically improve network resource usage. We have defined and stud

ied some of the most important control parameters, such as multiplication of 

material and localisation of connections. These can be used in specifying the 

carrier network parameters. The proposed control protocol can be used to fur

ther probe into the parameter space and study the trade-offs between protocol 

complexity and network performance.

8.5 Summary

In this chapter we have evaluated the performance of the proposed management 

system, using different VoD server network scenarios. The management system 

is based on minimum knowledge of the state of the system, managed to allocate 

server capacity and bandwidth resources. In the next chapter we compare this
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performance against two other systems, one completely centralised and one 

distributed but without any management system.



Chapter 9

Comparison to non-distributed  
system s

9.1 Introduction

In this chapter we compare the performance of the managed distributed system 

proposed in the previous chapter to a completely centralised system and to a 

system of servers without a distributed control mechanism. In the first case we 

shall show how the core bandwidth requirements increase and in the second we 

show the deteriorating QoS offered to the end user compared to the managed 

system with a similar server.

9.2 Distributed servers w ithout control algo
rithm

In this scenario we used the same network of VoD servers, but without the 

management system. Every server is capable of providing service only to the 

users connected to its associated local exchange. The server can not accept or 

create remote connections either.

The same probability profile and the same user population per local exchange 

were used. Once a movie was started on a server it could only be changed if 

the users attached to it were below a certain threshold as well as the playing

196
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time was over a certain threshold. The first was done to avoid disconnecting a 

substantial number of users and the second to give the time margin in order to 

anticipate possible change in demand.

The number of connected users is given by:

tÿCT ĉa>p
Uat =  Y . T i < i )  (91)

j *

where j  is the total number of VoD servers in the system, and z{i) the number 

of users attached to the ith  movie as given by the probability function. Only 

the first i movies in order of popularity, where i is local the server capacity, 

are played per server. Depending on server size the cumulative user number 

can range from 10% for 1-movie server capacity to 80% for 15 movies server 

capacity. This is achieved without using any network bandwidth.

9.3 Centralised system

In the centralised system, only one centralised VoD server is used to provide 

service. All users from all local exchanges are connected to this one centralised 

VoD server.

The same probability profile and procedures for starting a new movie and 

disconnecting one already playing are used. Every connection request is di

rected to the one centralised VoD server placed on the centre of the square grid 

network. Bandwidth usage is directed to the server location. Therefore, when 

dimensioning the network extra capacity should be allowed in this area.

The number of connected users is given by:

Uat =  è  iz{i) (9.2)
i

In the centralised video server, only the first i movies in order of popularity, 

where i is local server capacity, are played. Depending on server size the cu

mulative user number can range from 10% for 1-movie server capacity to 80% 

for 15 movies server capacity. The server should be able to support 100 times
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more video streams. Bandwidth usage is increased as all users are connected to 

the centralised server
Sn e t

^at =  c{d)Uatd (9.3)
d

where d is the distance in hops from the centralised server, Uat is the number 

of attached users and c{d) is the number of servers situated at distance d from 

the centralised server.

9.4 Results

The comparison of the performance of the three systems shows the advantages 

of using the distributed managed system. In terms of bandwidth usage, the 

non-managed system does not require any inter-server connection and there is 

no bandwidth usage, but the performance offered, is very poor.

Using 1-hop search distance

Here we compare the performance of the three systems, as the local server 

capacity increases and the local search distance for the distributed system is 1 

hop.

Using 1-hop search distance, bandwidth usage rises as server capacity in

creases in the centralised system by almost 4 times as server capacity increases, 

whereas bandwidth usage increases differently in the networked cases. The cen

tralised case is the most bandwidth demanding as expected, since all user traffic 

is directed to one centralised server, see figure 9.1.

Bandwidth usage increases steeply as server capacity increases from 1 to 3 

movies, in the cases of half and full range relocation. The increase is of the order 

of 6 times more bandwidth. In the non-relocation case the bandwidth increase 

is of the order of 10%. As server capacity increases even further, bandwidth 

usage falls in a less steep rate. As capacity increases from 3 to five movies the 

bandwidth usage is reduced by a third, in the cases where relocation is used due 

to the increased server capacity. The non-relocating network uses almost the
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same amount of bandwidth. As server capacity is increased from 5 to 10 movies, 

bandwidth usage is further decreased by one third, in the relocating systems. 

In the non-relocating system, there is an increase of 50%. Finally, as server 

capacity is increased to its maximum of 15 movies, bandwidth usage decreases 

further reaching almost the same levels of the one-movie server capacity cases, 

in both the relocating systems. In the non-relocating system bandwidth usage 

is kept at the same level. In the non-networked system there is no bandwidth 

usage. The centralised case is the most bandwidth demanding as expected. As 

server capacity increases the number of remote connections increases and traffic 

is concentrated towards the channels ending on the centralised server.
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Figure 9.1: Average bandwidth usage using search distance of 1 hop

The average connection rate in both the centralised and non-networked sys

tems is lower than in the networked systems, it rises as server capacity increases 

by approximately 2.5 times, from the 1-movie capacity case, see figure 9.2. In 

the non-networked system, the servers try to load only the most popular movies 

and since no inter-working exists they cannot change their movie configuration. 

In the centralised system the more popular movies are loaded and then cannot 

be moved due to number of users attached to them. The average connection
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success rate is almost tripled in both relocating cases as server capacity is in

creased from one to three movies. In the non-relocating case there is an increase, 

but is not that steep, it is in the order of 40%. As server capacity is further 

increased from 3 to 8 movies, the rate of successful connections is increased by 

10%-20%, in all networks. As server capacity is increased to its maximum of 

15, successful connection rate is increased but only slightly in the rate of 3%, 

in all cases. In the relocating cases 100% successful connection rate is reached 

whereas in the non-relocating case the maximum reached is around 80%.
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Figure 9.2: Average success connection rate using search distance of 1 hop

The percentage of cut users is quite small in all cases. The highest values 

are encountered in the non-relocating case of 2.75 x 10“ .̂ The lowest values are 

encountered in the full-relocating network. In the centralised and networked 

systems the cut user rate is almost zero since the criteria for cutting down a 

movie are never met, due to the absence of server networking, see figure 9.3.

The system cost rises linearly as server capacity is increased in all cases and 

in the non-networked case as well. In the centralised system cost rises from the 

10 to 15 server capacity cases by 3 times, see figure 9.\. This is due to the 

increased bandwidth usage.
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Figure 9.3: Average cut user percentage using search distance of 1 hop 
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Figure 9.4: System cost function using search distance of 1 hop

The QoS plot pattern follows the successful connection rate as cut user 

percentage is low and shows the same trends, see figure 9.5. The centralised 

and non-networked systems provide inferior QoS compared to the networked 

ones, even to the simplest non-relocating one. This is a manifestation of the
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usefulness of using a distributed system.
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Figure 9.5: QoS achieved using search distance of 1 hop

Using 2-hop search distance

Here we compare the performance of the three systems, as the local server 

capacity increases and the local search distance for the distributed system is 2 

hops.

In the case of using 2 hops search distance, bandwidth usage rises as server 

capacity increases in the centralised system by almost 4 times as server capacity 

increases, whereas bandwidth usage increases differently in the networked cases, 

see figure 9.6.

Bandwidth usage rises as server capacity increases from 1 to 3 movies, in the 

cases of half and full range relocation. The increase is in the order of 2.5 times 

more bandwidth. In the non-relocating case the bandwidth increase is of the or

der of 15%. As server capacity increases even further, bandwidth usage falls in 

a slightly less steep rate. As capacity increases from 3 to five movies the band

width usage is reduced by two thirds, in the cases where relocation is used. The 

non-relocating network uses almost the same amount of bandwidth. As server
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capacity is increased from 5 to 10 movies, bandwidth usage is further decreased 

by 20%, in the relocating systems. In the non-relocating system, bandwidth 

usage is kept at the same level. Finally, as server capacity is increased to its 

maximum of 15 movies, bandwidth usage decreases further reaching the same 

levels of the one-movie server capacity cases, in both the relocating systems. 

In the centralised system bandwidth usage increases following the networked 

systems up to the 3-movie server capacity. From that point it continues to rise, 

whereas it falls for the networked systems. This is normal for a centralised 

system since increase in the number of users accessing the service adds to the 

total bandwidth used. In the non-relocating system bandwidth usage is kept at 

the same level.
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Figure 9.6: Average bandwidth usage using search distance of 2 hops

The average connection rate in both the centralised and non-networked sys

tems is lower than in the networked systems. It rises as server capacity increases 

by approximately 2.5 times, see figure 9.7. The average connection success rate 

is almost doubled in both relocating cases as server capacity is increased from 

one to three movies. In the non-relocating case there is an increase, but is not 

as steep, it is of the order of 25%. As server capacity is further increased from
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3 to 8 movies, the rate of successful connections is increased by 10%-20%, in 

all networks. As server capacity is increased to its maximum of 15, successful 

connection rate is increased but only slightly in the rate of 3%, in all cases. In 

the relocating cases 100% successful connection rate is reached whereas in the 

non-relocating case the maximum is reached but with a rather slower rate. The 

centralised and non-networked systems provide an average connection rate re

duced on average by more than 20% compared to the networked systems. This is 

due to their inability to use their resources in cooperation. The servers provide 

only the most popular movies and are incapable of sharing their resources.
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Figure 9.7: Average success connection rate using search distance of 2 hops

The percentage of cut users is small in all cases. The centralised and non- 

networked systems never meet the criteria for cutting down a movie. The high

est values axe encountered in the non-relocating case on the 3 movie server 

capacity of 1.2 x 10“ .̂ The other two networked systems produce a smaller 

cut user percentage of 1.5 x 10“ .̂ The lowest values are encountered in the 

full-relocating network. In the centralised and networked systems the cut user 

rate is almost zero, see figure 9.8. Relocation and server reconfiguration are 

allowed at the cost of slightly reducing QoS.
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Figure 9.8: Average cut user percentage using search d istance o f 2 hops

System cost rises linearly as server capacity is increased in all cases. In the 

centralised system cost rises from the 10 to 15 server capacity cases by 3 times, 

see figure 9.9. This is due to the considerable increase in bandwidth in the 

centralised system as server capacity rises.
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Figure 9.9: System  co st function using search d istance o f 2 hops
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The QoS plot pattern follows the successful connection rate as cut user 

percentage is low, see figure 9.10. The non-networked systems produce a 20% 

reduced QoS due to the high number of users that are not granted their request.
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Figure 9.10: QoS achieved using search distance of 2 hops

Using 3-hop search distance

Here we compare the performance of the three systems, as the local server 

capacity increases and the local search distance for the distributed system is 3 

hops.

In the case of using 3 hops search distance, bandwidth usage rises as server 

capacity increases in the centralised system by almost 4 times as server capacity 

increases, whereas bandwidth usage increases differently in networked cases, 

figure 9.11.

Bandwidth usage rises as server capacity increases from 1 to 3 movies, in the 

cases of half and full range relocation. The increase is of the order of 2.5 times 

more bandwidth. In the non-relocation case, the bandwidth increase is of the 

order of 15%. As server capacity increases even further, bandwidth usage falls in 

a slightly less steep rate. As capacity increases from 3 to five movies bandwidth
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usage is reduced by two thirds, in the cases where relocation is used. The 

non-relocating network uses almost the same amount of bandwidth. As server 

capacity is increased from 5 to 10 movies, bandwidth usage is further decreased 

by 20%, in the relocating systems. In the non-relocating system, bandwidth 

usage is kept at the same level. Finally, as server capacity is increased to its 

maximum of 15 movies, bandwidth usage decreases further reaching the same 

levels of the one-movie server capacity cases, in both the relocating systems. 

In the centralised system bandwidth usage continues to rise as more and more 

distant users are connected to the one centralised server. In the non-relocating 

system bandwidth usage is kept at the same level.
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Figure 9.11: Average bandwidth usage using search distance of 3 hops

The average connection rate in both the centralised and non-networked sys

tems is lower than in the networked systems. It rises as server capacity increases 

by approximately 2.5 times, see figure 9.12. The average connection success rate 

is almost doubled in both relocating cases as server capacity is increased from 

one to three movies. In the non-relocating case there is an increase, but is not 

that steep, of the order of 25%. As server capacity is further increased from 

3 to 8 movies, the rate of successful connections is increased by 10%-20%, in
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all networks. As server capacity is increased to its maximum of 15, successful 

connection rate is increased but only slightly in the rate of 3%, in all cases. 

In the relocating cases 100% successful connection rate is reached whereas in 

the non-relocating case the maximum is reached but with a rather slower rate. 

The non-networked systems behave as before but now the difference to the 

networked ones increases further.
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Figure 9.12: Average success connection rate using search distance of 3 hops

The percentage of cut users is quite small in all cases, see figure 9.13. The 

non-networked systems still do not produce any cut users. The highest values 

are encountered in the non-relocating case of 4.00 x 10“® at the 3-movie server 

capacity network. The lowest values are encountered in the full-relocating net

work.

The system cost rises linearly as server capacity is increased in all cases. In 

the centralised system cost rises from the 10 to 15 server capacity cases by 3 

times, see figure 9.14- Again here the cost of using excessive bandwidth gives a 

rise to the total cost of the centralised system.

The QoS plot pattern follows the successful connection rate as cut user per

centage is low, see figure 9.15. The relocating systems perform almost perfectly.
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Figure 9.14: System cost function using search distance of 3 hops

whereas the non-networked ones perform on average 30% worse. Relocation and 

networking exploit much better system resources.

The performance and cost of the centralised system are considerably higher 

than in the networked systems. The non-networked system is comparable in
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Figure 9.15: QoS achieved using search distance of 3 hops

cost with the networked systems but lacks in performance. The networked 

solution provides 20%-30% better performance for the same cost.

9.5 Conclusion

Comparing the performance of the distributed control system to a control-less 

and to a centralised one, gives a good insight as to why such a system should 

use distributed control. In both cases QoS service deteriorates drastically when 

the aggregate server capacity is below the library size. Because of the lack of 

flexibility in both control-less and centralised systems users are denied service 

or are even being disconnected due to the inefficiency of the system to use its 

resources.

In the control-less system poor use of the available VoD servers is achieved, 

as almost all the demand for the rest of the movies in the library that cannot 

be accommodated in the local server, are rejected. Those that are served are 

at the expense of deteriorating QoS as the users of a playing movie have to be 

disconnected in order for the new movie to start.
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In the centralised scenario, when the centralised server capacity does not 

exceed the size of the library, requests are served at the expense of over using 

core network bandwidth. In the case where the server capacity is superseded 

by library size, we have additional deterioration of service due to the rejected 

users.

9.6 Summary

In this section we have compared our proposed VoD service design to two al

ternative scenarios. One scenario was that of a completely localised structure 

and the other of a completely centralised one. In both cases the advantages of 

the distributed system were proved both in the QoS and system resources usage 

aspects.



Chapter 10

Conclusions

10.1 Introduction

In this thesis, a design for a distributed VoD service has been presented, con

centrating on two aspects: the VoD server; and the server network management 

system. Emphasis has been placed on the simplicity, scalability and perfor

mance of the design.

The service enabling technologies and commercial VoD trials are reviewed, 

there we present our proposed VoD server design. The server design is based on 

short interval staggered multicast and two-tier user stream flow control. The 

design is scalable as more units can be added as required.

A review of other distributed service systems is followed by the presentation 

of our distributed service management system. Movie and connection place

ments are carried out based on movie popularity. Popular movies are replicated 

across more servers, and placed close to the end user, to minimise core network 

bandwidth usage. The least popular movies are provided when and wherever 

server space is available. Distant connections to these movies are allowed since 

only a small number of users require them.

Additionally, less popular movies are relocated to other servers to provide 

server space for other more popular ones. Finally, least popular movies are 

terminated to allow a more popular movie to start.

212
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We tested our proposed control system on a 10 x 10 square grid network of 

VoD servers of varying movie capacity from 1 to 15 movies. The library size was 

100 movies, and was kept constant. We used a non-relocating and two relocating 

algorithms. Of the relocating algorithms the first could relocate a movie to an 

area of radius of half the maximum network distance and the second to full. 

We monitored bandwidth usage, connection success rate, cut user rate, cost and 

QoS. The relocating systems performed better for server capacity of more than 1 

movie. Full relocation generally performed better than half depending on server 

capacity, especially at lower server capacities. As server capacity increased both 

relocating algorithms performed similarly.

Finally, we compared our system to a non-interconnected network of servers 

and to a centralised system. The system proposed and studied has performed 

better and provided improved QoS.

10.2 Contributions of this thesis

The main points and conclusions derived from the present work can be sum

marised as follows:

•  In the fourth chapter: The most important VoD server characteristics 

are identified. These parameters need to be included in all VoD server 

designs, to improve efficiency and performance. The VoD server design in 

presented and analysed. This design is scalable and can provide interactive 

control to the end user. Depending on the dimensioning of its parameters 

it can be used from multicast to true-VoD. This design can form the basis 

of future commercial service implementations.

•  In the sixth chapter: The most important network resources are identi

fied. Bandwidth usage and server capacity are the two most important 

parameters in the VoD service network and play a key role in its function 

and performance. Their management forms the basis of the distributed 

management system.
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•  In the eighth chapter: We study the performance of our proposed service 

design under varying network and control parameters. Both relocating 

systems perform better for medium server capacities, since the network 

has enough server capacity to accommodate relocation. The improved 

performance of the relocating networks continues to higher servers capac

ities. These results prove the usefulness of relocation on our networked 

system. Our system works by forming local server clusters, which decen

tralise bandwidth usage and provide improved movie availability to the 

end users. The addition of relocation improves performance even more.

•  In the ninth chapter: We compare our distributed VoD server network 

to two non-networked systems. One is a centralised one and the other 

a non-interconnected system of video servers. Our networked systems 

performed better than the non-networked ones further proving the value 

of distributed control.

10.3 Suggestions for further work

Further work based on this study could include:

•  Introducing a more complex management system based on more network 

status information and optimisation methods to compare performance and 

cost.

•  Applying this method to multimedia services where read-write processes 

are performed.

10.4 Concluding Remarks

In this thesis, a design for a VoD server and a design for a distributed server 

managing system, the two most important VoD service components, were pre

sented. The management system was evaluated for various sets of network and 

management system parameters. Finally, its performance was compared against
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a centralised and non-networked system. The advantages of distribution were 

shown.
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